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Abstract
Narrow openers commonly used in Australian no-tillage seeding operations cause excessive
soil disturbance which typically limit speed to 8-9 km h-1. In this thesis, the low disturbance
bentleg opener is investigated for its use in high speed no-tillage seeding. The discrete element
method (DEM) of modelling is used to optimise performance and develop bentleg openers for
integrated use in bentleg seeding systems.
A virtual soil bin was generated with DEM and the hysteretic spring contact model was used. A
voidage grid binning technique was developed to identify loosened soil after simulated tillage,
paralleling DEM post processing with tillage assessment methodologies. The effect of opener
rake angle (35-90°) was simulated and compared to previous soil bin studies conducted in a
sandy loam soil. The predicted furrow profile parameters of loosened area, ridge height, dip
area, furrow backfill and lateral soil throw fell within 9%, 16%, 14%, 0.8% and 9% of the
measured values, respectively. Additionally, the predicted rake angle trends on soil failure
boundaries, soil layer mixing and tillage forces followed those published in literature.
DEM modelling results show soil disturbance with bentleg openers is minimised by
streamlining the opener such as with reducing its thickness and maximising its leading
chamfer. A curved – rather than angular- transition connecting the side leg to the vertical
shank portion also reduces the extent of soil disturbance. The bentleg foot is the key feature
initiating soil failure and driving soil loosening, draught and penetration forces. However, the
vertical upheave caused by the foot increases soil throw at shallower settings (< 90 mm).
Removing the foot reduces the loosened soil upheave height, minimising soil disturbance for
shallow (60 mm) and high speed operation. These benefits come at the cost of furrow
loosening capacity, limiting the operating range of footless bentleg openers to shallower
depths (< 120 mm). However, a footless bentleg opener with a side-leg forward angle greater
than 90° can offer benefits similar to steep rake angle straight openers, but without the
associated penalties of reduced furrow size, increased draught and vertical up forces.
Anticipated benefits include the potential to lower field surface roughness to improve the
harvest-ability of crops and reduce the need for post-seeding rolling operations in stony soils.
An opener performance evaluation in a dry silty-loam field soil showed a bentleg opener with
95 mm offset could maintain 100% backfill and operate with a lateral soil throw less than half
that of straight openers at 8 km h-1. A smaller 45 mm offset bentleg opener was sensitive to
speed, reducing furrow backfill and increasing lateral soil throw at 16 km h-1 (reaching similar

xii

values to those of straight shank openers). The 95 mm offset bentleg was able to maintain its
low soil disturbance characteristics at speeds up to 16 km h-1.
Two seed and fertiliser banding configurations were developed and evaluated in a field trial.
The bentleg seeding system configurations placed seeds into furrow backfill soil tilth using a
furrow closing plate (SS2); or placed seeds on an undisturbed side-ledge within the furrow
(SS3) and were compared to a district straight opener technology (SS1). Results show both
closer plate and side banding bentleg seeding systems can increase operating speeds by at
least 50% (i.e. from 8 to 12 km h-1) with no penalty to wheat crop emergence or grain yield. In
contrast, the straight opener seeding system SS1 increased average seeding depth by 30.1 mm
as a result of excessive soil throw at 12 km h-1, thus reducing crop emergence by 31% (on the
affected seed rows.) The effect of the seeding systems on crop safety was also investigated
with three soil applied herbicides incorporated by sowing. The results showed no significant
difference in emergence or yield with either straight or bentleg seeding systems.
The findings highlight the ability of bentleg openers to increase operating speed by 50%, while
maintaining seeding quality and crop emergence performance. This represents an
unprecedented opportunity for the improvement of tine seeder work-rate, with significant
implications for timeliness of no-tillage seeding operations in Australian context.
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1. Introduction
1.1 No-till farming
Traditionally farming has been based around intensive tillage to prepare seed beds and control
weeds, pests and diseases. However, over the last thirty years there has been a gradual adoption of
conservation farming systems, with 86% of Australian growers in 2016 planting with no prior tillage
(Umbers, Watson, & Watson, 2017). Growers practicing conservation farming aim to (FAO, 2014):


Maintain continuous minimum mechanical soil disturbance.



Maintain permanent surface residue.



Stimulate biological activity through crop rotations, cover crops, and integrated nutrient and
pest management.

Conservation farming can improve a farming system by: reducing soil erosion; improving timeliness
of sowing, with lowered fuel, labour and machinery maintenance costs; reducing soil degradation;
increasing soil structure, organic matter, and biological activity; and increasing water use efficiency
and infiltration (C. J. Baker et al., 2006; Hobbs, 2007; Huang et al., 2008; Triplett & Dick, 2008). One
form of conservation farming is no-till farming. No-till farming is a system where (Derpsch et al.,
2014):


Seeds are placed into otherwise untilled soil by opening a narrow slot, trench or hole of only
sufficient depth to obtain proper seed placement and coverage.



No other soil tillage.



Less than 50% of soil surface is disturbed in seeding process.

In order to achieve the idealism of a no-till farming system, new seeding systems have had to be
developed. Despite there being a wide array of seeding systems, none are without compromises.

1.2 No-till seeding systems
The seeding system is defined as the seeder row unit component engaging with soil and residue. In
order to successfully establish a no-till crop, a seeding system must be able to open a furrow, deliver
and place the seed accurately in the furrow, cover the seed in the furrow, firm the seedbed, and
perform other functions as required (fertiliser placement, residue handling, weed control, apply crop
chemicals) (J. R. Murray, Tullberg, & Basnet, 2006) while maintaining a key principle of conservation
farming namely: low soil and surface residue disturbance. To achieve this over a wide range of
conditions, seeding systems incorporate different combinations of the following components:
1



Residue cutting or managing devices



Row preparation devices



Furrow opening devices



Seed and fertiliser placement devices



Seed firming and/or seed covering devices

The furrow opener is a particularly important component of a no-till seeding system as it is the only
component which is required to break, or open the unploughed soil. The functional requirements of
a furrow opener as described by J. R. Murray et al. (2006) are to:


open a furrow at the required depth,



maintain uniformity of depth,



cause minimum disturbance of the seedbed (area of soil disturbed by opener),



firm the base of the seedbed without causing smearing or over compaction,



prevent soil flowing back into the furrow before seed placement,



promote the appropriate degree of soil flow back into the furrow after seed placement

Common types of furrow openers used on no tillage seeding systems include knife – with larger rake
angles around 60-70°, spear point – with lower rake angles often less than 40°, (winged) inverted T,
single, double and triple disc, and combinations thereof (J. R. Murray et al., 2006).
Knife, point, and inverted T furrow openers are examples of narrow point openers fitted to tine
seeding systems. These narrow point openers are the choice for the majority of Australian no-till
seeding systems. However, the maximum operating speed of these tine-style seeding systems is
typically limited to 6-9 km h-1 due to the often excessive soil disturbance. In the Australian context, a
faster operating speed with tine seeders is an attractive proposition which would enable growers to
increase both work rate and timeliness of sowing and thus reduce labour costs and improve yield
potential. Faster operating speeds may also allow smaller implement widths to be used for similar or
better work rates, therefore potentially reducing machinery costs and road transport widths.

1.3 Alternatives to tined seeding systems
An alternative approach to reduce the soil disturbance issue is to use single, double or triple disc
blade openers. These disc seeders are known to generate much lower soil disturbance, while
allowing high speed operation (Ashworth, Desbiolles, & Tola, 2010; Desbiolles & Saunders, 2006).
However, in practice, disc seeders face other issues that limit widespread adoption by Australian
farmers such as: hindered performance in sticky soils, higher purchase cost, more complex designs,
poor penetration into hard soils, risks of residue hair pinning into the furrow creating poor seed to
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soil contact, and increased operating costs due to a greater number of moving and wearing parts
(Ashworth et al., 2010; Çelik & Altikat, 2012; Cortes Burce, Kataoka, & Okamoto, 2013).

1.4 Requirements for an improved no-till seeding system
Hence, in the Australian context the opening action of narrow point openers are often desired over
that of disc blade openers. They also have the comparative benefits of bringing deeper and often
moister soil into the seed zone (Solhjou, Fielke, & Desbiolles, 2012; Tessier, Saxton, Papendick, &
Hyde, 1991b), and of achieving below seed disturbance that can facilitate root system development
in the presence of hard pans and soil borne diseases such as rhizoctonia root rot (J. S. Gill,
Sivasithamparam, & Smettem, 2001; McKay et al., 2014; Roget, Neate, & Rovira, 1996) and crown
rot (Verrell, Simpfendorfer, & Moore, 2017). Furthermore, in the Australian context, a small amount
of soil disturbance is required for mechanical incorporation of a number of soil applied herbicides applied onto the soil at sowing to reduce losses by volatility and photo-decomposition and thus
improve chemical efficacy (Kleemann, Preston, & Gill, 2014). Soil applied herbicides are typically
non-selective, therefore separation between seeds and herbicide is required to ensure positional
selectivity for crop safety. This positional separation is often provided by the out of furrow
movement of the surface layer generated by the opening action of straight openers (Solhjou et al.,
2012), which drastically improves crop safety relative to lower disturbance single disc openers
(Kleemann et al., 2014).
The major limitations of narrow knife and point openers therefore remain their high soil disturbance
characteristics (eg soil throw) often found excessive at speeds above 8 kmh-1. The optimisation of
the soil disturbance characteristics of narrow openers has the potential to improve the performance
and raise the maximum operating speed of tine seeding systems - thus improving productivity,
timeliness of sowing and overall profitability of no-till cropping. Solhjou, Fielke, Desbiolles, and
Saunders (2014) have highlighted the low soil disturbance characteristics of bentleg opener
geometry in a soil bin environment. However, only 6 openers at one speed (8 km h-1) were
evaluated. Further research is needed to unlock the potential of a high speed no till furrow opener.

1.5 Objectives and thesis structure
The overriding aim of this study was to develop an improved understanding of the mechanics
involved in minimising soil disturbance by narrow openers - such as bentleg openers - so as to
develop a higher speed, tine style, no-till seeding system. This study was broken down into the
following milestone objectives:
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I.

Review (a) the effect of opener design parameters and operating settings on their
performance, and (b) methods for accurately modelling opener performance to accelerate
the optimisation process.

II.

Develop realistic soil-opener system models, validated using previous experimental data and
used in parameter sensitivity analyses to improve the understanding of the key factors
driving opener performance. The knowledge developed will aid the design of higher speed
openers and their integration into a higher speed seeding system.

III.

Benchmark field performance of bentleg openers targeted for higher speed operation
against baseline designs commonly used by Australian no-till farmers, by highlighting the
effects of speed on soil disturbance attributes and tillage forces.

IV.

Develop, and benchmark the field performance of higher speed seeding system prototype(s)
against a design commonly used by Australian no-till farmers. This will be undertaken by
comparing the effect of speed on soil disturbance, seed placement accuracy and crop
establishment safety in response to soil applied herbicides incorporated by sowing.

Objectives I-IV were used to structure the thesis, with their respective outcomes revealed in chapter
2-5 . Chapter 6 summarises and draws conclusions from the main findings, highlighting the potential
impact of the research for the Australian cropping industry and opportunities for further work in this
area.
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2. Literature review
The literature review began by assessing the various definitions of the term ‘soil disturbance’,
including how they have been measured by previous researchers. The review covers the key
geometrical factors of a narrow point openers that effect the resulting soil disturbance, namely the
opener width, rake angle, and leading face geometry, and how they may combine in more
complicated opener shapes such as winged and bentleg openers. The literature available on
modelling soil movement with furrow openers was also reviewed, aiming to identify a method of
optimising opener design to control soil movement. Finally, methods of incorporating narrow
openers into a seeding system which places seed and fertilisers in the furrow are reviewed.

2.1 Defining soil disturbance
The research generally takes two approaches when assessing the performance of furrow openers in
a seeding system: the first is to assess the direct relation of the seeding system to crop
establishment or grain yield; the second evaluates the opener’s impact on different disturbance
parameters and assesses whether this impact has a direct or indirect effect on seed placement, plant
emergence, vigour and yield.
Soil disturbance is the loosening, movement and mixing of soil caused by the movement of a narrow
point opener through soil. Although there are a number of parameters that contribute to soil
disturbance - such as furrow area, furrow height, forward, lateral, and rearward soil movement- the
term in a no-till context is generalised as the percentage of area loosened by the furrow opener (Fig.
2.2) (ASABE, 2005; FAO, 2014; Hasimu & Chen, 2014). Other researchers have defined soil
disturbance as a surface roughness co-efficient (Darmora & Pandey, 1995; Tessier, Hyde, Papendick,
& Saxton, 1991a), and the proportion of surface disturbed (Yao et al., 2009). Despite the ambiguity
in the term, ‘soil disturbance’ has been reported in various literature to effect moisture loss from the
furrow (Darmora & Pandey, 1995; Prior et al., 2000; Seidi et al., 2010; Tessier et al., 1991a; Wilkins,
Muilenburg, Allmaras, & Johnson, 1983), seedbed temperature (Licht & Al-Kaisi, 2005), weed seed
germination (Singh, Bhullar, & Chauhan, 2015), draft force (Rosa & Wulfsohn, 2008), and surface
residue cover (Salar, Esehaghbeygi, & Hemmat, 2013).
Darmora and Pandey (1995) and Conte et al. (2011) recognised the need for the measurement of
individual soil disturbance parameters including area of furrow, soil cover age, demand of power
force and effective depth to develop a disturbance performance index. However, neither
disturbance index took into account the movement of loosened soil and therefore soil disturbance
parameters such as lateral soil throw, soil layer mixing, or residue burial. Soil layer mixing is an
important factor to consider as a furrow opener with high levels of soil layer mixing can delve
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moisture from deep soil layers to the surface (Solhjou, 2013) potentially increasing moisture loss
from the furrow and therefore plant available water, burying residue lowering seed/soil contact and
changing weed seed bank dynamics, stimulating weed seed germination(Chauhan, Gill, Preston, &
McDonald, 2004). The link of soil disturbance to residue cover is important as ‘no-till without crop
residue cover leads to disaster’ (Sayre et al., 2006) and should therefore not be overlooked (Derpsch
et al., 2014). C.J. Baker, Saxton, and Ritchie (1996) categorised the resulting residue cover over the
seed zone into 5 classes to assess an opener’s ability to micromanage residues in a desirable
manner. However, no attempt was made to link this to a soil disturbance term or performance
index. The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) has developed a Soil Tillage Intensity
Rating (STIR) which assigns a numerical value to each tillage operation. This takes into account the
operating speed, tillage type, depth of tillage operation, and percent of the soil surface area
disturbed. However, the tillage type input is an assigned value rather than a measured one making
its useful in opener design and evaluation limited.
Due to the ambiguity in previous soil disturbance categorisations, the best method remains to be
assessment of individual soil and residue disturbance parameters to assess opener performance.
Soil layer mixing, lateral soil throw and the furrow backfill are particularly important parameters of
soil disturbance in a no-till seeding context.

2.1.1 Soil layer mixing
The extent of soil layer mixing is a result of forward, lateral and rearward soil movement and can be
quantified by measuring soil translocation, or movement of soil in three dimensions. The most
common method of soil translocation measurement is to use a grid of soil tracers (Fig. 2.1) to plot
the change in position after an opener has passed through the soil (as used by (Sharifat, 1999;
Solhjou, Desbiolles, & Fielke, 2013; Solhjou et al., 2012). Rahman, Chen, and Lobb (2005)
investigated a range of different materials and shape tracers, concluding that 10 mm PVC cubic
tracer was the most suitable as it best resembled the size and density of a soil aggregate.
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Fig. 2.1 (a) Tracer grid pattern used in the experiments by Solhjou et al. (2012) (b) Seed zone
definitions relative to the dip lowest point.

2.1.2 Lateral soil throw
The lateral soil throw is a result of the sideways movement of soil, and is defined as the lateral reach
of soil from the centre of furrow (Fig. 2.2). Alternatively, the spill-over distance can be useful for
quantifying the amount of soil movement outside the furrow, thus contrast the effect of soil throw
against furrow backfill. It is defined as the lateral soil throw extending past the edges of the surface
furrow boundary (Fig. 2.2). A limited amount of soil throw may be desired to mechanically
incorporate soil applied herbicides. However, excess lateral soil throw creates interactions between
adjacent rows known as stepping (see Fig. 2.2). The extent of stepping is a function of the row
spacing and lateral soil throw, being at its most prevalent when width of lateral soil throw
approaches or is greater than the width of row spacing. This effect generates furrow ridging resulting
in additional soil cover over the seedbed, increasing seeding depth (Hasimu & Chen, 2014) and
reducing crop safety due to herbicide contaminated soil being thrown over the seed zone(Desbiolles
& Kleemann, 2003). In practice ridging hinders the adoption of narrow row spacing for increased
weed competition and reduces work rates (Ashworth et al., 2010).
In most cases only the maximum reach of lateral soil throw is measured, either using profile meter
(Manuwa & Ademosun, 2007) or a laser scanning device (Desbiolles, 2007; Solhjou et al., 2012).
Sadek and Ying (2015) used a gravimetric approach to measure the kilograms of soil throw at three
different distances from the furrow centre. Desbiolles and Saunders (2006) used a line intersection
method to assess the soil throw at regular intervals over a sampling length, each interval
representing a unit cell area of 25x100mm. Each unit area was visually tested for soil throw and
assigned a value: 1 for at least 50% unit area covered with thrown soil, 0 for less than 50%. This
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enabled a chart showing the percentage of soil covered with thrown soil from furrow centre to be
developed. This method gives the most thorough overview of the soil throw characteristics of an
opener. It is relatively labour intensive, but can improved through the use of a laser scanning device
(Desbiolles & Leonard, 2008).
All of the previous examples have aimed at measuring lateral soil throw from a single opener. In
industry or crop performance trials, lateral soil throw is difficult to measure as thrown soil often
interacts in some way with the adjacent row. In this case the surface roughness or extent of stepping
may be measured (Hasimu & Chen, 2014). This technique may prove ineffective in the presence of
trailing seed firming or covering devices. Another method used by Desbiolles (2004) can counter this
issue by comparing seeding depth of front and rear row units, and therefore indirectly measure
added soil cover from soil throw.

2.1.3 Furrow backfill
The furrow backfill is defined on a volumetric basis as per Equation 1, and is an important parameter
for no-till seeding systems as it quantifies the available loosened soil in the furrow to achieve the
desired seed placement and coverage outcomes (Desbiolles & Leonard, 2008; Solhjou et al., 2012).
𝐹𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 =

𝐴1
× 100 [%]
𝐴1 + 𝐴2

(1)

Where the A1 and A2 are defined in Figure 1.
In the process of loosening, the furrow soil expands to an extent defined by the ‘swell factor’
(Edward McKyes, 1985), and the amount of spill over soil throw (which can be assessed on a
volumetric basis by the ‘out of furrow tilth’ parameter - Zone A3b, Figure 1) dictates the ‘furrow
emptying’ effect. By definition, Equation 1 cannot define furrow backfill beyond 100%, whereby any
extra loosened soil (zone A3a, Fig. 2.2) above the reference furrow volume is not accounted for. The
general approach taken is therefore focused on quantifying a furrow emptying outcome of tillage,
against the reference furrow zone (A1+A2 defined in Fig. 2.2) (Desbiolles & Leonard, 2008; Solhjou et
al., 2012). While a gravimetric approach could more suitably track furrow backfill from the fullest to
the lowest value, its measurement in the field is much more involved and as a result has not been
used by other researchers. As a complementary parameter to furrow backfill that can be practically
measured in the field and does not truncate results at 100%, the dip value or furrow height may also
be used (Bögel, Osinenko, & Herlitzius, 2016). The dip value is defined as the minimum vertical
height of the tilth over the loosened furrow area relative to the soil surface reference line (positive
values are above the soil surface, negative ones are below, see Fig. 2.2).
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An opener which significantly empties the furrow is not well suited to direct seeding and typically
will provide poor seed placement due to low amount of soil cover the seeds. This often results in
poor crop emergence and establishment (Çelik & Altikat, 2012; Desbiolles & Kleemann, 2003; Zhao &
Chen, 2015) and reduced crop yield (Chen, Tessier, & Irvine, 2004; Zhao & Chen, 2015). With
common narrow point designs, the most effective way of maintaining sufficient furrow backfill is to
limit speed to below 9 km h-1 (Çelik & Altikat, 2012). Therefore, to effectively achieve no-till seeding
above 9 km h-1, the tool would need to contain lateral soil throw so as to exclude or minimise
interactions between adjacent rows, as well as maximise furrow backfill.

𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 = 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑤 −

𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

𝐹𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
2

𝐴1 + 𝐴2
× 100 [%]
𝑅𝑜𝑤 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 × 𝐹𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ

Fig. 2.2 Useful Soil disturbance parameters
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(2)
(3)

2.2 Factors affecting soil disturbance
The extent of soil disturbance with narrow point openers is affected by soil type, density and
moisture, and field conditions (residue, stones). However operating speed, operating depth, and
narrow point geometry remain the key parameters that can be optimised for minimal soil
disturbance in a given field context.
It has been widely reported that soil disturbance with narrow point openers increases with
operating speed. In particular, as speed increases the furrow backfill decreases, and more of the
loosened soil is thrown laterally - typically with a wider maximum lateral soil throw reach
(Desbiolles, 2007; Rahman et al., 2005; Sharifat, 1999). However, the sensitivity of different
operating depth settings and narrow point geometry features to operating speed has not been
reported in detail. The effect of speed on soil failure has been reported to not significant in a
number of studies and as such is not expanded on in this review(Rosa & Wulfsohn, 2008).

2.2.1 The effect of operating depth on soil disturbance
While the working depth of an opener can be adjusted through implement settings, the ideal depth
is typically set in its geometric design. Hasimu and Chen (2014) showed an increase in operating
depth from 25 to 50mm increased soil throw for knife, point, and winged openers by up to 100mm.
Desbiolles and Saunders (2006) had similar findings when increasing depth from 90mm to 130mm
with a knife point opener. The study also showed the increase in lateral soil throw with speed was
greater at a depth of 130 mm (50-90 mm increase in lateral soil throw) than a depth of 90mm (15-40
mm increase). Bögel et al. (2016) investigated the soil disturbance characteristics of a heavy duty
tillage tine with varying depth (5, 10, 15, 20cm) and speeds (4, 7, 10, 13 km h-1). The change in depth
increased lateral soil throw by approximately 20mm for each test speed, indicating that there is no
interaction between depth and speed. This is in contrast to Desbiolles and Saunders (2006),
indicating that the different tools used in each study perform have varied sensitivities to operating
depth and speed. Bögel et al. (2016) reported an increasing trend for dip area and out of furrow tilth
with increasing depth. Although percent furrow backfill was not reported it can be calculated to
show an increasing trend in percent backfill as operating depth increases. This trend may change
with different opener designs, of which only one was tested.
Altering the depth of an opener, or in particularly the depth to width ratio, can also change how the
soil fails. In a cohesive soil type, a depth to width ratio less than five with a vertical tool tends to
create a crescent soil failure, however as this ratio increases a slot is created below the crescent
failure (Zelenin, 1950). The depth which produces the onset of this slot is known as the critical depth
(Godwin & Spoor, 1977). Above the critical depth the opener creates forwards, lateral and upwards
soil movement, while below the critical depth only forwards and sideways soil movement is
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observed (O'Callaghan & McCullen, 1965). The sideways movement of soil below the critical depth
compacts the furrow wall, creating an undesirable seedbed for crop and root establishment (Murray,
2006), and minimises soil layer mixing below critical depth. The critical depth decreases in wet
cohesive soils, with a study in wet pure cohesive soils with narrow openers producing minimal
crescent failure at the soil surface (Ahmad, 1990).

2.2.2 The effect of opener width on soil disturbance
Studies investigating commercially available narrow points have shown that lateral soil throw
increases with increasing point width, and shank width - such as a 50mm ‘flat-on’ relative to a 16mm
‘edge-on’ shank (Desbiolles, 2007). This is the result of increased frontal area increasing the soilopener impact interactions and lengthening the soil particle flow path around the opener (Sharifat,
1999), also limiting the backfill of soil behind the opener (Darmora & Pandey, 1995).

2.2.3 The effect of rake angle on soil disturbance
The rake angle of narrow point openers changes how soil interacts with the shank, with high rake
angle openers splashing soil through direct impacts, compared to a gradual upheave occurring with
lower rake openers (Sohljou et al., 2012). The optimal rake angle for minimising lateral soil throw is
not clear with studies showing conflicting trends (Sharifat, 1999; Solhjou et al., 2012). However,
research agrees that lower rake angle openers have a tendency to reduce furrow backfill (Bögel et
al., 2016; Desbiolles, 2007; Solhjou et al., 2012), that is increase the proportion of soil tilth thrown
beyond the furrow edges. In general, this furrow emptying effect is maximised as operating speed
increases (Bögel et al., 2016), although the interaction between increasing speed and with various
rake angles is not clear.
Solhjou et al.’s (2012) investigation on the effects of rake angle also showed that a lower rake angle
increases the opener’s ability to delve deeper soil to the surface, with 35° and 53° openers bringing
soil tracers from as deep as 120mm and 105mm, respectively to the soil surface (120 mm tillage
depth). The higher rake angles 72° and 90° only brought tracers from 60 and 30mm deep,
respectively. This effect also resulted in lower rake angles increasing the amount of soil layer mixing.
All of these narrow openers tended to clear away the top soil from above the seed zone which may
be beneficial for crop safety in the presence of pre-plant incorporated herbicides.

2.2.4 The effect of wings on soil disturbance
Wings can be attached to a narrow point opener at various positions relative to the shank (fore/aft
and vertically), with various lift heights and widths. These geometrical features, the operating speed,
and the position of the wings relative to the soil surface dictate the soil disturbance characteristics of
a winged opener.
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Wings attached to the base of a narrow point opener’s shank to form a foot can increase the
effective width, and lower the effective rake angle of the opener. The angle of the shank and the
sweep angle of the foot has proved to have had no consistent effect on soil loosening (Edward
McKyes, 1985). Disregarding the effect of the shank, the effect of wings can be compared to soil
cutting with an inclined blade (see Fig. 2.3a). In situation A, the lift height of the wing causes
sufficient strain to enable shear failure to the surface of the soil. In this situation, increasing the lift
height has been reported increasing soil movement (W. Gill & Van Den Berg, 1967). The effect of
operating speed on shear plane angle has been reported, while its effect on soil disturbance has not.
A winged opener operating at a lower depth (Fig. 2.3c), or with lower lift height operating at the
same depth (Fig. 2.3b), may not have shear failure reach the soil surface, as the soil is capable of
absorbing the strain caused by the displacement of soil around the tool.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.3 Soil cutting as influenced by the height of lift of the cutter and the depth of operation,
adopted from (Gill & Van Den Berg, 1967)
The lateral soil throw of winged openers is typically higher, and furrow backfill lower than a knife
opener with similar operating conditions (Desbiolles & Saunders, 2006; Hasimu & Chen, 2014).
Desbiolles and Leonard (2008) reported the addition of wings ahead of the shank can increase the
furrow loosened area while maintaining similar levels of lateral soil throw and percent backfill.
However, the soil disturbance characteristics vary greatly based on the position, width, and the lift
height of the wings as well as the depth of wings relative to soil surface and operating speed.
Khademolhosseini (1998) investigated the effect of wing widths trailing a slotting point, concluding
that an increase in wing width significantly increased the furrow width at depth and increased
surface roughness. The effect of slotting blades below the wings on soil disturbance and disturbed
area was not significant. Koolen (1972) showed that curvature of a cutting tool, combined with its
operating velocity controls the rate of angular deformation in the soil. This indicates that flow of soil
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over wings is likely to affect the breakup of aggregates as well as the soil layer mixing, although little
other research has reported this.
Inverted T openers use wings with minimal width and lift to create a horizontal “T” shaped slot (C. J.
Baker, 1976) . The aim of this is to create sub-surface disturbance while causing minimal surface
disturbance so as to create humid micro-environment. However, the ability of these openers to
create such a slot is limited in dry, and or high content soils.
Asoodar (1998) investigated the use of wings with a negative lift height. This work reported negative
lift wings can be used to improve furrow backfill behind a narrow point, particularly to set a
reference for placing seeds shallower than the narrow point’s tillage depth. The resulting soil
roughness of the negative lift height winged opener was compared with a positive lift height opener
although no significant difference was found. Furthermore, no significant change in soil roughness
was found between two negative lift height openers with and without a deep slotting blade,
indicating that the slotting blade had minimal impact on soil movement.

2.2.5 Low soil disturbance opener designs
Recent research at the University of South Australia on the mechanics of soil movement by narrow
openers, has identified the benefits of some geometric features in minimizing lateral soil throw and
maintaining 100% volumetric furrow backfill.
Solhjou et al. (2013) and (Sharifat, 1999) found that including a chamfered leading face on narrow
point openers helps reduce the lateral and forward soil movement. However, Sharifat (1999) found
the benefits of the chamfered face were limited in cohesive soil conditions. Rosa and Wulfsohn
(2008) reported that elliptical tools had a narrower lateral soil throw than flat tools up to speeds of 8
m s -1. However, this value was not quantified.
Solhjou et al. (2014) also quantified the soil movement of a bentleg narrow point opener design. The
design was based on the RT Blade developed by South African farmer Mr Rossouw, who scaled down
the concept of bentleg sub-soilers also commercially known as the Paratyne, Paraplow, and Paratill
sub-soilers, aiming to minimise draft force and surface soil disturbance (Pidgeon, 1983). Raper
(2005) investigated the soil disturbance performance of three bentleg sub-soilers finding that
surface disturbance was by increasing the lateral offset distance from the shank to the foot. No
significant difference in soil disruption was found between a curved and straight angled bentleg.
Jafari, Raoufat, and Hashjin (2008) investigated the soil bin performance of two bentleg sub-soilers
with forward (conventional bentleg) and backward leaning side legs (modified bentleg). The
conventional bentleg initiated the soil failure from the tip of the side leg blades, containing soil
failure to the inside. In contrast, the modified bentleg the failure planes were initiated from the
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straight proportion of the shank, resulting in failure planes propagating both sides of the bentleg’s
shank. Salar et al. (2013) (see Fig. 2.4) reported similar findings with dual bladed bentleg sub-soilers.
Additionally, this research reported a lower disturbance of surface residues with the backward
leaning blades.

Fig. 2.4 Soil failure from the outer cutting edge of each blade; (a) backward raked and (b) forward
raked dual bent blade bentleg sub-soilers (direction of travel is out of the page) (Salar et al., 2013)
Sohljou et al., (2014) found that by offsetting the shank away from the main upheaval of soil, a
bentleg opener shape combined with a chamfered face has the potential to virtually cancel any
lateral soil throw and maintain 100% furrow backfill. These results were only based on one speed
(8.2 km h-1), one depth (120 mm) and for one soil type – a remoulded sandy loam soil.

2.3 Placing seeds and fertiliser in the furrow
Tine seeding systems use seed and fertiliser boots in various ways to achieve the desired seed and
fertiliser placement in the furrow. Control over seed placement is important to maximise emergence
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and yield potential (Desbiolles & Kleemann, 2003), while control over fertiliser placement enables
adequate separation from seeds (known as banding) to minimise fertiliser toxicity (O'Donovan et al.,
2008; PAMI & AFMRC, 1998).
For most seeding systems evaluated increasing speed increases the spread of seed and fertiliser
placement, and increases the gap between targeted and actual placement due to a combination of
seed/fertiliser bounce at higher speed and speed changing the backfill of soil with speed (Altikat,
Gülbe, & Çelik, 2015; Brandelero et al., 2015; Karayel, 2009; Shahidi, 1996). Maintaining opener
depth is also important but this can improve significantly with a good downforce linkage system
(Gratton, Chen, & Tessier, 2003).
Banding systems can be split into the following categories:
1. No banding - delivery of seeds and fertiliser at tillage depth (Fig. 2.5a),
2. Centre banding - delivery of seeds into furrow backfill above tillage depth (with or without
closer plate action) (Fig. 2.5b),
3. Side Banding - delivery of seeds on a side-ledge above tillage depth (Fig. 2.5c).
Various versions exist, by combining - or separating - the above options for seed and fertiliser
delivery; with or without furrow deep-tillage action; with or without adjustments relative to tillage
depth; and delivering single, paired or ribbon seeding rows.
Centre banding seeding systems usually have a fertiliser boot directly behind the opener, and a seed
boot transversely behind. The distribution of the fertiliser can move from a profiled distribution
(fertiliser spread over the depth of furrow) to a deep banding distribution (majority of granules at
base of furrow) by lowering the height of the boot, moving the boot closer behind the opener,
increasing opener width, or by having a vertical or forward leaning exit. These features place
fertiliser behind the opener minimise any interaction with backfilling soil.
Seeds are placed after the fertiliser in centre banding seeding systems with a boot placed
transversely behind and at a shallower depth than the tillage depth. The depth of the seed is
dictated by the height of the boot somewhat independently of the tillage depth (Fielke & Bayhan,
2011). This allows soil to backfill in the furrow (and over the fertiliser) before seed placement.
Increasing the distance between fertiliser and seed boots and having more backward leaning seed
boot increases the success of fertiliser and seed separation (Darmora & Pandey, 1995) A closer plate
compacts soil below the chute, increasing the accuracy of seed placement and fertiliser separation.
The seed boot width can reduce the furrow backfill (Darmora & Pandey, 1995), likely accentuated
with an increase in speed. The seed and fertiliser boots should be paired with suitable opener
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designs, as increased sub seed disturbance, can increase vertical seed spread and opener width (and
the addition of wings) can increase the lateral seed spread and reduce furrow backfill (and therefore
vertical seeding depth) (Shahidi, 1996).
Placing the seed on an undisturbed side ledge in a side or a paired banding seeding system is
independent of soil flow (unlike centre banding) improving -as potentially lowering effects of speed
and soil type- seed placement accuracy in the furrow and the success of fertiliser separation (C. J.
Baker et al., 2006; PAMI & AFMRC, 1998). However, seed bounce can cause seeds to be placed in
the centre of the furrow drastically increasing the seeding depth and increase the mixing of fertiliser
with seeds (PAMI & AFMRC, 1998; Zhao & Chen, 2015). In order to side band the seeding system
must use a wing or independent opener which increases soil disturbance and stepping (Chen, Gao,
Zhou, & Sadek, 2015). Paired row seeding systems usually incorporate a wing onto each side of the
opener and therefore further increase soil disturbance. However they have the advantage of
increasing the seed bed utilisation which reduces inter crop competition while increasing weed
competition and yield potential (Desbiolles & Kleemann, 2003). It should be noted that in many
cases paired row system spread seeds over the width of the furrow rather than in two distinct rows,
either by design or as a side effect of seed bounce (PAMI & AFMRC, 2006; Zhao & Chen, 2015). This
can be minimised my angling seed boot outlets further to the side, and increasing the vertical
proportion of hose above the seed boot(PAMI & AFMRC, 1993)
The meter system, including the air velocity, seeding rate, and metering speed can influence the exit
velocity of the seeds and fertiliser and therefore their position in the furrow (Karayel, 2009).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.5 Soil throw furrow parameters and seeds/fertiliser placement parameters for combined
banding (a), centre split-banding (b) and side split banding (c) in common tine-based seeding
systems.
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2.4 Modelling soil movement
The process required for measuring soil translocation in soil bin experiments is laborious and slow.
This makes testing different geometric features, at different depths and speeds difficult, time
consuming, and expensive. An effective modelling method would enable furrow opener design to be
faster and more cost effective. Modelling soil-tool interactions has been attempted by using
empirical, analytical, continuum analysis such as finite element analysis (FEA) and computational
fluid dynamics (CFD), and dis-continuum analysis such as the discrete element method (DEM).
Empirical methods conduct a parametric study to express relationships between key variables.
Numerous researchers have develop empirical models to model the soil tool interaction, providing
accessible data for designers(Hanna, Marley, Erbach, & Melvin, 1993; Zhang & Kushwaha, 1999).
However, empirical models are limited in design variables, are high cost, and often do not
extrapolate well to field results (Raji, 1999). Analytical methods can predict soil forces accurately
(Asaf, Rubinstein, & Shmulevich, 2007; Godwin & Spoor, 1977; Godwin, Spoor, & Soomro, 1984;
Hettiaratchi & Reece, 1967; Perumpral, 1983; Terzaghi, 1943). However, they use a basic soil failure
assumption which limits there use in tool design to simple tool geometry (Kushwaha & Zhang, 1998).
Furthermore than are unable to predict soil movement.
FEA (Aluko, 2008; Armin, Szyszkowski, & Fotouhi, 2016; Fielke, 1999; Raper & Erbach, 1990; Tagar et
al., 2015) and CFD (S. Karmakar, Ashrafizadeh, & Kushwaha, 2009; S Karmakar & Kushwaha, 2006)
have been used to analyse more complex geometries and accurately model soil failure patterns.
However, continuum analysis’ do not account for soil layer mixing, flow of soil particles or the cracks
formed in tillage process (Plouffe et al., 1999). Furthermore, the FEA techniques find it difficult to
process large deformation and displacement scenarios.
The discrete element method (DEM) is a dis-continuum analysis that can be used to overcome the
shortcomings of the continuum methods described above.
DEM calculates the interaction between a series of discrete particles which interact with each other.
The interactions between each particle are governed defined by contact models governed by
physical interactions. The computational effort required to calculate these interactions is expensive,
and as a result the use of DEM by engineers and researchers has only taken off in recent years as
computing technology continues to develop. Even still, the major constraint of DEM is the
computational time required to compute so many contact points (Raji, 1999).
DEM has been used in a range of fields including but not limited to mining and geotechnical (Grima
& Wypych, 2011; Xu et al., 2016), mixing and milling (Alian, Ein-Mozaffari, & Upreti, 2015), and
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agriculture (Horabik, Parafiniuk, & Molenda, 2016; Lei, Liao, & Liao, 2016; Patwa, Ambrose, &
Casada, 2016). The potential of DEM for modelling soil tool interactions has been realised and
utilised in soil-tool interaction modelling problems over the last 15 years. However, most research
has revolved around the resultant forces on the tool (Bravo et al., 2014; JianQun et al., 2009;
Obermayr, Dressler, Vrettos, & Eberhard, 2011; Obermayr, Vrettos, Eberhard, & Däuwel, 2014;
Ucgul, Fielke, & Saunders, 2014b), and less so on soil disturbance characteristics.
Recent studies have additionally looked at soil disturbance characteristics. Ucgul et al. (2014b)
qualitatively compared sandy-loam soil forces acting on sweeps and the resulting soil failures with
various DEM contact models, achieving the best fit with the elastic-plastic hysteretic spring contact.
Obermayr et al. (2011) predicted a similar soil wedge (15% relative error) ahead of a wide cutting
tool to that expected from calculations using the Coulomb theory. Ucgul, Fielke, and Saunders
(2014a) initially under predicted the lateral soil throw with various sweep geometries due to large 10
mm radius particle sizes but were able to improve results by reducing the particles size within the 20
mm thick surface layer to 1.5 mm radius. S. Murray (2016) used 2.5 mm radius DEM particles to
simulate hoe opener operation. Lateral soil throw was assessed using a cross sectional profile and
measuring to the edge of the bulk soil throw section. Outlier DEM particles thrown further than this
width were omitted from the lateral soil throw measurement, resulting in a 14% relative error
between the DEM simulation and field experiments. Ucgul, Saunders, and Fielke (2017) predicted
trends for top soil burial with a mouldboard plough (relative error of 14%), the major source of error
was reported to be from larger than actual DEM particles (2-5 mm radius) affecting soil flow at the
cutting edge. Cross sectional scalar velocity and displacement profiles have been used to define
failure boundaries profiles in DEM for 80 mm wide sweeps (Chen, Munkholm, & Nyord, 2013) and a
range of hoe openers (S. Murray, 2016). However, scalar velocity and displacement profiles assume
particle movement results in soil loosening, when in reality particle movement can act to loosen or
compact the soil profile as highlighted in Barr, Desbiolles, and Fielke (2017). Considering only the
positive vertical velocity or displacement component can improve differentiation between particles
acting to compact or loosen the soil. However, in order to quantify loosened area velocity and
displacement profiles require a threshold value to be arbitrarily defined. For instance S. Murray
(2016) defined disturbed particles as having a resultant displacement magnitude lower than 5 mm as
a basis to define the undisturbed furrow boundary from the loosened zone. This threshold value
above zero is a necessary consequence of the large particle size used and requires subjective
assessment in the DEM context, as being somewhat remote from physical meaning. Additionally,
analysis of cross sectional velocity and displacement profiles differs fundamentally from standard
measurements used in soil bin and field evaluations. Common testing methodology used in soil bin
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studies identify a boundary between compact and loosened soil and integrate the cross section
(often using laser scanning technology) to account for variation along the furrow. More research is
required to realise the full potential of DEM in predicted soil disturbance characteristics.
DEM modelling requires an adept understanding of the interactions between particles under various
loading conditions. Material and model parameters both have to be considered. Material
parameters consist of both micro properties at the particle level (such as particle size and shape) and
macro properties at the bulk level (such as bulk density, particle packing). Model parameters (such
as contact damping) are a function of the contact model selected and cannot be linked directly to a
measured material property. Therefore these parameters are selected from other DEM researcher’s
findings, or used to calibrate bulk properties using simple experiments. No systematic method has
been developed for simulating sool-interactions with soil (Coetzee, 2017; Wu, Pruefer, Meinel, &
Herlitzius, 2016), making some of the biggest challenges in DEM simulations selecting suitable
contact models, input parameters, calibration techniques, and data evaluation methods. The
following section will review these DEM modelling challenges, as well as how they have and can be
applied in soil-tool modelling.

2.4.1 DEM contact models
DEM uses different contact models to govern the interactions between particles and geometry. The
contact models are based on previously research contact theories for particle-particle and particlegeometry interactions with spheres (Goldsmith, 1960; Johnson, 1985). Typically the interactions
contain a normal and tangent contact force-displacement law, and a rolling movement law. The
contact laws which can be used for soil-tool interaction studies can be categorised into linear-elastic,
nonlinear elastic and elastic-plastic.
The linear spring contact model (LSCM) is an example of a linear elastic contact model. It is one of
the most simplistic models. It has been used in sool-tool interaction studies by (Shmulevich, Asaf, &
Rubinstein, 2007; Tanaka, Momozu, Oida, & Yamazaki, 2000). The Hertz-Mindlin Contact Model
(HMCM) is a nonlinear elastic contact model and has been the most popular contact model in tillage
studies. It has been employed by (Chen et al., 2013; Obermayr et al., 2011; Tamás, Jóri, & Mouazen,
2013). No researcher has reported accurate vertical force prediction with an elastic contact model.
Sadek and Ying (2015) reported soil flow was under predicted using a parallel bond contact model,
an adaption of the HMCM.
The Hysteretic Spring Contact Model (HSCM) is an elastic-plastic contact model that accounts for the
plastic deformation in the contact equations. A compressible medium such as soil can be modelled
such that the particles interactions behave in an elastic manner up to a pre-defined yield stress.
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After yielding the equations create a hysteresis characteristic, allowing the particles to behave
although they have undergone a plastic deformation. Until Ucgul et al. (2014b) no researcher had
used the HSCM for modelling soil-tool interactions.
Ucgul et al. (2014b) work compared the HSCM and HMCM contact models for use in soil tool
modelling, namely the interaction of a tillage sweep. He reported an improved correlated with
vertical force, and soil failure planes with the HSCM, due to the HSCM accounting for the plasticity of
the soil. The major limitation of the HSCM is the relatively large number of input parameters
required, increasing the complexity of simulation setup and calibration.

2.4.2 DEM; cohesion and adhesion
Cohesion and adhesion are also important soil characteristics that effect the soil disturbance with
narrow point openers. DEM contact models can include cohesion and adhesion in various ways.
These can be classified into three categories.
Category one adds adhesive and cohesive forces through means of a liquid bridge based on physical
interaction at the microscopic level. As DEM particles are typically larger than soil particles this
category is little use in DEM soil-tool interaction studies.
Category two models add cohesion and adhesion at the macroscopic level based on a calibration
process. This is generally achieved through calibration via a bulk experiment such as the angle of
repose. Cohesion and Adhesion have been incorporated following this method using the parallel
bond contact model (PBCM) (Chen et al., 2013; Sadek, Chen, & Liu, 2011), and the hysteretic spring
contact model (Ucgul, Fielke, & Saunders; Ucgul et al., 2014b).

2.4.3 DEM; particle shape and sizes
In DEM, the user must specify the shape and size of the particle. In most cases sphereical particles
are used so asd to increase the contact detection efficiency, and thus reduce computational time.
With sphereical particles the internal friction, or shear strength is often too low relative to the
actually amterial. To counter this, an arbutary rolling friction co-efficient can be applied to restrict
rototation motion, or Non-spherical particles can be used. Particle rotation cannot be locked, as it
affects not only bulk shear strength but also the dilation and locatisation of shear bands (B. Zhou,
Huang, Wang, & Wang, 2013).
In most cases non-spherical particles are achieved by using a series of clumped spherical particles to
represent the real life particle (see Fig. 2.6, (Coetzee, 2016)). The main benefit of this method is that
spherical particle contact detection algorithms can still be used. When simulating DEM particles are
a similar size to particle size, this method is reported by most researchers to improve simulation
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results and reduce input parameters sensitivity to calibration (Höhner, Wirtz, & Scherer, 2012; D.
Markauskas, Kačianauskas, Džiugys, & Navakas, 2010; Yu & Saxén, 2014). These improvements are
reported to be the result of: increased similarity to the real life scenario, increase in interlocking,
increase in mobilised fiction (Härtl & Ooi, 2011; H. Zhou, Chen, & Sadek, 2014). The results are
generally improved as resolution (amount of spheres in a clump) increases, alothough a comprimise
must be made between this resolution and simulation time. The computational cost of non-spherical
particles is reported to range bewteen two and ten times that of spherical particles (D. Markauskas
et al., 2010; Sinnott & Cleary, 2016). The commly reported disadvantages of clumps are that there is
limited knowledge of how many spheres are needed to create clumps (Darius Markauskas &
Kačianauskas, 2011), mass properties must be corrected for different clump shapes (Lu & McDowell,
2006) and increased simulation time.
While there are clear benefits to clumping in simulations where DEM particle sizes are similar in size
to those being modelled, the effectiveness of the clumping technique in simulation where DEM
particles are scaled up to represent numerous real life particles (known as scaling) is questionable.
Scaling is a commonly used in large industrial scale operations and to simulate fine particle studies
with mediums such as powders and soils (Bierwisch, Kraft, Riedel, & Moseler, 2009; Thakur, Ooi, &
Ahmadian, 2016). The main aim with this appraoch is to adjust DEM parameters so that the large
DEM parameters exhibit the same dynamic and static properties as the smaller size realistic
particles. Ucgul, Saunders, and Fielke (2016) investigated the effect of clumping for with scaled
particles representing soil. This research concluded that spherical particles provided more accurate
solutions with a faster simulation time. However, only two parameters where included in the
calibration. Little other researcher has been published on particle shape with scaled particles. In
general, for scaled simulations it is suggested that the bulk calibration methods are key (Coetzee,
2017) and while the clumping method may increase the interlocking between particles, this can be
achieve with a simpler rolling friction co-efficent without the added complexity in model setup and
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calibration, as well as increased simulation time.

Fig. 2.6 The optimised 2-clumps, 4-clumps and 8-clups for scanned particles used by (Coetzee, 2016)

2.4.4 DEM calibration techniques
There are two approaches in calibration highlighted in the literature; labelled in the review by
Coetzee (2017) as the Direct Measuring Approach and the Bulk Calibration Approach.
The Direct Measuring Approach measures directly measures values on a particle and contact level.
Some properties are difficult to measure and may not accurately represent real behaviour (Simons
et al., 2015). Furthermore, the approach is not suited to scaled DEM particles typically used in soiltool interaction simulations. Therefore, the Bulk Calibration Approach is more suited to soil-tool
modelling.
The Bulk Calibration Approach aims to match the bulk responses of a simple experimental procedure
with a DEM simulation. This is achieved by varying DEM input parameters until the predicted
response matches the measure bulk response. This selection of input parameters can be optimised
using techniques such as searching algorithms and response surfaces (Johnstone, 2010), although
the trial and method is often used to reduce calibration time and complexity with accurate results
(Ucgul, Fielke, & Saunders, 2015; Ucgul et al., 2017). The advantages of the Bulk Calibration method
are that the calibrated parameters often compensate for other inaccuracies in the model such as
particle shape, density, and size – making it particularly suited to scaled DEM simulations.
Angle of repose, silo and hopper discharge, triaxial and biaxial testing, direct shear are examples of
laboratory used to measure specific material bulk properties, and calibrate DEM input parameters
using the Bulk Calibration Approach. The literature does not agree on the best experiment for
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calibration, although Coetzee (2017) reported that the angle of repose and the hopper discharge
were the most commonly used. Ucgul et al. (2014a) reported the angle of repose test aided
calibration of a soil-tool model, particularly for soil flow characteristics. Another key advantage of
the angle of repose test is that it can be performed quickly with little investment into experimental
apparatus required. The disadvantage, which is common among most bulk experiments is that the
solution is not unique and should be combined with another bulk experiment (Coetzee, 2016; Ucgul
et al., 2016).

2.5 Conclusions
The fast development of no-till seeding practices in conservation agriculture has led to recent
research focussing on the mechanics of how soil moves during the crop seeding process. Recent
work evaluated the effect of different opener widths, working depths, rake angles, and leading face
geometries. In particular, (Solhjou et al., 2014) highlighted and investigated the potential for
innovative bentleg openers to minimise soil throw and soil layer mixing. However, these novel
openers were only investigated at one operating depth, at one operating speed, in one (remoulded)
soil condition, with limited changes in geometric features. Therefore, the effect of soil condition,
depth and speed on performance remain unknown.
The review has highlighted the following knowledge gaps for bentleg opener soil disturbance
optimisation


Understanding the effect of bentleg design parameters and their sensitivity to operating
depth.



Understanding the effect of bentleg design parameters and their sensitivity to operating
speed.

These knowledge gaps are critical for the development of high speed no-till openers and as such, will
be the focus of objects II and III established in section 1.5. The effect of soil condition is an important
factor that is omitted in this thesis but should be considered in future work.
With an understanding of bentleg opener design, the bentleg opener could be integrated into a
seeding system although there has been no research on bentleg seeding systems to date. The key
areas of interest for this project, and objective IV (see section 1.5) are to develop a bentleg seeding
system and answer the question: to answer is how effectively can a high speed bentleg seeding
system establish a crop relative to a typically used industry system at 8 km h -1? Modelling
techniques will be used to aim the development and understanding of bentleg seeding systems.
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DEM has been highlighted as a powerful method to aid furrow opener design. Its popularity in the
field has increased in recent years due to amplified computational power. However, most research
work with DEM has revolved around tillage force prediction applications. Previous research has used
DEM to predict soil disturbance parameters but the review highlighted uncertainties on how
accurately DEM can predict narrow opener soil disturbance. Despite this, the potential of DEM for
optimising narrow opener performance for no-till seeding applications is promising. Objective II
(section 1.5) will aim to further the soil disturbance prediction capacity so as to predict the whole of
opener performance with DEM.
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3. Soil disturbance modeling with discrete element
method
The aim of this study was to (1) develop and optimise new furrow disturbance evaluation methods
for DEM simulation following common soil bin evaluation methodology (2) evaluate the modelling
accuracy of DEM simulations relative to previous soil bin studies (3) evaluate the ability of the model
to predict furrow disturbance trends with small changes in opener geometry.
Rake angle was selected as a fundamental tool feature with well-documented effects on soil
disturbance and tillage forces. Its impacts were simulated in DEM simulations and compared to
analytical data from literature on soil failure (Godwin & Spoor, 1977), tillage forces (Godwin &
O’Dogherty, 2007), furrow profiles and soil layer mixing (Solhjou et al., 2012).
The validated DEM model was used to (1) simulate soil disturbance sensitivity to different bentleg
design parameters at various operation depths and speeds to improve understanding and optimise
the opener designs for no-till seeding operations (2) evaluate the effect of bentleg opener
misalignment on soil disturbance characteristics.

3.1 Methodology
3.1.1 Soil bin experiments
The effect of narrow opener rake angle on soil disturbance was investigated by Solhjou et al. (2012).
Their experiments were performed using a sandy loam soil (59% sand, 26% silt, 15% clay) in the
University of South Australia’s indoor seed placement test rig. The 2 m long soil bin was prepared
with an 11% moisture content (dry basis) and 1,370 kg m-3 soil bulk density (dry basis). In the study,
four simple narrow openers with a blunt face extending beyond the soil surface set at rake angles of
35°, 53°, 72° and 90°, were tested at a 2.3 m s-1 speed and a 120 mm operating depth.
In their study, the method of quantifying furrow profiles involved scanning a 500 mm length of the
resultant top surface profile after tillage using a laser soil profile meter (Sick LMS 400-1000 model).
The loosened soil was then carefully excavated and a scan of the furrow failure boundary was also
taken. Various parameters were used to quantify the furrow profiles (Fig. 2.2) namely; loosened
furrow cross-sectional area (zone A1+A2), maximum lateral soil throw reach, furrow ridge height,
furrow dip area (Zone A2), furrow width and furrow backfill (Zone A1).
Soil movement was measured by placing 10 mm3 PVC cubic tracers in a reference grid pattern
(forming the pattern shown in Fig. 2.1a) within the soil profile and measuring positional change after
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tillage using a 3D digitiser frame. This allowed forward, lateral and vertical movement to be
determined. In order to assess the degree of vertical layer mixing, three seed zones were referenced
to represent zones of shallow placement for small seeds such as canola, intermediate placement for
medium size seeds such as wheat, and deep placement for larger seeds such as field peas (Fig. 2.1b.
The proportions of tracers found from each layer in a seed zone (Pti) was calculated via Equation 4:
𝑃𝑡𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖 /𝑁

(4)

Where ni is the number of tracers from layer i found in a seed zone containing N tracers.

3.1.2 Bentleg opener geometry
The opener treatments and their dimensions evaluated in the study are given in Fig. 1 and Table 1,
respectively.

(a)

Fig. 3.1 Geometry of bentleg openers (a) with a foot component and (b) without a foot component.
See Table 1 for definitions of the geometry parameter symbols.
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Table 1 Geometry parameters for the range of experimental openers
Opener
type

Straight

Bentleg

Treatment
key

Opener
thickness, t
(mm)

Shank
lateral
offset,

Side leg
bend
angle,

L (mm)

β (°)

Foot rake
angle,
α (°)

Side leg
forward
angle,

Side leg
lift angle
(Ɛ)

δ (°)

Shank
chamfer
angle,
γ (°)

T1

16

-

-

90

-

-

Blunt

T2

16

-

-

53

-

-

Blunt

T3

16

45

45

45

70

25

20

T4

16

95

45

45

70

25

20

T5

16

45

45

-

70

25

20

T6

16

85

45

-

70

25

20
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Table 2 Geometry parameters for sensitivity analysis
Treatment
key

T3-α

T6-β

T3-t

T3-γ

T3-L

T3-r

Opener
thickness, t
(mm)

Shank
lateral
offset,

Side leg
bend
angle,

Foot rake
angle,

L (mm)

β (°)

16

45

45

35

70

18

20

16

45

45

53

70

23

20

16

45

45

72

70

26

20

16

45

45

90

70

28

20

16

45

45

110

70

33

20

16

85

45

-

35

18

20

16

85

45

-

53

23

20

16

85

45

-

72

26

20

16

85

45

-

90

28

20

16

85

45

-

110

33

20

16

85

45

-

130

35

20

10

45

45

45

70

18

20

-

16

45

45

45

70

18

20

-

22

45

45

45

70

18

20

-

16

45

45

45

70

18

blunt

-

16

45

45

45

70

18

10

-

16

45

45

45

70

18

20

-

16

45

45

45

70

18

50

-

16

0

90

45

70

18

20

-

16

45

45

45

70

18

20

-

16

95

27

45

70

18

20

-

16

45

90

45

70

18

20

-

16

45

90

45

70

18

20

125

α (°)

Side leg
forward
angle,

Side leg
lift angle
(Ɛ)

δ (°)

28

Shank
chamfer
angle,

Elbow
radius r
(mm)

γ (°)

Opener misalignment relative to the travel direction can be caused by slack tolerances on opener
mounts, bent or damaged tines. The effect of misalignment was also evaluated on the performance
of T4 with ± 10° rotation about the X, Y and Z axis (Fig. 3.2). Although misalignment is a potential
issue for all openers, its effect with the bentleg design is particularly important to evaluate due to
the offset design. T4 was selected as an opener which performed well at high speed in previous
studies and that has a large lateral offset (95 mm), potentially accentuating the effects of
misalignment in this DEM based evaluation.

Fig. 3.2 Rotation misalignment considerations for impact studies along yaw, roll and pitch axes

3.1.3 DEM contact model
DEM simulations were carried out on the work of Solhjou et al. (2012) using EDEM™ 2.7 software
operating on a DELL Precision T7610 with an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2687W v2 @3.40GHz and 128GB
GB RAM computer. The simulations were run using a linear cohesion model integrated into a
hysteretic spring contact model, as suggested by Ucgul, Fielke, Saunders (2015) for cohesivefrictional soil types. In the hysteretic spring contact model, the detection of particle contacts initiates
calculation of the total normal (Fn) and tangential forces (Ft) as follows;
Fn= Fns+ Fnd

(5)

Ft= Fts+ Ftd

(6)

Where each force is the summation of their associated contact and damping components.
The normal contact force was calculated as per EDEM (2011) as;
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K1·Uabn
Fns= - K2· (Uabn-U0)
0

loading
unloading/ loading

(7)

unloading

As per Walton (2006):
K1 was calculated as;
K1 = 5·req· min(ɸa, ɸb)

(8)

1/req = 1/ra + 1/rb

`

(6)
and K2 was calculated as;
K2 = K1/e2

(9)

The residual overlap was updated in each time step as;

U0=

Uabn· (1-(K1/K2))

loading

U0

unloading/ loading

Uabn

unloading

(10)

The tangential contact force was calculated as per EDEM (2011) as;
Fts = -nk·K1·Uabt

(11)

The normal and the tangential damping forces were calculated as;
Fnd = -nc · ((4·meq·K1)/(1+(π/ ln e)2))-1/2·Ůabn

(12)

Ftd = - ((4·meq·nk·K1)/(1+(π/ ln e)2))-1/2·Ůabt

(13)

1/meq = 1/ma + 1/mb

(14)

The total tangential force was limited to the lesser of either the calculated tangential force or the
sliding friction force;
Ft =-min (nk·K1·Uabt + Ftd , µ· Fns)

(15)

The magnitude of the moments caused by total tangential force and the rolling resistance were
calculated as per (Raji, 1999) as;
M = rcon · Ft

(16)
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Mr = -µr · Fns· rcon· λθ

(17)

After interacting with other particles, the new position of a particle was calculated by integrating
Equations (16) and (17);
Ü=(Fn+Ft)/mp

(18)

Ӫ =(M+Mr)/I

(19)

To model a cohesive soil property, the cohesion force was added to the total normal force. The interparticle friction was assumed to restrict the tangential element motion in the governing equations,
thus the cohesion force was not added in the tangential direction. The magnitude of the cohesion
force was calculated as (EDEM, 2011);
Fc = ξ·Ac

(20)

ξ is the cohesive energy density which is defined as the energy needed to remove a particle from its
nearest neighbours divided by the total volume of the removed particle and Ac is the contact area.
For cohesive-frictional soils, Equation 2 is thus modified as follows;
Fn = Fns + Fnd + Fc

(21)

3.1.4 DEM parameters and calibration
DEM parameters were determined by calibrating the simulated angle of repose to the one measured
experimentally, using the trial and error method as recommended by Ucgul et al. (2014a). To achieve
this, the angle of repose experimental measurement procedure was carried out with the same sandy
loam soil used in soil bin experiments by Solhjou et al. (2012). The soil was first oven dried for 24
hours at 105 oC. Water was then added to the dried soil and allowed to homogenise so as to achieve
a 10.7% moisture content. The prepared soil sample was packed into a pipe (of length 580 mm and
inner diameter 150 mm) to a density of 1.37 kg m-3 matching that of the soil bin. The pipe was pulled
upward at a constant speed of 500 mm s-1, a stable pile was formed from the released soil, and the
angle of repose was measured (Fig. 3.3). The test was repeated three times and the average angle of
repose was computed as 28.4o with a standard deviation of 0.34°. The experimental methodology
was replicated in EDEM 2017 using the parameters given in Table 3, varying the coefficient of rolling
friction and cohesive energy density until the simulated angle of repose reached a close match of
28.5°. The best matching values for the coefficient of rolling friction and cohesive energy density
between particles were found as 0.28 and 20,000 J m-3 respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.3 Angle of repose calibration for sandy loam soil. (a) Image taken from laboratory experiment.
(b) DEM simulated experiment.
Table 3 DEM parameters used in the simulations
Property

Value
-3

Density of sand particles (kg m )
Density of steel (kg m-3)
Shear modulus of sand (MPa)
Shear modulus of steel (MPa)
Poisson’s ratio of sand
Poisson’s ratio of steel
Yield strength of the sand (MPa)
Coefficient of friction of sand-steel
Coefficient of friction of sand-sand
Coefficient of restitution of sand-sand
Coefficient of rolling friction of sand-steel
Damping factor
Stiffness factor
Adhesion
Integration time step (s)

2600
7,865
1.9 x 107
7.9 x 104
0.3
0.3
0.588
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.05
0.05
0.95
0
3.9 x 10-6

Sources
Huser and Kvernvold (1998)
Hudson Tool Steel (2016)
(Academia, 2015)
Hudson Tool Steel (2016)
Asaf et al. (2007)
Budynas and Nisbett (2012)
Ucgul et al. (2014b)
Ucgul et al. (2017)
Ucgul et al. (2017)
Wang et al. (2008)
Ucgul et al. (2017)
EDEM (2011)
EDEM (2011)
Reported by Solhjou et al. (2012)
Selected

3.1.5 DEM soil bin setup
A virtual soil bin was generated using a random distribution of particles with 2-3 mm radius. This
particle size was selected to be the smallest possible and allowing a reasonable simulation time
(approximately 125 hrs). A random particle distribution was used to aid soil packing and to create (as
close as possible) an isotropic and homogenous soil profile. Spherical particles were used in the
simulations due their computational simplicity. The particles where generated in the bin and then
compressed to the desired bulk density to match the physical soil bin bulk density (1.37 kg m-3) using
a virtual plane.
A virtual soil bin was constructed with dimensions 2,000 x 400 x 140 mm to minimise edge
conditions and particle count (see Fig. 3.4). The length of the virtual soil bin included three sections;
1000 mm to ensure soil throw reached equilibrium conditions; a 700 mm data collection length to
integrate results along so as to account for variation caused by intermittent flow of soil on the tool
(apparent in both soil bin and DEM simulation results); and a 300 mm length to eliminate any end
effects as the tool left the bin. The width and depth of soil bin were set to 400 mm and 140 mm
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respectively so as to minimise the effect of the soil bin boundary on DEM particle movement and
therefore simulated soil failure. Shallow 100 mm wide catch trays were added to each side of the
main bin in the data collection region to encompass all laterally thrown particles.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.4 Virtual soil bin used in DEM simulations highlighting data collection region. (a) Front view. (b)
Top view. All dimensions are in mm.

3.1.6 DEM soil disturbance evaluation
3.1.6.1 Evaluation of velocity profiles using a velocity grid bin
A grid bin consisting of a 3 dimensional lattice used to calculate particle properties such as volume
and velocity based on their centroid positions, was used to assess the velocity of particles relative to
the opener. The velocity grid bin was created in the data collection region, with a bin width of 16
mm (= opener width = 5 to 8 particles) to assess the particle velocity immediately ahead of the
opener, a bin height of 120 mm (= soil surface to operating depth), and bin length of 700 mm (=
length of data collection region). The bin was divided into 7.5 mm depth increments, creating
individual cell dimensions of 16 x 7.5 x 700 mm and a total of 16 cells. The average velocity of all
particles within a cell was calculated in each of the forward, lateral, and vertical directions.
3.1.6.2 Evaluation of furrow profiles using a voidage grid bin
A voidage grid bin was used to construct furrow profiles. The voidage grid bin was created in the
data collection region (see Fig. 3.4) with bin length L = 700 mm, and approximate bin width x height
of 400 mm x 140 mm to encompass the entire potential furrow profile. The grid bin thus contained
multiple individual cells of length L (to integrate the variation along the travel direction), where cell
width = cell height = w. The bin width and height were adjusted to the nearest multiple of w. As w
represents the resolution for assessing the furrow boundary, it was therefore varied as a parameter
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value in the process of optimising accuracy. Cells were used to display voidage parameter results.
The cell voidage has similarity with soil porosity and is defined as the ‘proportion of cell volume
unoccupied by particles’. A decrease in voidage results from an increase in particle packing density.
An increase in voidage is expected from the loosening process generated by the tool. The voidage
parameter (Δ) was estimated as per equation (22)
Δ = (w . w . L – VP ) / (w . w . L)

(22)

Where:
VP = total volume of all particles whose centroids are located within the grid cell boundary
The definition of VP in Equation 22 provides a simplified estimate of the true voidage value to
facilitate the computational efficiency for DEM. VP considers whole particles (rather than truncated
particles in reality) within a cell based on the particle centroids being located within the cell. The
excess volume of those considered particles is offset by the disregarded volume of the particles
intersecting the cell but whose centroids lie outside the cell. This simplified method contrasts with
the true Vp calculation method consisting of the summation of all truncated particle volumes sitting
exactly within a cell. ‘Truncation errors’ thus occur in Eqn 22 from included or excluded particle
volume at the cell boundary. Such error is expected to be near zero on average over all cells and
considered least when Vp is calculated over a ‘whole of bin’ cell size ; in this case, the Δ value for the
whole undisturbed bin packed at the density of 1.37 g cm-3 was found to be 0.47 and can be
considered the best estimate obtained via Eqn 22 of the true value of undisturbed voidage.
An increase in the voidage parameter Δ expected under loosening was used as the basis to
determine the boundaries of the zone of DEM particles loosened by the tillage process and thereby
to construct cross sectional furrow profiles. The surface profile boundary was defined by an upper
voidage limit of 0.98 (approximately 40 particles per grid cell). This value was optimised away from a
theoretical value of 1.0 to control the noise contribution of individual particles at the boundary. The
surface profile is sensitive to this threshold value, and the same may be argued to be true for
averaged cross sectional profiles constructed from soil bin or field results. The sensitivity to the
threshold value is at its greatest at the edge of the furrow tilth, were individual particles are thrown
from the main ridge. For this reason, cross-sectional profiles based on a voidage grid bin are not
suitable for evaluating lateral soil throw and an alternative methodology was used.
The maximum value of cell voidage found in the undisturbed soil state (before tillage) was set as an
‘undisturbed voidage threshold’ and used to define the failure boundary between the disturbed and
undisturbed soil. However, due to truncation errors in the grid bin, this value was found dependent
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on the grid cell size w. The effect of voidage grid bin cell size on the distribution of undisturbed and
disturbed grid cell voidage values are shown in Fig. 3.5. The ratio w/r (grid cell size/nominal particle
radius) over the range of 1-4 was used to assess the effect of grid cell size on voidage distribution
relative to nominal particle size. The means of the four undisturbed w/r ratio distributions varied
little (between 0.46-0.47) from the best estimate of the true undisturbed voidage (0.47, see section
2.5). As w/r decreased (i.e. narrower grid cell size for better resolution) the spread of the cell
voidage distribution however increased, particularly for the undisturbed soil. This can be attributed
to the errors from applying Eqn 22 (Section 2.5) whereby, as the grid size decreases, the impact of a
given truncation error increases due to the larger impact at the cell level of unaccounted volumes of
outside particles overlapping within the grid cell, and excess volumes from particles binned inside
the grid cell.
For w/r ≤ 2, the distributions of disturbed and undisturbed cell voidage values overlapped, making
differentiation of the loosened area unattainable. This overlap reduced to a minimum for w/r ≥ 3 as
the undisturbed distribution spread sharply decreased, resulting in clear differentiation between
disturbed and undisturbed voidage distributions. As a smaller grid cell size is desirable for a high
resolution solution, w/r = 3 was selected as the best trade-off between minimising the impact of the
truncation error in the binning results, and the need for improved resolution for constructing
accurate furrow profile boundaries over the 700 mm grid bin length.

Fig. 3.5 Effect of grid cell size on undisturbed and disturbed cell voidage distributions for a grid
bin length = 700 mm.
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3.1.6.3 Estimating critical depth with depth to slotting
The depth to slotting was defined as the average depth at which the furrow’s crescent failure
boundary narrowed to a slot. This parameter is likely to be a close indicator of the opener’s critical
depth as used in previous field studies (Barr, Desbiolles, & Fielke, 2016). The width of slot expected
(near to the width of the opener) was over predicted in DEM due to the effect of large DEM particles
relative to the tool. To counter this effect, the depth to slotting was estimated using a straight line of
best fit through the crescent failure data points in each half of the furrow profiles (see Fig. 3.6). The
line of best fit was extended towards the furrow centre until intersecting the theoretical line of the
opener width at 8 mm from furrow centre. The process was repeated on each side of the furrow and
an average value for the depth of slotting was computed.

(a)

Fig. 3.6 Constructing furrow profiles and estimating the ‘depth to slotting’ parameter using
voidage grid bin results
3.1.6.4 Evaluation of Forward Rupture Ratio
The DEM predicted forward rupture distance f was measured from the leading edge of the opener to
the first particle lifted above the soil surface using a side view similar to Fig. 3.9b. This f and the
depth to slotting parameter (calculated as per section 2.5.3) enabled the calculation of the
dimensionless forward rupture distance ratio m defined as:
m = f/dc

(23)
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3.1.6.5 Evaluation of lateral soil throw
The lateral soil throw was assessed in DEM simulations using two parameters; the distance from the
furrow centre to the furthest thrown particle (e.g. soil throw reach); and the percentage soil cover.
The concept of percentage soil cover was adopted to help determine more accurately the limit at
which the lateral soil throw is considered to be in practice. This limit can be difficult to determine as
typically a gradual transition across the blanket of thrown clods occurs from 100% to 0% soil cover,
moving away from the furrow centre. The soil throw reach can then be calculated for a given % soil
cover (for instance, S10 = lateral soil throw reach at 10% soil cover), giving a greater understanding of
the practical extent of soil throw. An additional benefit of this method when used for DEM analysis is
reducing the influence of individually thrown particles on soil throw results. The percentage of soil
cover was calculated following a similar methodology to that used by Desbiolles and Saunders
(2006). Laterally thrown particles were counted in the data collection region (L=700 mm), in 10 mm
wide increments from the furrow centre. Total (100 %) soil cover was defined as the maximum
possible count in a 2D hexagonal packing arrangement of spheres (i.e. a packing density of
approximately 0.74).
3.1.6.6 Evaluation of soil layer mixing
Soil layer mixing was evaluated in similar 15 mm depth increments and 100mm deep seed zone
definitions (see Fig. 1) to the PVC soil tracer method used in the soil bin study by Solhjou et al.
(2012). However, as EDEM 2.7 can manually select and trace the movement of any DEM particle, no
specific grid of tracer particles were required. Instead, selections were made for each 15 mm depth
increment, encompassing every DEM particle centroid located in a 200 mm wide (= approximate
furrow width) x 700 mm long (data collection length) slice. The result is a similar evaluation method
to that used in soil bin study by Solhjou et al (2012) but with a much higher sample number (n =
6000-7000 tracers per depth increment in simulations compared to n = 13 in the original soil bin
study).
3.1.6.7 Evaluating dynamic soil upheaval height
The dynamic soil upheaval height was defined as maximum height of the loosened soil body during
operation, taking into account the vertical height of soil throw in action, as per Fig. 3.7b.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.7 DEM simulation of soil movement for T4 opener operating at 16km h-1 (a) rearward facing
view and (b) side view as a 16mm slice centred over the opener foot

3.1.6.8 Evaluating DEM model error
Relative error (Er) was used to calculate the error in all DEM predicted parameters, and is defined as
per equation 22.
Er = 100 x (S-M) / M

(23)

Where Er = relative average error (%), M = measured value in soil bin studies, and S = DEM simulated
value.

3.2 Validation of DEM model
3.2.1 Prediction of soil failure
A comparison between experimental soil bin results and DEM simulations of the soil failure and flow
with 35 and 90o rake angle narrow openers is shown in Fig. 3.8. The 35° rake angle opener clearly
upheaved soil, some of which travelled up the shank until it fell off and in the furrow behind the
opener. In comparison, the steeper 90° rake opener threw soil laterally with more direct impacts and
splashing effect on particles. The 53° and 72° rake angle openers (not shown) exhibited a
combination of both upheaving and splashing impact components.
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(a)

(b)
o

Fig. 3.8 Comparisons of 35 and 90 rake angle narrow openers for soil movement and failure patterns
(a) observed in soil bin environment by Solhjou et al. (2012) and, (b) predicted by DEM simulations
DEM predicted soil failure patterns were compared to the narrow tine theory reported by Godwin
and Spoor (1977), see Fig. 3.9a. DEM predicted the formation of a low velocity body of particles
ahead of the tine akin to the well-known soil wedge concept described in relevant soil-tool
mechanics literature, which is shown in side-view at the centre of the opener by the blue particle
zone (no to very low vertical velocity) in Fig. 3.9b and in-plane view at a depth of 100 mm by the red
particle zone (e.g. particles travelling ahead of the tine with a similar velocity of 2.3 m s-1 in Fig. 3.9c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.9 Comparison of (a) narrow tine soil failure concept from traditional soil mechanics (after
Godwin & Spoor, 1977).(b) Side view of DEM predicted soil failure pattern (colour scale represents
vertical velocity profile). (c) Top view of soil failure pattern in a plane at a depth of 100mm (colour
scale represents forward velocity profile).
Knowledge of the critical depth at which soil failure changes from a crescent type failure to a lateral
failure is important for predicting draft force and minimising furrow compaction. Vertical particle
velocity profiles ahead of the tool were used to evaluate the depth at which the vertical velocity
reached zero as per Godwin & Spoor’s (1977) definition of critical depth. The operating depth in the
simulation was increased to 180 mm for this analysis to ensure all rake angle openers were
operating below their critical depth. The vertical velocity profiles ahead of the tool (Fig. 3.10c)
showed expected rake angle trends with the steeper 90° and 72° rake angle openers minimising
vertical velocity at depth - indicative of nearing a lateral failure zone. However, the larger than actual
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DEM particles tended to cause excess movement as they were forced around the opener edge. This
excess movement propagated through neighbouring particles ahead and below the opener, resulting
in an over estimated vertical velocity profile in that zone. A reduction in vertical velocity at depth
may be expected with smaller particles at the expense of computational time.
The critical depth was more realistically estimated using the ‘depth to slotting’ parameter defined in
section 2.5.3. Results show a depth to slotting of 145, 130, 120, and 100 mm for the 35°, 53°, 72°
and 90° rake angle openers respectively. This agrees with soil bin experiment observations which
reported a narrowing of the furrow due to critical depth with the steeper 72° and 90° rake angle
openers at an operating depth of 120 mm (Solhjou et al., 2012).
The predicted m values (see Fig. 3.10) show a similar inverse relation with rake angle to previous
soil-tool mechanics studies conducted by Godwin and Spoor (1977), Payne and Tanner (1959), and
Hettiaratchi and Reece (1967). The m relationship was slightly over predicted with values being
closest (+8-10%) to the data set of Godwin and Spoor (1977)

Fig. 3.10 Comparison of empirical values from literature (average empirical trend line shown) with
DEM predicted forward rupture distances.
The forward, lateral and vertical average velocity profiles were also constructed using the velocity
grid bin (detailed in section 3.1.6) to further explain the movement of soil around the openers. The
velocity profiles refer to the particles immediately ahead of the tine face, considered in 7.5mm
depth layer increments. The results (Fig. 9a) show the particle forward velocity was maximised with
steeper rake angles at any given depth, consistent with a higher impact soil-tool interaction at these
higher rake angles. Comparatively, the simulated lateral velocity is virtually non-existent in line with
the symmetrical shapes of the simple flat face openers and the cell zones located ahead of, and of
equal width to, the tine face.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.11 DEM predicted (a) forward, (b) lateral (directionless) and (c) vertical up particle velocity
profiles with depth at various opener rake angles. Fig 8(c) also highlights the ‘depth to slotting’
values predicted using furrow profile data (section 2.5.3).

3.2.2 Quantification and prediction of furrow profiles
Furrow profiles were constructed with constant cell size (w = 7.5 mm) and 700 mm long voidage grid
bins (see Fig. 3.12). The predicted failure boundaries followed a similar path to those measured by
Solhjou et al. (2012), highlighting a progressive trend for increased loosened furrow cross-sectional
area with a decreasing rake angle. The 90° opener shows a narrowing down of the furrow in line
with critical depth, while the 35° opener shows no sign of narrowing at depth, predicting a purely
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crescent failure boundary.

Fig. 3.12 Comparison between measured and DEM predicted furrow profiles for various rake angles
of a 16 mm wide opener. (the uneven boundary of the DEM simulated shape is due to the associated
7.5mm cell size resolution)
Fig. 3.13 shows a comparison between measured and DEM predicted key furrow profile parameters.
DEM was able to predict the same progressive trend of increased loosened furrow cross-sectional
area (Er = 9 %) with a decreasing rake angle (Fig. 3.13a) as measured by Solhjou et al. (2012) The
predicted failure boundaries also showed similar shape trends to those measured in soil bin
experiments. Furrow width prediction was poor (Er= 26%), DEM predicting little difference between
the various rake angles (Fig. 3.13b). This is most likely due to the lack of soil structure in the DEM soil
bin but may also be influenced by: the resolution of the voidage grid bin, the larger than actual DEM
particles used, or the failure of soil at the boundary not causing a detectable change in voidage. The
measured furrow width may have also have been increased in the excavation process used in the
soil bin analysis thus leading to wider measured results. The dip area (Fig. 3.13c), and furrow backfill
was predicted well by DEM (Er=14%, 0.8% respectively), showing the furrow emptying characteristics
of low rake angle openers (Fig. 3.13d). The DEM predicted ridge height was maximised with a lower
rake angle (Fig. 3.13e) following measured trends. However, DEM slightly over predicted the
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measured values (Er =16%). This is due to overall lower lateral movement of larger than actual DEM
particles, resulting in a surface profile that piled up higher over a narrower lateral distance.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 3.13 Comparison of measured and DEM predicted key furrow profile parameters: (a) Furrow area
(b) Furrow width, (c) Dip area, (d) Furrow backfill, (e) Ridge height. For measured results, the error
bars represent the standard error of the mean (n = 4). For DEM predicted results, the error bars
represent discrete grid cell size (7.5 mm basic resolution).

3.2.3 Prediction of lateral soil throw
An evaluation of the furrow surface profiles shows the overall lateral movement of loosened DEM
particles was generally less than was measured in the soil bin, with DEM. This is likely an effect larger
than actual soil particle sizes whose greater mass reduces the distance travelled under the same
impact force. Similar observations have been reported in previous DEM studies (Sadek & Ying, 2015;
Ucgul et al., 2014a). .
The maximum DEM predicted lateral soil throw reach was similar to those reported in soil bin
studies (Fig. 3.14) with an average relative error of 9% across the various rake angles. Both soil bin
results and DEM predictions did not show a significant effect of rake angle on the maximum lateral
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soil throw reach. DEM predictions were somewhat sporadic, which can be attributed to an
interaction between the cohesive force applied in DEM and different opener actions of the various
rake angles. The 35° opener upheaves a large soil mass, which travels up the shank until a force
imbalance cause clods to fall off the shank and move laterally onto the shoulder of the furrow. There
is minimal direct impact with the shank and the thrown particles are generally bound with cohesion
in subgroups of other particles. As the rake angle increases the mass of soil being upheaved reduces,
while direct impacts with the shank increases, breaking of cohesive bonds of particle sub groups and
throwing individual particles. The 72° opener loosened with characteristics between the high and
low rake opening actions, upheaving soil and then splashing particles. However, due to upheaved
soil body ahead of the tool the particles were generally remained bound in groups of 3 or more
particles, increasing their mass, and decreasing the distance thrown (relative to the 90° opener).
Ultimately this results in the maximum lateral soil throw value being sensitive to outlying particles.
The effect can likely be minimised with smaller DEM particles, or by applying a time dependent
cohesive contact law. Alternatively, the effect of these outlier particles can be minimised by
integrating along the travel direction and presents as a percent of soil covered with thrown soil.

Fig. 3.14 Comparison of measured and DEM predicted maximum lateral soil throw reach. The error
bars represent the standard error of the mean (n = 4).
The assessment of surface soil cover by loose particles is shown in Fig. 3.15. The range varies from a
maximum 100% in the furrow area and beyond, to a gradual decrease towards 0% near the edge of
the soil throw reach. The graph clearly shows an increase in percentage soil cover with lower rake
angle openers. Threshold distance (S) values at particular surface cover levels (e.g. 10%, 25%, 50%,
90%) have been used in the literature (Desbiolles and Saunders, 2006) for specific analyses. The
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predicted 10% soil cover threshold distance (S10) can be used to characterise the effective soil throw
spread dictating the minimum row spacing to achieve crop safety from pre-emergence herbicides
applied at sowing. Here, the predicted S10 values differed little at 165, 162.5, 152.5, and 140 mm for
the 35°, 53°, 72° and 90° rake angle openers, respectively.

Fig. 3.15 Predicted percent soil cover from lateral soil throw with various rake angles

3.2.4 Prediction of soil layer mixing
A comparison between soil bin and DEM predicted soil layer mixing is shown in Fig. 3.16. It includes
an analysis of particle proportions reaching the shallow, intermediate and deep seed zones (defined
in Fig. 1). DEM was able to predict the same mixing trends between the various opener designs,
namely:
(a) the tendency for all narrow point designs to clear and throw shallow soil onto the shoulders
of the furrow
(b) an increased soil layer lifting and mixing effect at depth at the lower 35° and 53° rake
angles.
When analysing the DEM predicted proportions of tracers in each seed zone (see pie-charts in Fig.
14), the deep and intermediate seed zones showed very similar distributions to soil bin results.
However, the predicted distributions in shallow seed zone saw a consistent increased proportion of
the 30 mm depth layer particles for all openers. Analysis of the particle flow pathways shows these
30mm layer particles were thrown laterally onto the inside of the furrow ridge and flowed back in
behind the tool. This movement back into the furrow simulates the furrow backfilling process and its
extent is likely to have been accentuated by the reduction in lateral movement reported earlier. As
a result, this also caused steeper furrow ridges and exaggerated the 30 mm depth soil particle flow
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in behind the tool. In contrast, the soil bin study by Solhjou et al (2012) showed the 30 mm depth
soil tracers were thrown further laterally and remained on the furrow shoulders. The soil bin
experiments used cubic PVC tracers to track the movement of soil by layer. .

Fig. 3.16 Comparison between soil bin (adapted from Solhjou et al. (2012)) and DEM predicted soil
layer mixing results with 16mm wide opener set at various rake angles. The pie graphs show the
proportion of PVC tracers (soil bin) and particle selections (DEM) by depth present in shallow,
intermediate, and deep seed zones (defined in Fig. 1).
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3.2.5 Prediction of tillage forces
Fig. 3.17 shows DEM predicted draught and vertical forces. DEM correctly predicted an increase in
draught force with rake angle, as is consistently shown in the literature (Godwin & Spoor, 1977; E.
McKyes & Ali, 1977; Perumpral, 1983). The reported rate of increase of draught force with rake
angle tends to vary as a function of operating depth and soil properties (Godwin & O’Dogherty,
2007). However, soil bin measurements by Godwin and Spoor (1977), Perumpral (1983), and (E.
McKyes & Ali, 1977) report approximately a twofold draught penalty (2.08, 2.01, 1.81, respectively)
when increasing the opener rake angle from 45° to 90° which is in close agreeance with the DEM
predicted results of 2.02.
The simulations show an inverse relation between positive down force and rake angle, highlighting
the known benefits of a low rake angle opener for both low draught requirements and good
penetration capacity. Importantly, DEM was also able to predict a vertical force transition at 71° (see
Fig. 3.17) close to the 67.5° reported in the literature (Godwin & Spoor, 1977; E. McKyes & Ali, 1977;
Perumpral, 1983).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.17 DEM predicted draught (a) and vertical (b) tillage force relationship for a 16mm wide
opener at various rake angles.
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3.3 Prediction of depth and speed effects on straight opener performance
The effects of operating depth (over the 60-180 mm range) and speed (8 vs 16 km/h) on DEM
simulated furrow boundary and soil throw profiles with straight openers T1 and T2 are shown in Figs
6-10. The failure boundaries for these simple, flat face, straight tine openers follow the patterns
predicted by narrow tine theory.
At the shallow operating depths of 60 and 90 mm, the modelled failure boundaries are consistent
with a crescent-type failure, showing wide-angle furrow boundaries to the full depth. The greater
lifting action of the 53° degree rake angle opener (T2), relative to the vertical opener T1, increased
the loosened furrow cross-sectional area (by 17%).
As the depth increased to 120 mm and beyond, the predicted soil failure clearly separated into two
zones; a crescent failure type zone close to the surface, and a narrow slot developing deeper into the
profile. The depth to slotting was consistently predicted at 100 and 130 mm for T1 and T2,
respectively. The shallower depth to slotting of the 90° degree opener (T1) resulted in a smaller
proportion of crescent failure relative to the 53° rake angle opener (T2), reducing its effective
loosening capacity. The width of slot predicted via DEM was significantly larger than the width of the
opener, due to the impact of particle size.
Both straight openers created a symmetrical soil throw profile, showing loosened soil ridges on
either side of a central dip over the entire depth range. The predicted ridge height reduced, and the
lateral soil throw values increased significantly at the higher speed (16 km/h). Deep high speed
operating had a similar lateral soil throw reach to shallow operation, although the volume of soil out
of the furrow increased.
The DEM modelling correctly predicted an upward vertical force reaction (resisting penetration) and
a larger draft force for the 90 deg. rake angle opener T1 (Fig. 3.24), relative to T2. A transition from
positive to negative vertical force was observed at approximately 70° (Fig. 3.25), similar to values
reported in the literature (Godwin, 2007). The predicted draught force results also show a greater
rate of increase at deeper depths, in line with the impact of critical depth beyond the 120 mm depth
of operation.
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3.4 Parameter sensitivity analysis for bentleg opener performance
optimisation
3.4.1 Predicted patterns of soil disturbance and forces with bentleg openers
The soil failure boundaries initiated from the 45° rake angle foot of bentleg openers T3 and T4 was
similar to straight opener of equivalent rake angle, or other footed tools such as footed subsoiler
tines (E. McKyes & Ali, 1977, pp. 80-81). This is seen in the 60 and 90 mm operating depth furrow
profiles, where failure boundaries remain symmetrical despite the offset bentleg design (Fig. 3.19
Fig. 3.20). Resultant forces also reflected the primary role of the 45° rake angle foot in generating
soil failure, with both draught and vertical forces following a trend similar to that of the straight
openers, and pro-rata of its 45° rake angle value. The draught and vertical components generated by
the foot were offset from the centre, but did not exert a side force. However, a side force was
predicted caused by interaction of loosened soil with of the single sided chamfer on the side leg and
shank. This predicted side force increased with operating depth, but remained relatively small, of the
order of 4-22% of the draught value for footed bentleg openers (Fig. 3.25c).
The side leg contributed to soil failure when it was positioned outside the predicted crescent failure
boundary initiated by the foot, such as at deeper working depths (e.g. Fig. 3.22d). This was
accentuated by smaller side leg angles (β) associated with larger shank offset (L), a (Fig. 3.26c). At
the deeper depths (150 and 180 mm), the soil was able to gradually absorb the vertical strain
imparted by the bentleg foot indicating an operation reaching below the opener critical depth (W.
Gill & Van Den Berg, 1967, p. 149).
The soil loosening near the surface was instead driven by contributions from the shank and the side
leg (see failure boundaries in Fig. 3.23). The soil loosening contribution from the vertical shank was
similar to that of a single-side chamfered vertical opener, loosening predominantly towards the
inside of the chamfer (Solhjou, Desbiolles, & Fielke, 2013). Further the loosening capacity (critical
depth) was much lower than the low rake angle foot, having a steeper rake angle (90° compared to
45°). At depths deeper than the foots critical depth, the depth of slotting was based on the shanks
loosening capacity and as such formed slot at a very shallow depth (80mm). This effect can be
expected with any footed tool, and in practice limits the effective depth range of an opener. The key
is to ensure the foot is designed for the operating depth and conditions, maximising the loosening
capacity by increasing both its lift height and width of foot, as two interacting parameters (E. McKyes
& Ali, 1977).
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For the footless bentleg openers T5 and T6, the leading face of the side leg initiated soil failure, as
reported in the literature (e.g. Jafari et al. (2008)). Their loosening capacity is driven by the lift angle,
Ɛ, defined in the plane parallel to the direction of travel. This angle acts as a pseudo-rake angle,
interacting with the side leg angle δ and any additional lift in the side leg itself (here set at zero lift).
The side leg leading face lift angle of 25° resulted in low draught and secured an effective
penetration capacity with a downward vertical force (Fig. 3.25). At the 60 mm depth, the tip of the
side leg created sufficient vertical strain to reach the surface - as a result creating a symmetrical
failure boundary (Fig. 3.19e) with minimal side force exerted onto the opener (Fig. 3.25c). However,
as depth increased to 90 mm and beyond, the lift height of the side leg (24 mm) was not sufficient
anymore to loosen the soil from full depth. Instead the soil body failed progressively along the side
leg, inducing a combined strain by both the side leg and the shank, and loosening an asymmetrical
furrow shape (Fig. 3.20e). This resulted in the opener critical depth being reached in the simulation
at 150 mm depth, where the side leg operated as a subsurface slicing tool, leaving the vertical shank
to maintain a small amount of furrow loosening capacity.
Values of side leg angle δ greater than 90° (i.e. a backward set side leg) saw the shank initiate soil
failure prior to a secondary failure caused by the side leg (Fig. 3.18) This effect was also reported by
Jafari et al. (2008). This two stage failure mechanism increased the resulting furrow asymmetry,
decreased the extent of loosening and overall reduced the opener penetration capacity. However,
greater δ angle values comparatively achieved a minimal increase in draught force - in contrast to
the impact of increasing rake angle with straight openers (Fig. 3.25). This can be attributed to the
relatively constant lift angle Ɛ of the side leg leading face, while only the cutting edge is directly
affected by the greater δ angle values. Increasing T7’s δ to 130° actually saw a reduction in draft
relative to steeper δ angles (see Fig. 3.25). A reduction in draught force with backward set side legs
has also been reported in previous bentleg subsoiler studies (Jafari et al., 2008) and may be
attributable to the top-down gradual loosening process at large backward side leg angle values,
possibly inducing an effect of prior shallow loosening - similar to the shallow leading tine concept for
reducing draught demonstrated by Godwin et al. (1984).
In practice, the leading edge of a footless bentleg opener with a high δ side leg angle such as 130°
may act to push down buried obstacles such as stones due to a net downward resultant impact force
acting on contact (A spring release system is typically provided on the tine mechanism to allow the
opener to break-away from obstacles and minimise impact loads). This combination of backward
swept leading edge and impact angle (provided by the side leg lift angle) allows such bentleg opener
to achieve low draught and positive penetration into the soil and effectively loosen soil to full depth,
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as well as promote lower stone disturbance in operation. This is in sharp contrast with narrow
straight openers set at equivalent rake angles, which transfer a net upwards force on impact.

Fig. 3.18 Soil failure slice with T6-δ at the shank and tip of side leg (rear views).
The loosened soil surface profile generated by bentleg openers is the result of two soil movement
components (1) soil splashing off the shank which contributes to furrow spill-over away from the
shank bevel side (here: right-hand side soil throw) and (2) a vertical and sideways upheave of the
loosened soil body contained between the side leg and the shank which contribute to furrow spillover on the shank bevel side (here: left-hand side soil throw).
A change of depth more greatly affected the loosened soil movement by bentleg openers than by
straight openers. This is explained by the significant altering of position of the bentleg foot, side leg,
and shank with depth (see) relative to the soil surface.
After initiating soil failure, the foot of the bentleg opener lifts the upheaved soil body making it more
susceptible to a lateral shift by the following action from the side leg and shank. The loosened soil
upheaval height (Fig. 3.27) and resulting ridge height was maximised with a lower rake angle foot at similar lift height - and with shallower set, higher speed operation. The footless bentleg openers
T5 and T6 reduced the upheaval height of the soil body (Fig. 3.27), and enabled the elbow
component of the opener to be lowered further below the soil surface. This was particularly
advantageous in shallow operation, the footless openers being the only designs to maintain 100%
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backfill at 60 mm operating depth. The upheaval height was also more consistent over the depth
range evaluated (Fig. 3.27) which may be beneficial when designing seed and or fertiliser banding
devices which interact with the loosened soil and furrow backfilling process.
The position of the elbow component where the side leg connects to the shank within the furrow
has a significant effect on soil disturbance. The lowest soil throw scenario (at 16 km h-1) occurred
with the elbow located well above the soil surface (Fig. 3.21d), by removing the vertical shank
interactions with the loosened soil. The highest extent of soil throw is predicted with the elbow set
just below the soil surface (Fig. 3.21c) combined with a small offset bentleg (L = 45 mm). When the
elbow is just below the surface, the main soil body is upheaved vigorously by the foot and side leg,
after which the shank bevel face induces a lateral force. A small bentleg offset accentuates this by
(1) reducing the mass of the upheaved soil body and its resistance to lateral strain and, (2)
decreasing the distance from the shank to LHS furrow edge, where spill-over occurs (Fig. 3.26c).
The effect of the elbow component was able to be minimised by introducing a radius at the
transition between the side leg and shank. The resulting curved elbow eases a more gradual lateral
force induced by the shank (d). The position and curvature of the elbow may have implications in
relation to field practicality in the context of adapting a bentleg opener into a dedicated seeding
system. Example implications include: (1) a below ground elbow position may be desirable to
facilitate specific seed/fertiliser placement scenarios and, (3) a seed/fertiliser chute following a
curved elbow would reduce sharp corners within the fertiliser banding device minimising build-up of
material (particularly fertiliser powder) and maintain a less turbulent air flow such as used on air
seeders.
Reducing the opener thickness and decreasing the chamfer angle streamlined the opener,
minimising the loosened soil spill-over, and maximising the furrow backfill. The maximum extent of
spill-over on the LHS occurred with a shank and side leg chamfer angle of 50-80°, at which the
chamfer angle also maximised the lateral soil-tool reaction force. A blunt leading face slightly
reduced the LHS spill-over at the cost of a large increase in RHS spill over. Very low chamfer angles
(10°) cancelled both LHS and RHS furrow spill over, proving a key tactic for minimising lateral soil
throw. In practice, narrow opener thickness and small chamfer angles would compromise the
strength and wear life of the opener (particularly in the presence of stones). Furthermore, a large
chamfer angle would be more difficult to protect from wear.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3.19 Predicted furrow profiles contrasting the effect of speed on soil throw profiles with openers
T1-T6 (a-f, respectively) at an operating depth of 60 mm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3.20 Predicted furrow patterns contrasting the effect of speed on soil throw profiles with openers
T1-T6 (a-f, respectively) at an operating depth of 90 mm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3.21 Predicted furrow patterns contrasting the effect of speed on soil throw profiles with openers
T1-T6 (a-f, respectively) at an operating depth of 120mm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

4

Fig. 3.22 Predicted furrow patterns contrasting the effect of speed on soil throw profiles with openers
T1-T6 (a-f, respectively) at an operating depth of 150mm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3.23 Predicted furrow patterns contrasting the effect of speed on soil throw profiles with openers
T1-T6 (a-f, respectively) at an operating depth of 180 mm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.24 The predicted effect of depth on tillage force components for the 6 openers operating at
16 km h-1

Fig. 3.25 The predicted effects of varying the rake angle α on a straight opener (T1- α), and on a
footed bentleg opener (T3- α) as well as varying the side leg angle δ of a footless bentleg opener (T6α) on the draught and vertical forces. (Operating speed = 16 km h-1 and depth = 120 mm).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 3.26 The predicted effect of thickness t (a), chamfer angle γ (b), offset distance L (c), elbow
geometry (d), and foot rake angle α (e) on furrow and soil throw patterns of a bentleg opener (T3)
when operating at a depth of 120 mm and speed of 16 km h-1.
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Fig. 3.27 The predicted effects of operating depth on maximum soil upheave height for 4 bentleg
opener designs in a simulated furrow loosening operation at a speed of 16 km h-1

3.4.2 The effect of misalignment on bentleg performance
The effect of ± 10° misalginment about the X, Y, and Z axis on furrow profiles with T4 bentleg opener
operating at a depth of 120 mm, and a speed of 16 km h-1 are shown in Fig. 3.28. There were two key
issues observed with misalignment- (1) increasing the lift height of the side leg increasing the soil
disturbance (2) decreasing the clearance angle of the foot or the sideleg, compacting soil on the
underside of the opener.
The lift height of the side leg (frontal thickness) increased from 24 mm to 48 mm and 45 mm with
rotation about Y and Z axis, respectively. This resulted in the biggest observed increase in soil
disturbance, decreasing the backfill by 9% and 11% (from 93%), and increasing the LHS furrow spill
by 70 mm to 62.5mm for -10° rotations about the Y (Fig. 3.28f) and Z (Fig. 3.28g) axes, respectively. 10° rotation about the Z axis may be seen during breakout over stones or if the tine is hanging back.
Hanging back occurs when the breakout force of the tine is lower (or close to) than the operations
draught requirement. These factors should be considered when pairing bentleg openers with a tine
breakout mechanisms, aiming for a tine that (1) minimises the change in opener angle throughout its
range of breakout, (2) has a breakout force greater than the draught force of operation.
The largest increase in RHS furrow spill occurred with a positive Y rotation (Fig. 3.28c), switching the
effective chamfer from the LHS of the shank to the RHS. As a result soil was thrown to the RHS side
of the shank, increasing RHS furrow spill by 52.5 mm. Positive rotation about the Y axis also
decreased the clearance angle underneath the side leg and to the side of the foot. As a result soil
was forced laterally into the furrow profile.
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Fig. 3.28d shows a decrease in voidage to the right of the furrow, highlightly compaction issues that
would be present in field. Compaction limits water filtration, root penetration and therefore crop
growth and yield (ref). There was a similar case with a positive rotation about the Z-axis, reducing
the clearance angle of the sideleg and the underside of the foot. The extend of these compaction
issues would need to validated in field studies

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
Fig. 3.28 Effect of bentleg (T4) misalignment on soil movement and soil compaction (represented by
an increase in voidage). (a) No misalignment (b, c, d) positive misalignment about the X,Y, Z axis
respectively. (e,f,g) negative misalignment about the X,Y, Z axis respectively.
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4. Field performance of bentleg openers
This study aimed to assess in field conditions the suitability of a range of openers to high speed notill seeding, by quantifying their lateral soil throw characteristics and ability to maintain an even
furrow backfill at speeds up to 16 km h-1.

4.1 Methodology
4.1.1 Site
The experiment was undertaken in a compact silty-loam soil (USDA classification -7% sand, 80% silt,
13% clay) at Roseworthy, South Australia (34°31'02.6"S, 138°40'31.2"E) in September 2014,
reflecting a dry sowing condition. Early dry sowing is a technique commonly used by Australian
farmers to improve crop establishment and manage timeliness of sowing in their seeding program.
The field had previously been planted with lentils using a no-till knife point seeder in May 2014. The
trial area was sprayed with a non-selective systemic herbicide (Glyphosate 480 gL-1 applied at 720
gha-1) two weeks before conducting the trial. A factorial design was used to investigate effects of
speed (3 levels) and opener geometries (5 types) on tillage forces and soil disturbance parameters.
Four blocks were arranged in a randomised complete block design to account for field variability (see
Fig. 4.1) with one of each treatment per block. The each trial plot was 2.2m wide (as dictated by
implement width) and 20m in length, with one treatment run per 20m length. Each replicating block
had residue removed over a 2m wide transect to minimise interference of residue when collecting
soil disturbance parameters. The position of the 2m transect was allocated randomly for each block.
The residue was removed by mowing low and carefully cleaning the area with a rake.
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Fig. 4.1 Trial site plan highlighting four blocks (A, B, C and D), buffer zones and transects cleared of
residue
Table 4 summarises key soil properties sampled during testing at 3 depth layers, including bulk
density (acquired by soil core method) and moisture content (measured by oven-drying method).

Table 4 Soil Properties during field testing
Depth layer
(mm)

Mean soil moisture
content (n=3), dry basis
(w/w, %), ±s.e.

Mean soil bulk density (n=3), dry
basis (kgm-3), ±s.e.

0-50

6.6 ±0.9

1,182 ±58

50-100

10.3 ±2.1

1,542 ±23

100-150

17.4 ±1.0

1,697 ±11
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4.1.2 Tools
The geometries were selected based on low soil throw design features (bentleg shape and
chamfered edge) highlighted in previous research (i.e. O3-O5), with two control blunt geometries
(zero lateral offset) to represent the standard range of rake angles, on openers commonly used by
farmers (i.e. O1, O2). Both bentleg openers (O4 and O5) had a 45° side bend, a 45° rake angle on
their leading foot, 90° rakes on their vertical shank and a single sided chamfer (17 ° included angle)
facing the inside of the bend (See Fig. 4.2Error! Reference source not found.). The range of openers
were constructed from 16mm thick structural steel (Bisplate® 80) as; the bentleg opener does not
exist commercially, and to support evaluation of design factors with least amount of bias. For
example, all opener designs were able to be fit onto a common shank and thus reduce any effect of
the shank width on soil throw.
Table 5 Tool geometry details

O1 (T1)

O2 (T2)

O3

O4 (T3)

O5 (T4)

Rake
Angle

90°

53°

90°

45° on foot

45° on foot

Shank

Straight

Straight

Straight

Offset 45mm

Offset 95mm

Leading

Blunt

Blunt

Double-sided
Chamfer

Single-sided
Chamfer

Single SidedChamfer

Edge

Isometric
Views
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Fig. 4.2 Cross-sectional details of the evaluated narrow point openers

Targeted operation depth was 120 mm for all treatments. The working depth in the field situation
was controlled by the use of an experimental rig featuring walking beam axles minimising the impact
of ground undulations on actual operating depth changes. Actual depth positioning was calibrated
on a hard floor and validated in situ from multiple measurements. Each opener was designed to fit
exactly at the same depth locations, thus removing setting up errors between openers. This
approach allowed the most accurate force and furrow outcome comparisons between openers at
equal depth, and was preferred over individual depth control systems in order not to interfere with
force measurements.

4.1.3 Measurement of soil disturbance parameters
The furrow profiles were assessed over a 1 m length using a laser scanning device (SICK LMS400).
Two scans were taken following testing, one of the ‘as tilled’ soil surface, and one of the furrow
boundary after the careful excavation of loosened soil. The scan data were then used to produce
representative average cross-sections of the furrow and accurate estimates of the soil disturbance
parameters.

4.1.4 Measurement of forces
The soil reaction forces acting on single openers were measured using the University of South
Australia’s 3D measurement frame (Fig. 4.3). The 3D measurement frame comprised independent
trolleys guided by roller bearings that isolate the draft, vertical and side forces. S-shape force
transducers with a load ratings of 8.90, 4.45 and 4.45 kN were used to measure forces in the
horizontal, vertical and sideways directions, respectively. The load cells (resistance strain gauge
sensor elements) were connected to a microprocessor controlled strain amplifier (NI DAQ Card –
6062E) that fed voltage data at a frequency of 100 Hz to a laptop computer for data logging using
LabVIEW v7 software. The force traces were recorded over the 20 m plot length and used to
produce average force data. Each tool was brought to speed and engaged in soil approximately 5m
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prior to start of the 20m experimental plot length to ensure stable loading at the start of sampling.
Side force results were small and inconsistent and are not reported here.

Fig. 4.3 University of South Australia’s field testing rig (left), incorporating a 3D force measurement
frame (right)

4.2 Results
The effect of opener geometry on selected furrow failure boundary parameters are shown in Table
6. For these particular parameters, speed had no significant effect, hence data for all speeds were
averaged. Table 7 shows left and right loosened furrow areas for the asymmetrical furrow profiles
(O4 and O5). The effects of speed on furrow surface profile parameters and tillage forces were found
significant (see Table 10) and are displayed in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5, respectively. The furrow profiles
highlighting the failure boundaries and surface soil profiles for each opener at 8 and 16 km h-1 are
shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Table 6 Comparison of mean (n = 12) failure boundary parameters averaged over all operating
speeds

Loosened furrow area (A1+A2)

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

10,315b

15,992c

8328a

14,948c

14,270c

286a

379d

296ab

347cd

330bc

78b

100c

56a

99c

98c

(mm2)
Furrow width
(mm)

Depth to slotting
(mm)

Note: Means followed by the same letter in the same row are not significantly different at the 5% risk level by the Duncan
Multiple Range Test.
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Table 7 Furrow Symmetry comparison with mean (n = 12) left and right cross-sectional area
parameters averaged over all operating speeds
Area LHS

Area RHS

Asymmetry Factor

(mm)

(mm)

(RHS/LHS)

O4

7926

7021

0.88*

O5

7645

6637

0.86**

Note: Asymmetry factors followed by * and ** indicate significant difference in left and right side furrow cross-sectional areas
at a 5% and 1% risk level, respectively.
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Fig. 4.4 Effect of speed and opener geometry on various soil disturbance parameters. Figure 6C error
bars represent standard error of the mean (n=4).
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Fig. 4.5 Effect of speed and opener geometry on reaction forces.
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Fig. 4.6 Furrow Profiles for the 5 openers showing failure boundaries and effect of speed range on
surface profiles (note: profiles as viewed from the rear)
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4.2.1 Effect of rake angle
All blunt face, straight shank openers created a symmetrical furrow profile with similar failure
boundaries to those predicted by narrow point theory (Godwin & O’Dogherty, 2007) and loose soil
ridges from laterally thrown soil on each side of a central dip (Fig. 4.6A and Fig. 4.6B).
The 53° rake angle opener (O2) loosened the largest furrow cross-sectional area with a mean value
of 15,992 mm2 and achieved the largest furrow width with a mean value of 379 mm, see Table 6.
The 90° rake angle opener (O1) loosened a smaller furrow cross-sectional area relative to the lower
raked O2. These results followed expected trends from previous soil bin studies (Solhjou et al., 2012)
and past literature (Payne & Tanner, 1959) whereby lower rake angles create a larger furrow crosssectional area and wider furrow.
The depth to slotting was defined in this study by the average depth to the narrowing failure
boundary where the x-coordinate values on the scanned furrow profiles contract to -8 and +8 mm
for the common opener width of 16 mm. This parameter is likely to be a close indicator of the tool
critical depth (Godwin and Spoor, 1977) at which the soil failure transitions from an upward and
sideways loosening to a sideways only compaction failure. The steeper rake angle resulted in a
significant narrowing down of the furrow at depth towards a pure slotting action (Table 6). Soil
smearing, defined as a thin compacted soil layer resulting from high sliding pressure against a tool
surface (Ashworth et al., 2010) was observed in furrows with a narrow trench as an obvious sign of
the tool operating below critical depth (see Fig. 4.7). A smeared layer is undesirable as it can impede
gas and water movement, restrict or funnel root development and increase draft requirements (C. J.
Baker et al., 2006; Hendrick & Gill, 1974). A shallow depth to slotting correlated well with a
reduction in furrow loosened area across the range of opener types and speeds (Fig. 4.8). This
indicates the furrow loosening capacity among a set of alternative openers is maximised when
narrow slotting at depth is avoided, and can become a useful visual check easily performed in the
field.
The compact soil conditions of dry sowing resulted in significant lateral soil throw and ridge height
values, relative to the previous studies conducted in a remoulded sandy loam soil of Solhjou et al.
(2013); Solhjou et al. (2012); Solhjou et al. (2014). At 8 km h-1 O1 had the lowest backfill (94.2 %) and
largest lateral soil throw reach (405 mm) of all openers. Increasing the rake angle from 53° to 90° at
8 km h-1 speed reduced the lateral soil throw by 34%. Increasing speed from 8 to 12 km h-1
significantly increased lateral soil throw of the vertical straight opener O1 (Fig. 4.4A), while O2 was
least affected. This sensitivity to speed was lower than that reported in the previous studies of
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Desbiolles and Saunders (2006). This can possibly be explained by the already high lateral soil throw
measured at 8 km h-1 in these dry soil conditions.
Both O1 and O2 openers had a significant reduction in furrow backfill as speed increased to 12 and
16 km h-1, reaching as low as 92.6% and 76.5% for O1 and O2, respectively (Fig. 4.4D). This effect at
the higher speed was matched by a significant decrease in ridge value, therefore indicating a
redistribution mostly of furrow tilth over the existing soil throw zone.
Fig. 4.9 shows a negative correlation between lateral soil throw and dip value. The dip value (Fig.
4.4E) is a useful measure (relating to backfill) because it can be measured directly in the field and is
not a truncated parameter. Positive dip values indicate an over filled furrow, while negative dip
values show reduced availability of soil tilth within the furrow for subsequent seed and fertiliser
placement in a no-till seeding context. O2 operated with high lateral soil throw and highly negative
dip values particularly so as speed increased. O1 operated with a near zero dip value (surface
reference level) at 8 km h-1 when lateral soil throw was low, but began to empty the furrow
displaying a more negative dip as speed increased. This is a limiting factor with all straight shank
openers, as furrow backfill is relying on soil flow around the shank.
O1 had high draft requirements ranging from 893 to 910 N (see Fig. 4.5A) and a highly upwards
vertical force resisting penetration (-333 to -402 N, see Fig. 4.5B). In contrast the 53° rake angle
opener (O2) had a significantly lower draft requirements (582 to 630 N) and benefited from a small
positive downward vertical force (62 to 89 N), assisting penetration. Draft force increased with
speed, and most significantly with the 53° rake angle opener O2. Greater speed tended to increase
the downward vertical force values and improve penetration capacity although the effect was not
significant. These results agreed well with previous research confirming a significant reduction of
draft with lower rake angle openers, and a neutral vertical reaction rake angle at approximately 6570°(Godwin & O’Dogherty, 2007).
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Fig. 4.7 Top views showing failure boundaries of 90° opener O1 (left) and 53° opener TO (right)
highlighting narrow trench associated with operating below critical depth. Evidence of smearing
was found over the narrow trench walls for O2 (right).

4.2.2 Effect of chamfered leading face
The addition of a double sided chamfer (O3) to the 90° straight opener (O1) significantly reduced the
loosened furrow cross sectional area (-19%). The smaller furrow size included a greater extent of
slotting action at depth, occurring on average 22 mm shallower than with the blunt face equivalent
opener. Two likely causes can explain this, namely:
The chamfered face facilitated lateral movement of soil better than the natural soil wedge normally
associated with a blunt face tool (Willatt & Willis, 1965), and therefore favouring lateral soil failure
at depth, and;
The bevelled leading faces applied stresses in a diverging fashion and behaved as two adjacent tines
of half width, with a larger associated depth/width ratio leading to a shallower critical depth.
Despite loosening a significantly lower furrow cross sectional area from a shallower depth to
slotting, O3 achieved a similar furrow width to O1, suggesting the chamfered face also affected the
extent of crescent failure. This suggests that if both O1 and O3 operated above their critical depth,
the loosened area of the chamfered face opener would be greater than under its blunt face
equivalent, as reported in previous studies (Solhjou et al., 2013).
At 8 km h-1 O3 had low lateral soil throw (-39%) – virtually cancelling furrow spill-over at 8 km h-1
(Fig. 4.4C) and maximize furrow backfill (Fig. 4.4D). An increase in speed to 16 km h-1 saw the ridge
height reduce (Fig. 4.4F) and the lateral soil throw increase but only reaching similar values to the
blunt face equivalent opener operating at 8 km h-1 (Fig. 4.4A). However, the reduced loosened area
may have contributed to this reduction in lateral soil throw. O3 was also able to maintain near 100%
backfill from 8 to 16 km h-1 (Fig. 4.4D).
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Adding the chamfer to the face of a vertical opener increase its vertical force (by 169 to 200 N, see
Fig. 4.5B) improving its penetration capacity. No significant impact on draft force of a double sided
chamfer added to the straight vertical opener (see Fig. 4.5A) could be highlighted. This dry soil
response was unexpected from previous leading face geometry studies (Sharifat, 1999) who found a
significant reduction in energy is obtained with leading face chamfers under moist soil-bin
conditions. This difference may be explained by the moisture at depth and compact field operating
conditions in this study generating a significantly shallower depth to slotting with the chamfered
opener, inducing a penalty over the expected benefits of a chamfered face. Furthermore, a
significant correlation was found between the depth to slotting and draft force, as demonstrated in
previous studies on critical depth (Godwin & Spoor, 1977).
The benefits of a chamfered leading face in controlling soil throw may be offset in practice by
problems such as increasing residue hairpinning on a narrow edge and an unsustainable chamfer
shape in highly abrasive wear environments.

4.2.3 Effect of offset bentleg openers
The 45 and 95 mm offset bentleg openers (O4 and O5) loosened a comparable furrow size and width
to that of the 53° straight opener (O2) (Table 6). This can be attributed to the dominating action of
the low rake angle (45°) leading foot portion of the bentleg openers in generating soil failure. The
furrow failure boundaries for both bentleg openers were asymmetrical (Table 7), with its single
chamfer matching side of the furrow loosening an area significantly larger, e.g. left hand side in Fig.
4.6, as seen in the direction of travel. The asymmetric nature of the bentleg furrows indicates that
the side leg proportion is also contributing to the soil failure. This is likely due to the side leg in
conjunction with its single sided chamfer directing soil stresses to that one side of the furrow. The
effect was maximised with O5 which has a longer side leg, resulting in slightly more asymmetrical
furrow than O4 (see Table 7).
Both bentleg openers at 8 km h-1 were able to re-fill the furrow after opening, minimise lateral soil
throw and hence result in a near zero spill-over out of the furrow (Fig. 4.4B and Fig. 4.4C). The 45
mm offset O4 showed a much greater sensitivity to speed with lateral soil throw and furrow spillover increasing by 20-23 mm per km h-1 (Fig. 4.4A). Despite a predominately single sided lateral soil
throw from the chamfer effect, O4 developed similar lateral soil throw levels (406 mm) to O2 at 16
km h-1 and a reduction in furrow backfill to 85% (Fig. 4.4D). This is explained by the impact of the
single-sided chamfer on the vertical shank engaged in the soil which is emphasized at greater speed.
Conversely, the 95 mm offset bentleg (O5) was able to maintain a low lateral soil throw
characteristics even at 16 km h-1, which remained close to half that of O2. O5 was also able to
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maintain very low spill-over values and near 100% furrow backfill even at 16 km h-1. It was able to
maintain these low disturbance characteristics due to the large offset disengaging the vertical shank
from the furrow, limiting its interactions with loosened soil.
The bentleg openers displayed significantly lower draft requirements relative to the other openers
(427 to 601 N, see Fig. 4.5A) and a small positive downward vertical force (+69 to +152 N, see Fig.
4.5B). This was achieved due to the bentleg opener’s low rake angle (45°) of the leading foot. The
draft of the bentleg openers (O4 and O5) was significantly lower than that of the 53° rake angle
straight opener (O2). This is a result of the combined effect of its slightly lower foot rake angle, the
single sided chamfer and no apparent penalty from the side leg despite the asymmetric failure
boundaries. The reduction in draft was expected due to well documented benefits of bentleg subsoilers shanks on draft forces (Raper, 2005).

Fig. 4.8 Correlation between furrow cross-sectional area and observed depth to slotting (r=0.89)
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Fig. 4.9 Correlation between lateral soil throw and dip value (r=-0.73)

Fig. 4.10 Correlation between depth to slotting and draft force (r=-0.72)
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5. Field performance of bentleg seeding systems
The aim of section 5 was to (1) develop a 12 km h-1 seeding system based on bentleg opener
technology that can separate seed and fertiliser in the furrow using closer plate and side banding
seed placement techniques (2) evaluate the effect of speed of the bentleg seeding systems on soil
disturbance, seed and fertiliser placement and spread, emergence and yield relative to a control
straight opener seeding system (3) evaluate the effect of a low soil disturbance bentleg seeding
system on crop safety relative to control straight opener seeding system investigated with three key
pre-emergent herbicides.

5.1 Methodology
5.1.1 Treatments
SS1 was established as a control seeding system (Fig. 5.1a) based on current Australian farmer
practice in the region were field trials were undertaken. A 16mm wide knife point loosened soil and
placed fertiliser at the base of the furrow. A seed boot with a 25 mm closer plate filled in the furrow
backfill and allowed seeds to be placed at the desired seeding depth. SS1-2015 and SS1-2016 were
targeted for 120 and 90 mm operating depths, respectively, by setting seed boot height relative to
the opener position/tillage depth.
Two bentleg opener designs (95 mm and 65 mm offset, Fig. 5.2) were combined with various seed
and fertiliser boots to form seeding system treatments SS2-SS4 (Fig. 5.1).
SS2–2015 (Fig. 5.1c) and SS2–2016 (d) are generation one and two (respectively) of a bentleg
seeding system concept aiming to place seeds in furrow backfill using a closer plate following a
similar technique to a centre row banding seeding used with straight opener seeding systems. SS22015 was targeted for a 120 mm operating depth with a 95 mm offset bentleg opener (Fig. 5.2a), a
16 mm wide closer plate for placing seeds, and no fertiliser boot. SS3-2016 aimed to improve the
closer plate’s engagement with loosened soil by minimising soil upheave with a scaled down opener
design targeted for 90 mm depth operation (65 mm offset bentleg, Fig. 5.1b), with a reducing side
leg thickness of 12 mm and increasing closer plate width from of 25 mm. A fertiliser boot was also
incorporated with T3-2016, aiming to deep band granules at the base of the furrow.
SS3 – 2015 (Fig. 5.2e) and SS3–2016 (Fig. 5.2f) are generation one and two (respectively) of a bentleg
seeding system concept aiming to place seeds on an undisturbed ledge in the side of the furrow
through the use of a side wing added to the bentleg opener. This approach is similar to that used in
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many side-banding and paired row seeding systems and has a distinct advantage of placing seeds
independent of soil backfill. SS3-2015 was targeted for a 120 mm operating depth with a 95 mm
offset bentleg opener with 45 mm side wing. SS3-2016 aimed to minimise soil disturbance caused by
the wing scaled down opener design (65 mm offset bentleg, Fig. 5.2b) targeted for 90 mm depth
operation, with a smaller wing (15 mm) placed further below the soil surface.
Bentleg fertiliser placement was evaluated with a fertiliser boot placed behind the 95 mm offset
bentleg forming treatment T4. The boot followed the bend of the side leg, with an outlet 40 mm
from the soil surface (see Fig. 5.1g).

Fig. 5.1 Seeding system configurations. Control seeding system –16 mm knife point with curved closer
plate -SS1 (a). Bentleg fertiliser foot-SS2 (b). Generation 2015 and 2016 closer plate bentleg seeding
concepts SS3-2015 (c), and SS3-2016 (d), respectively. Generation 2015 and 2016 side band bentleg
seeding system concepts SS4-2015 (e) SS4-2016 (f), respectively.
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Fig. 5.2 Bentleg openers (a) 95 mm offset (b) 65 mm offset

5.1.2 Site 1 Trial Design and Plot Seeder Setup - Geranium (2015)
The 2015 bentleg seeding systems were evaluated in a sandy loam soil (USDA classification) near
Geranium, South Australia (-35°31’05.6”S, 140°15’47.7”E). The field had previously been planted
with canola in a long term no-till farming paddock. A factorial design was used to evaluate three
factors: speed at three levels (8, 11 and 14 km h-1), seeding systems at three levels (SS1-2015, SS22015, SS3-2015), and the effect of soil stepping at two levels (+ST, -ST). A three tine layout was
selected so that the rear row was free from stepping (-ST), and front row experienced stepping from
both left and right hand tines behind it (+ST) (Fig. 5.3) at a row spacing of 280 mm. Four blocks were
arranged in a complete randomised block design to account for field variability with a plot length of
20 m (per treatment).
The plots were sown with Grenade Plus wheat on the 12th of June 2015 using the University of
South Australia’s walking beam, level lift, 2cm RTK GPS guided plot seeder-tractor field unit. Seeding
rate was calibrated to a targeted 185 plants per m2 (based on field site farmer target) using two cone
seeder meter devices. Tillage depth was initially set at 120 mm for all treatments aiming for a
seeding depth of 40 mm. Seeding depth was then checked at 8 km h-1 in a test strip, adjusting the
tillage depth to as close as possible to the target seeding depth of 40 mm. No press wheels or
fertiliser was included in this trial, aiming to focus on the effect of speed on soil movement, and seed
and fertiliser placement- rather than emergence or crop yield.
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5.1.3 Site 2 Trial Design and Plot Seeder Setup - Loxton (2016)
Generation B bentleg seeding systems were evaluated in a sandy loam soil (USDA classification) near
Loxton, South Australia (-34°30’10.9”S, 140°35’23.4”E). The field had previously been planted with
lentils in a long term no-till farming paddock. A factorial design was used to evaluate three factors:
speed at two levels (8 and 12 km h-1), seeding systems at three levels (T1-2016, T2-2016, T3-2016),
and the effect of soil stepping at two levels (+ST, -ST). A six tine layout was selected such the rear
row was free from stepping (-ST), and front row experienced stepping from both left and right hand
tines behind it (+ST) (see Fig. 5.3) at a row spacing of 254 mm following farmer practice. Four blocks
were arranged in a complete randomised block design to account for field variability with a plot
length of 20 m (per treatment).
The plots were sown with Grenade CL wheat on the 1st of June 2016 using the University of South
Australia’s plot seeder-tractor field unit. Seeding rate was calibrated to a target 100 plants per m2, a
lower rate for lower productivity field, based on field site farmer target) using two cone seeder
meter devices. Granulock Z (3.3N+6.6P+0.3Zn) fertiliser was placed behind the opener aiming for
placement at the bottom of the furrow (90 mm). Tillage depth was initially set at 90 mm for all
treatments aiming for a seeding depth of 40 mm. Seeding depth was then checked at 8 km h-1 in a
test strip, adjusting the tillage depth to as close as possible to the target seeding depth of 40 mm. Six
100 mm wide flat press wheels were mounted to the rear of the plot seeder to improve seed-soil
contact and maximise emergence.

TRAVEL

280mm
254mm

Tine Row:
Sampling Row:

R1
-ST

R2
+ST

R1
-

R3
-

(a)

R2
-ST

R3
+ST

R4
-

R5
-

R6
-

(b)

Fig. 5.3 Plot seeder tine layouts for (a) Geranium 2015 and (b) Loxton 2016 trials highlighting
sampling rows for soil stepping, and cone seeder outlet error.
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Table 8 - Soil properties at time of sowing.
Depth Layer

Mean soil moisture content (n=3), dry Mean soil bulk density (n=3), dry basis
basis (w/w, %), ± se
(kg m-3) , ± se
Geranium 2015

Loxton 2016

Geranium 2015

Loxton 2016

0-50 mm

4.3 ± 0.1

5.5 ± 0.2

1330 ± 43

1378 ± 139

50-100 mm

4.7 ± 0.6

6.6 ± 0.03

1431 ± 21

1586 ± 48

100-150 mm

4.8 ± 0.6

7.8 ± 0.7

1444 ± 7.8

1552.8 ± 75
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5.1.4 Pre-emergent herbicide crop safety trials
The 2016 Loxton trial tested three effective soil applied herbicides in the Australian context
encompassing different volatilities, residue binding, and water solubility and therefore aimed to
highlight key areas of risk with different levels of soil disturbance.
1. Triflur X (trifluralin (480g L-1), Group D mode of action, high volatility, high binding, low
solubility, uptake through roots) was applied at 1.5 L ha-1 as a high risk herbicide to crop
safety in low soil disturbance seeding systems (Desbiolles, 2004; Kleemann et al., 2014).
2. Boxer Gold (800 g L-1 prosulfocarb, S-metolachlor120 g L-1, Group K mode of action, low
volatility, high solubility, high binding, uptake through roots and shoots) was applied at 2.5 L
ha-1 as a high risk herbicide to crop safety in rainfall events after seeding due to its high
solubility (Kleemann et al., 2014).
3. Sakura (proxasulfone 850g kg-1, Group K mode of action, low volatility, medium solubility,
medium binding, root and shoot uptake) at 118g ha-1, was applied as a low risk herbicide
well suited to low disturbance seeding systems (Kleemann et al., 2014).
A chemical factor was added within the main Loxton 2016 trial using a split-plot design. The soil
applied herbicide factor (4 levels) split plot was paired with a seeding system factor (2 levels) within
the main trial for the randomisation process. Speed was keep constant at 8 km h-1, comparing SS12016 as a control system (typical seeding system and speed used by Australian farmers) to be
compared against SS2-2016 at 8 km h-1- the lowest soil disturbance system with highest anticipated
risk of crop damage from herbicide. All chemicals were applied the day before sowing following
recommended label rates.

5.1.5 Furrow profile evaluation
The furrow profiles were assessed over a 1 m length using a laser scanning device (SICK LMS400).
Each block had residue removed over a 2m wide transect by mowing low and carefully cleaning the
area with a rake to minimise interference when taking laser scans of furrow profiles. The position of
transect was randomly allocated for each block. Two scans were taken following testing, one of the
soil surface, and one of the furrow boundary after the careful excavation of loosened soil. The scan
data was used to produce average cross-sections of the furrow profile. The surface profiles were
used to define furrow parameters such dip height (Fig. 2.2).
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5.1.6 Measurement of emergence seeding depth, and fertiliser depth
A second 2m wide transect was established at a randomised position for each block to sample
emergence and depth data, 28 days after sowing. Emergence counts were made over the full 2m
meter length for +ST and –ST rows (see Fig. 5.3).
Seeding depth was sampled over a 1m/length (within the 2 m emergence sampling transect) by
cutting the coleoptile at the soil surface (28 days after sowing), excavating the furrow and measuring
the distance from the seed to the cut. The seeding depth is therefore a function of both the position
of the seed in the furrow, and soil cover over the seed (dip/ridge above seed) after seeding.
Fertiliser depth is difficult to measure with fertiliser granules as their high solubility results in them
dissolving into the soil before they can be excavated. Fertiliser depth was therefore measured by
placing seeds (as an indicative tracer) down T4’s fertiliser boot. This enabled fertiliser depth to be
evaluated using the method for seeding depth measurement.

5.1.7 Measurement of yield
The Loxton 2016 plots were harvested by a mechanical plot harvester, including chemical split plots.
As plots were mechanically harvested row by row data (+ST/-ST) was not collected. A correction
factor was applied to account for area removed during depth sampling.

5.2 Results and discussion
Appendix B and C show the statistical outputs for three way ANOVAs performed on data for the
2015 Geranium, and 2016 Loxton trials, respectively.
The furrow profiles, average seeding depth, seeding depth standard deviation, and emergence
results are shown in Fig. 5.4, Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5.4 Furrow Profiles (left) and resulting surface profile after tillage at 11 km h-1 images (right)
from the 3 row tine layout used in Geranium 2015 trials. The centre row (+ST) is subject to stepping
from both the rear (-ST) rows. (a) SS1-2015 (b) SS2-2015 (c) SS3-2015
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.5 The effect of seeding system, speed and soil throw on average seeding depth at the 2015
Geranium trial (a) and 2016 Loxton trial (b). Error bar represents the least significant difference
between three factors at P=0.05)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.6 The effect of seeding system, speed and soil throw on seeding depth standard deviation at
the 2015 Geranium trial (a) and 2016 Loxton trial (b). Error bar represents the least significant
different between three factors at P=0.05)

Fig. 5.7 The effect of seeding system, speed and soil throw on emergence at the 2016 Loxton trial.
Error bar represents the least significant difference between three factors at P=0.05)
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5.2.1

Straight opener seeding system SS1

The DEM study showed the flow of soil ahead of the straight opener in control seeding system (SS12015) moved upwards and outwards, throwing soil laterally. An increase in speed to 14 km h-1
increased the height of soil build up ahead of the tine (see Fig. 5.8), lifting soil to the mounting point
of the straight opener. The interaction of soil with the 50 mm wide mounting point (compared to 16
mm opener width) increased the lateral soil throw and therefore movement of soil out of the
furrow. In the field this reduced the dip height by 7mm in –ST row (Fig. 5.5a) and caused significant
stepping from the increased lateral movement, increasing the dip height by 28 mm dip height (in the
+ST row) and seeding depth by 26 mm. A shallower operating depth (90 mm, SS1-2016) at the
Loxton trial reduced the lateral soil throw and therefore the effect of stepping (16 mm increase, Fig.
5.5a). Stepping also increased the vertical seed spread in the (Fig. 5.6b) due to cyclic variation of the
high speed soil throw.
DEM analysis showed that behind the straight opener soil began to flow downwards and inwards,
acting to back fill the furrow behind the opener. The closer plate forced backfilling soil further
downwards to the base of the furrow, creating a ledge for seed placement (see Fig. 5.8a). Increasing
the speed decreased the time for soil to flow back into the furrow and therefore decreased
interaction of loosened soil with the closer plate (see Fig. 5.8c). This was reflected in the field
reducing the seeding depth by 14 mm from 8 to 14 km h-1 (Fig. 5.5a) – despite a reduction in the dip
height at 14 km h-1.

Fig. 5.8 Discrete element method simulation of soil flow with T1-2015 at 8 (a), 11 (b), and 14 (c) km h1
. View represents a 16 mm (opener width) cross section through centre of seeding system.
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5.2.2

Bentleg seeding system T2 – Closer Plate Concept

SS2-2015 (used at 2015 Geranium trial) performed well at 8 km h-1, achieving a mean seeding depth
close to the target of 40mm and with minimal vertical spread (13 mm). However, as speed increased
to 11 km h-1 soil began to flow over the closer plate creating unreliable interaction with backfill and
therefore deepening seeding depth (80 mm) and a tripling of the vertical spread. At 14 km h-1 there
was no interaction of the closer plate with the backfilling soil, placing the majority of seeds at the
mean depth reached, 85 mm. This effect of speed on backfilling soil-closer plate interaction can be
seen clearly in DEM simulations (see Fig. 5.9a-c).
The modified SS2-2016 concept evaluated at the 2016 Loxton site reduced sensitivity to speed by
minimising soil upheave height, and increasing closer plate width (Fig. 5.9d-e). The modifications
enabled seeds to be placed consistently at 50mm depth over the 8-12 km h-1 speed range (Fig. 5.5b)
with a comparatively reduced vertical spread (Fig. 5.6b).
Both SS2-2015 and SS2-2016 created minimal soil throw and therefore change in seeding depth from
soil stepping in +ST.

Fig. 5.9 Discrete element method simulation of soil flow with SS2-A at 8 (a), 11 (b), and 14 (c) km h-1
and SS2-B at 8 (d) and 12 (e) km h-1. View represents a 16 mm (opener width) cross section located at
the outlet point of the seed boot.
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5.2.3

Bentleg seeding system concept 2 – Side Banding Concept

The hypothesised benefit of placing seed on an undisturbed ledge for seed depth control was
confirmed with both design iterations, observing no significant change in seeding depth (Fig. 5.5)
and relatively small vertical spread values in the -ST rows (Fig. 5.6). However, the increased soil
disturbance caused by the wing component significantly reduced soil cover at 14 km h-1 while also
increasing soil cover of adjacent seed rows via stepping. The difference in dip height between
adjacent seed row locations at the highest speed reached an average +23mm with SS3-2015 at the
2015 Geranium trial. The effect of stepping was able to minimised with a deeper positioning of a
thinner and more streamlined wing design into the furrow (SS3-2016, Fig. 5.1), increasing seeding
depth in the +ST row by only +6mm at the 2016 Loxton trial.

5.2.4 Effect of speed on fertiliser placement with bentleg openers
Fertiliser placement results for three speeds (5, 8, 14 km h-1) evaluated at Geranium 2015 with T4
are shown inFig. 5.10. At a low speed (5 km h-1), fertiliser placement was shallowest in the furrow
profile with a mean fertiliser depth of 70 mm. As speed increased to 8 km h-1, the proportion of
fertiliser at depth (beyond 100 mm soil cover) greatly increased and the result was a profiled
fertiliser distribution, giving a relatively even spread of granules under a depth of 30-130 mm. At 14
km h-1, the fertiliser distribution moved to a ‘deep banded’ distribution, with the majority of
granules being placed under a 97 mm mean fertiliser depth.
This speed related behaviour is typical of a delivery system relying on natural furrow closing to
determine product placement depth. The above results represent one combination of bentleg
opener and fertiliser boot design in one soil type. While the relative effect of speed on placement
characteristics is likely to remain consistent, it is expected that in practice, relative changes in design
features (in particular, bentleg side leg angle, chute position, air velocity) and soil conditions would
alter the fertiliser distribution at any given speed. Additionally, the issues around boot outlet
blockage risks have not been evaluated.
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Fig. 5.10 Effect of speed on granular distribution with a bentleg fertiliser SS4-2015.
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5.2.5

Effect of seeding system and speed on wheat establishment

The 2016 Loxton trial had a mean emergence of 93%, which began to taper as depth increased as
typically expected (Desbiolles & Kleemann, 2003) (Fig. 5.5b).
At the 2016 Loxton trial emergence decreased with seeding depth (Fig. 5.12b). With minimal change
in seeding depth across the operating speeds SS2-2016 and SS3-2016 bentleg seeding systems were
able to establish a similar wheat crop to the control SS1-2016 at 8 km h-1 displaying no significant
emergence penalty (Fig. 5.7). In contrast, the control knife point seeding system registered a
significant furrow stepping effect of +29 mm as a result of excessive soil throw at 12 km h-1. It
showed a significant reduction in plant density of 30 plants m-2 (-23% from the –ST row) as shown in
Fig. 5.11b and c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5.11 Emergence 20 days after sowing at Loxton 2016. (a) SS2-2016 at 12 km h-1 (b) SS1-2016 at
12 km h-1 highlighting +ST row with patchy emergence (c) A clump of soil limiting emergence in +ST
row (SS1-2016 at 12 km h-1).

Fig. 5.12 Emergence (%) vs average seeding depth (mm) per plot at 2016 Loxton trial (n=64, r2=0.34).
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5.2.6 The effect of seeding system treatments on crop safety
Table 9 shows no statistical differences in emergence or yield were found in the 2016 Loxton
chemical trial. Therefore we cannot accept the hypothesis that the lower disturbance bentleg
seeding systems are less safe than straight opener seeding systems in the presence of pre-emergent
herbicides. The movement of top soil particles (representing soil applied with herbicide) was
explored further with DEM (Fig. 5.13).
DEM predicted soil movement confirmed the ability of straight opener seeding systems to clear the
top soil away from above the seed zone (as found in soil bin translocation studies Solhjou et al.
(2012)), a feature providing proven crop safety in wheat establishment trials (Desbiolles &
Kleemann, 2003; Kleemann et al., 2014). The DEM predictions show minimal soil disturbance for the
bentleg seeding system (SS2-2016), as expected from previous bentleg studies (Solhjou et al., 2014).
The majority of top soil remained on the soil surface with a small cleared band of top soil above the
seed zone. This cleared band slightly increased with speed, and could be further maximised with a
blunter, wider shank on the bentleg opener. Based on these DEM predictions, crop safety with
bentleg openers would fall somewhere in between straight opener and single disc opener seeding
systems. A dedicated chemical trial may look at bentlegs with various degrees of soil disturbance as
well as shallower seed placement to further highlight any potential crop safety issues associated
with bentleg seeding systems, and provide a comparison with other opener types.
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Table 9 Statistical output from two way ANOVA (opener, speed) for 2016 Loxton Crop Safety trial
(F(df1, df2) statistic) in a randomised block split plot design.
Parameter

Opener

Chemistry

Stepping

Opener ×
Chemistry

Opener x
Stepping

Chemistry
x Row

Opener x
Chemistry
x Stepping

Numerator

1

2

1

2

1

2

2

Denominato
r

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

Emergence

0.77 ns

0.19 ns

0.11 ns

0.58 ns

0.01 ns

0.58 ns

2.26 ns

Yield

0.85 ns

0.02 ns

-

0.16 ns

-

-

-

ns= non-significant
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Fig. 5.13 DEM predicted movement of top soil particles after seeding with SS1-2016 and SS2-2016.
Top soil particles here represent the positioning of soil applied herbicides after seeding.
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6. Conclusions
6.1 Summary
In this thesis, soil-opener system modelling with the discrete element method (DEM) was used to
validate an innovative approach (i.e. voidage grid binning technique) to quantifying soil disturbance.
The method has been developed and validated against soil mechanics and soil translocation studies,
and applied in a parameter sensitivity analysis to improve the understanding of interactions
between bentleg opener design parameters and soil. A field evaluation of bentleg opener
performance conducted in dry soil conditions improved the understanding of the effect of speed on
opener performance, benchmarking the performance against commonly used straight (knife)
openers. This improved understanding was used to develop two integrated bentleg seeding systems
which were evaluated in two field trials in 2015 and 2016.
The main conclusions of the thesis are:

6.1.1 Discrete element method can accurately model a broad range of no-till
narrow opener performance parameters
The DEM soil-opener model accurately predicted furrow parameters including forward rupture m
ratio, loosened furrow cross-sectional area, furrow dip area, furrow backfill, depth to slotting (as an
estimation of critical depth) and furrow ridge height. The new voidage grid binning technique was
key to these predications, tracking the loosening effects on soil density (rather than on soil
movement, as used in previous literature), moving DEM evaluation methodology closer to the
techniques used in practical soil bin and field studies. The voidage grid cell size was optimised to
minimise calculation error and optimise grid resolution. The optimum grid cell size is function of
DEM particle radius and can be adjusted for different virtual soil bins using the ratio w/r = 3 (w = grid
cell size, r = particle radius)
The model was also able to predict the expected draught force, vertical force, and soil layer mixing
trends for various rake angles. The results highlight the potential of DEM, the hysteretic spring
contact model and the voidage grid bin method to successfully provide a ‘whole of performance’
optimisation of narrow point openers.

6.1.2 Bentleg openers improve high speed furrow opening performance
Two bentleg opener designs with 45 and 95 mm offset distances were able to significantly reduce
lateral soil throw at 8 km h-1 relative to a common straight knife opener in a dry field soil condition.
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The 95 mm offset bentleg opener was able to maintain high furrow backfill and low soil throw at 16
km h-1, virtually cancelling the extent of soil spill-over out of the furrow. This benefit, combined with
low draft and penetration force requirements resulting from a low rake angle foot, showcases the
improved high speed performance of bentleg openers relative to straight openers. However, a 45
mm offset bentleg showed a greater sensitivity to speed with lateral soil throw reaching a value
similar to straight shank openers at 16 km h-1 – highlighting the importance of optimising bentleg
opener design for specific operating conditions.

6.1.3 The low soil throw performance of bentleg openers can be optimized
for both speed and tilling depth
A range a bentleg openers were evaluated in simulations using the discrete element method,
providing a greater understanding of the effect of depth and speed over a range on bentleg designs.
This has enabled the following design recommendations for bentleg furrow openers in different
design scenarios:
1. To minimise soil throw for higher speed operation, a bentleg opener should be designed
with a radius on the elbow transitioning from the side leg to the shank, be as thin as
possible, have large chamfer angles (less than 20° to the direction of travel), and use a large
offset distance while maintaining field practicality expectations.
2. For shallower operations (<90 mm) bentleg openers should be designed without a foot to
maintain low soil disturbance.
3. A footless bentleg opener with a side leg forward angle greater than 90° can operate
without the expected loss in furrow loosening, draught, and penetration force penalties
typically seen with similarly rake straight openers. This design may improve the bentleg
opener breakout performance over obstacles in the field such as roots and stones. The
expected downward acting impact force of a footless bentleg opener encountering buried
stones is expected to reduce the tendency to pull up stones from depth and create
unwanted surface roughness. This benefit in stony soils should be validated in further
studies but has the potential to lower surface roughness, increase crop harvest-ability and
lower the need for post seeding operations such as rolling.
4. For deeper operations (>120 mm) bentleg openers should be design with a foot to maximise
the furrow loosening efficacy.
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5. Incorporating a low rake angle on the foot of a bentleg opener can significantly reduce
draught and maximise penetration capacity in hard soil conditions.
6. The bentleg opener performance changes with operating depth. Therefore to maintain
performance in a field situation the design should be paired with contour following seeding
system technology to maintain a uniform depth of operation.
7. Misalignments between opener heading and travel direction must be avoided and any risk
should be accounted for in the tine and opener mounting design solutions, and breakout
mechanisms to minimise performance loss.

6.1.4 Bentleg openers can successfully be integrated into seeding systems
suitable for higher speed sowing
Straight opener seeding systems cause excessive soil disturbance and furrow stepping at speeds
above 8 km h-1 which can reduce emergence. The bentleg opener design can be incorporated into a
seeding systems that places seed into backfilling soil using a closer plate (similar to a centre row
banding straight opener seeding system), or on an undisturbed side ledge in the furrow (similar to a
side banding straight opener seeding system).
Closer plate bentleg seeding systems enable very low soil disturbance seeding but rely on backfilling
soil to place seeds which is dependent on speed. To ensure adequate seed placement at high speed
these systems should minimise soil upheave over the opener and select a closer plate width that
maintains interaction with backfilling soil at the expected operating speed range.
The side banding bentleg seeding system enabled seed placement independent of backfilling soil
interactions and thus provided the most accurate seed placement over the range of speeds. Both
bentleg seeding systems evaluated in the 2016 Loxton trial and operating at 12 km h-1 performed as
well as the control straight opener seeding system operating at 8 km h-1, offering an unprecedented
opportunity to increase operating speeds by 50% (8 to 12 km h-1) with no penalty to wheat crop
emergence or yield.
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6.2 Impact of this research for the cropping industry
This thesis has shown the low soil disturbance benefits of bentleg openers - in particular how
bentleg seeding systems can operate 50% faster than straight openers with no wheat emergence or
yield penalty. This increase in operating speed can improve industry seeding practices by:
1. Increasing timeliness of sowing, therefore increasing grain yield potential.
2. Saving time, lowering total seeding time per season or reducing the require working time
per day for the farmer.
3. Potential to reduce machinery width to minimise investment cost while maintaining similar
work rate.
4. Potential to lower fuel use per hectare, from the combination of lower draught and higher
speed.

6.3 Recommendations for future work
Suggestions for future work are provided in two sections; (a) modelling opener performance using
DEM, (b) the further development of bentleg openers for high speed seeding operations in a broader
range of field conditions and (c) agronomic impacts of bentleg seeding systems.

6.3.1 Modelling opener performance using DEM
The DEM simulations of the bentleg opener performance could be furthered by investigating the
following:
1. In this study relatively large 2.5 mm radius particles were used due to computational
limitations. As computational power increases, reducing particle size would decrease edge
effects (in particular the width of slot below critical depth); increase lateral movement (as
shown in Ucgul et al. (2014a)); and reduce voidage grid cell error, enabling a smaller grid cell
size therefore increasing resolution of furrow profiles. Greater accuracy of simulation will
enable the development of further knowledge and more effective fine-tuning of designs.
2. A trial and error calibration process was used to calibrate the DEM input parameters
cohesion energy density and rolling friction to match the experimental soil angle of repose.
All other input parameters (15) were selected from literature. Including more DEM input
parameters in the calibration process (rather than selected from literature) has the potential
to reduce prediction error and simulation time.
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3. Force trends were validated against previous soil mechanics studies. Force prediction could
be improved by including a calibration process relevant to soil-tool forces such as the shear
box or cone penetration experiments. Forces should also be measured in the targeted soil
for validation of related simulations.
4. The voidage grid binning method had a limited resolution, which in turn limits the resolution
of predicted furrow profiles. As mentioned earlier, a reduction in particle size can increase
this resolution. Coarse graining techniques- which use spatial averaging to create continuum
field from discrete data- may be included in future DEM software packages to provide an
alternate method to grid binning with a higher resolution (Weinhart, Labra, Luding, & Ooi,
2016).
5. The current modeling outcomes is only valid for a sandy loam soil. Future work should
investigate the modelling accuracy of a greater range of soils, in particular, adhesive soils
and their influence on soil movement, soil cones and wedges at the soil-tool interface, and
soil accretion to theopener surfaces.

6.3.2 Critical bentleg developments for commercialisation
The development of bentleg openers and seeding systems undertaken in this research has been
predominantly in a sandy loam soil commonly found in South Australia, and in low residue
situations. The optimum bentleg design is likely to vary for different field conditions. Understanding
the effect of changing field conditions on performance is a critical next step to ensure a robust and
versatile seeding system design. The following issues should therefore be investigated:
1. Soil type and condition (eg moisture content) vary greatly from field to field and over time.
However, most anticipated issues would arise from operation in cohesive/adhesive soil
types (eg moist clay) including; smearing (compaction of the furrow wall), soil build up on
the tool (which may significantly diminish performance), as well as seed and fertiliser boot
plugging with soil.
2. Relative to straight openers, bentleg openers have a more complex geometry with an
increased frontal area for residue to catch on, further accentuated by the sharp chamfered
leading edge which can hairpin residue. Future work should optimise opener and tine
geometry for residue flow, investigate the integration of leading disc coulter blades for
cutting residue ahead of the opener.
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3. The focus of the thesis was on bentleg opener and seeding system performance aspects.
However, to become a commercial reality, considerations of manufacturability, lifespan
(strength and wear), and cost also require dedicated research.

6.3.3 Agronomic impacts of bentleg seeding systems
The low soil disturbance (particularly the low vertical soil layer mixing) resulting with bentleg seeding
systems has further anticipated benefits including reduced weed seed bank disturbance and reduced
residue clumping – both of which should be validated in dedicated field evaluations.
Weed seed banks dynamics have been reviewed in Solhjou (2013), showing potential for bentleg
seeding systems to reduce the weed seed bank of three horn bedstraw (gallium tricornutum), wild
turnip (raphanus raphanistrum), small flowered mallow (malva parviflora) and annual ryegrass
(lolium rigidum). Solhjou, Jamali, and Joukar (2018) have recently validated positive effects of
bentleg openers on weed recruitment in the Iranian context, but future work should include an
evaluation with a broader range of weed seeds, with bentleg seeding systems.
Residue clumping is a common issue when seeding in high residue situations with straight opener
seeding systems. Soil carried up the opener face mixes with residue wrapped around the tine shank,
causing intermittent blockages and leaving dense residue/soil clumps over the field that (a) reduce
emergence (through an increase in soil cover over seeds), (b) increase risks of disease and pest
damage and (b) reduce crop harvest-ability. The severity of clumping is a function of opener soil
disturbance, residue load and condition in the field and residue handling capacity of the tine layout.
As such, the vertical soil layer mixing and associated low residue burial with bentleg openers has
potential to minimise the effects of clumping. Anecdotal evidence obtained during residue handling
field trial in the SA Mid-North suggest the residue clumps from bentleg opener shanks are much less
dense due the lack of soil/residue mixing and similar bulk volume clumps are anticipated to have a
lesser impact on sensitive crop emergence.
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APPENDIX A – 2014 Roseworthy Trial ANOVA Results

Table 10 Statistical output from two way ANOVA (opener, speed) for various soil disturbance and
reaction force parameters (F(df1, df2) statistic) in randomised blocks.
Parameter

Opener

Speed

Opener × Speed

Lateral Soil Throw,
mm

45.6(4, 40)***

20.7(2, 40)***

2.9(8, 40)*

Spill Over Distance,
mm

32.2(4, 40)***

20.0(2, 40)***

ns

Furrow Backfill, %

24.5(4, 40)***

14.3(2, 40)***

4.3(8, 40)***

Dip, mm

29.3(4, 40)***

20.7(2, 40)***

2.9(8, 40)*

Ridge, mm

11.6(4, 40)***

6.5(2, 40)**

2.9(8, 40)*

Draft Force, N

69.4 (4, 34)***

8.3 (2, 34)**

ns

Downward Vertical
Force, N

332.5 (4, 34)***

ns

ns

Subscript numbers indicate degrees of freedom for F value; df1= numerator, df2= denominator, ns= non-significant
***p<0.001
**p<0.01
*p<0.05
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APPENDIX B – 2015 Geranium Trial ANOVA Results

Table 11 Statistical output from two way ANOVA (opener, speed) for 2015 Geranium trial (F(df1, df2)
statistic
) in randomised blocks.
Parameter

Opener

Speed

Stepping

Opener ×
Speed

Opener x

Speed x

Opener x

Stepping

Stepping

Speed x
Stepping

Numerator

2

2

1

4

2

2

4

Denominator

51

51

51

51

51

51

51

Seeding Depth

183.6***

65.6***

18.9***

21.9***

ns

6.3**

ns

Seed Spread

5.3**

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns= non-significant
***p<0.001
**p<0.01
*p<0.05
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APPENDIX C – 2016 Loxton Trial ANOVA Results

Table 12 Statistical output from two way ANOVA (opener, speed) for 2016 Loxton Establishment
trial (F(df1, df2) statistic) in randomised blocks.
Parameter

Opener

Speed

Stepping

Opener ×

Opener x

Speed x

Opener x

Speed

Stepping

Stepping

Speed x
Stepping

Numerator

2

1

1

2

2

1

3

Denominator

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

Seeding Depth

14.6***

17.2***

71.0***

4.3*

9.1***

14.7**

ns

Seed spread

ns

10.6**

ns

ns

5.0**

ns

ns

Emergence

6.9***

ns

9.3**

3.6*

4.4**

ns

3.4*

Yield

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns= non-significant
***p<0.001
**p<0.01
*p<0.05
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reduced lateral soil throw and maintained 100% backfill at 8 km h1 but soil disturbance
increased at 12 and 16 km h1. Both bentleg openers maintained 100% backfill and operated
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to increase operating speeds of no-till seeding operations by minimising soil disturbance
and draft, therefore improving work-rate and timeliness of sowing.
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1.

Introduction

No-till farming is a system which relies on placing seeds into
undisturbed soil, where the furrow opener typically loosens a
narrow slot of sufficient depth to obtain desired seed placement and soil coverage, with no other soil tillage operations.
No-till seeding is often arbitrarily defined as a technique

which must keep soil surface disturbance area below 50%
(Derpsch et al., 2014), while the method of quantifying soil
disturbance is often poorly described. A majority of Australian
no-till seeding systems use narrow point openers to open the
soil and place seed and fertiliser in the furrow. However, the
maximum operating speed of these tine-style seeding systems is typically limited to 6e9 km h1 due to the often
excessive soil disturbance. Soil disturbance can be defined as

* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: James.Barr@unisa.edu.au (J.B. Barr), Jacky.Desbiolles@unisa.edu.au (J.M.A. Desbiolles), John.Fielke@unisa.edu.au
(J.M. Fielke).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystemseng.2016.08.025
1537-5110/© 2016 IAgrE. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1 e Defining soil disturbance parameters relevant to no-till narrow point openers.

the loosening (reduction in bulk density), movement (change
in position along 3 dimensional directions) and mixing (relative exchange of positions, particularly in the vertical direction) of soil caused by an opener passing through soil.
Although there are a number of generic parameters that
describe aspects of soil disturbance e such as furrow crosssectional area, furrow depth, forward, lateral, and vertical
soil movement e in practice, two particularly important parameters describing soil disturbance in a no-till seeding
context are (Fig. 1):
 The lateral soil throw (defined as the horizontal distance of
effective reach of loosened soil, measured from the furrow
center, perpendicular to the travel direction). A related but
more sensitive assessment parameter is the spillover distance, which is the portion of lateral soil throw occurring
beyond the furrow edges.
 The proportion of volumetric furrow backfill (defined as the
proportion of furrow cross sectional area filled by loosened
soil).
These two parameters are sensitive to the limitations of
no-till seeding displayed at excessive speeds. In the Australian
context, a faster operating speed with tine seeders is an
attractive proposition which would enable growers to increase
both work rate and timeliness of sowing and thus reduce labour costs. Faster operating speeds may also allow smaller
implement widths to be used for similar or better work rates,
therefore potentially reducing machinery costs and road
transport widths.
Soil stepping occurs when lateral soil throw interacts between adjacent furrows. The extent of soil stepping is a
function of the row spacing and lateral soil throw (as shown in
Fig. 1). It is of particular concern when the lateral soil throw
becomes equal to or greater than the row spacing (Desbiolles
& Saunders, 2006; Hasimu & Chen, 2014). This situation results in unwanted additional soil cover over the neighbouring
furrows (a process commonly known as ‘furrow ridging’), thus
increasing the depth of soil cover over the seed (Desbiolles &
Kleeman, 2003). In many Australian farming systems, preemergence herbicides are often sprayed onto the soil surface

prior to sowing and incorporated by the crop sowing operation
to reduce volatilization losses, and photo-degradation, and
thus improve chemical efficacy (Ashworth, Desbiolles, & Tola,
2010). These herbicides are typically non-selective and act on
germinating seedlings. In this context, narrow points clear
herbicide contaminated soil over the seed zone and may
throw it onto adjacent seed rows, inhibiting their early crop
development. Lateral soil throw has been shown to increase
with greater operating speed for a range of openers (Desbiolles
& Saunders, 2006), which in practice limits the acceptable
operating speed of narrow point seeders. As soil stepping for a
given soil-opener context is a function of row spacing. The
issue of excessive lateral soil throw in practice contributes to
limit the adoption of narrow row spacing, as an integrated
weed management tool to increase crop competition
(Ashworth et al., 2010).
In this study, the furrow backfill is defined on a volumetric
basis as per Equation (1), and is an important parameter for
no-till seeding systems as it quantifies the available loosened
soil in the furrow to achieve the desired seed placement and
coverage outcomes.
Furrow Backfill ¼

A1
 100 ½%
A1 þ A2

(1)

Where the A1 and A2 are defined in Fig. 1.
In the process of loosening, the furrow soil expands to an
extent defined by the ‘swell factor’ (McKyes, 1985), and the
amount of spillover soil throw (which can be assessed on a
volumetric basis by the ‘out of furrow tilth’ parameter e Zone
A3b, Fig. 1) dictates the ‘furrow emptying’ effect. By definition,
Equation (1) cannot define furrow backfill beyond 100%,
whereby any extra loosened soil (zone A3a, Fig. 1) above the
reference furrow volume is not accounted for. The approach
taken in this study is therefore focused on quantifying a
furrow emptying outcome of tillage, against the reference
furrow zone (A1þA2 defined in Fig. 1). While a gravimetric
approach could more suitably track furrow backfill from the
fullest to the lowest value, its measurement in the field is
much more involved, and was not used in this study. As a
complementary parameter to furrow backfill that was practical to measure in the field and did not truncate results at
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100%, the dip value was also used. The dip value is defined as
the minimum vertical height of the tilth over the loosened
furrow area relative to the soil surface reference line (positive
values are above the soil surface, negative ones are below, see
Fig. 1).
An opener which significantly empties the furrow is not
well suited to direct seeding and typically will provide poor
seed placement due to low amount of soil cover the seeds.
This often results in poor crop emergence and establishment
(Desbiolles & Kleeman, 2003; Zhao & Chen, 2015) and reduced
crop yield (Chen, Tessier, & Irvine, 2004; Zhao & Chen, 2015).
With common narrow point designs, the most effective way of
maintaining sufficient furrow backfill is to limit speed to
below 9 km h1 (Desbiolles & Leonard, 2008; Çelik & Altikat,
2012). Therefore, to effectively achieve no-till seeding above
9 km h1, the tool would need to contain lateral soil throw so
as to exclude or minimise interactions between adjacent
rows, as well as maximise furrow backfill.
An alternative approach to address this issue is to use
rolling blade openers such as those on disc seeders. Disc
seeders are known to generate much lower soil disturbance
and lateral soil throw, while allowing high speed operation
(Ashworth et al., 2010; Desbiolles & Saunders, 2006). However,
in practice, disc seeders face other issues that limit widespread adoption by Australian farmers such as: hindered
performance in sticky soils, higher purchase cost, more
complex designs, poor penetration into hard soils, risks of
residue hair pinning into the furrow creating poor seed to soil
contact, and increased operating costs due to more moving
and wearing parts (Ashworth et al., 2010; Burce, Kataoka, &
Okamoto, 2013).
Hence, in the Australian context the opening action of
narrow point openers are often desired. They also have the
comparative benefits of bringing deeper and often moister soil
into the seed zone (Solhjou, Fielke, & Desbiolles, 2012; Tessier,
Saxton, Papendick, & Hyde, 1991), of clearing surface applied
herbicides from above the seed zone thus improving crop
safety (Solhjou, Fielke,, & Desbiolles, 2012; Solie & Pepper,
1987), and of achieving below seed disturbance that can
facilitate root system development in the presence of hard
pans and soil borne diseases such as Rhizoctonia Root Rot
(Gill, Sivasithamparam, & Smettem, 2001; Roget, Neate, &
Rovira, 1996).
The extent of soil disturbance with narrow point openers
is affected by soil type, density and moisture, field conditions
(residue, stones), operating depth, and operating speed.
However, narrow point geometry remains the one parameter
that can be optimised through design. Studies investigating
commercially available narrow points have shown that
lateral soil throw increases with increasing point width,
shank width - such as a 50 mm ‘flat-on’ relative to a 16 mm
‘edge-on’ shank, and with the addition of wings (such as
winged hoe and inverted-T openers) (Desbiolles, 2007;
Hasimu & Chen, 2014). The rake angle of narrow point
openers changes how soil interacts with the shank, with high
rake angle openers splashing soil through direct impacts,
compared to a gradual upheave occurring with lower rake
openers (Solhjou et al., 2012). The optimal rake angle for
minimising lateral soil throw is not clear with studies
showing conflicting trends (Sharifat, 1999; Solhjou et al.,
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2012). However, research agrees that lower rake angle
openers have a tendency to reduce furrow backfill
(Desbiolles, 2007; Solhjou et al., 2012), that is increase the
proportion of soil tilth thrown beyond the furrow edges.
Recent research at the University of South Australia on the
mechanics of soil movement by narrow openers, has identified the benefits of some geometric features in minimizing
lateral soil throw and maintaining 100% volumetric furrow
backfill. For example, Solhjou, Desbiolles, and Fielke (2013)
found that including a chamfered leading face on narrow
point openers helps reduce the lateral and forward soil
movement. Solhjou, Fielke, Desbiolles, (2014) quantified the
soil movement of a bentleg narrow point opener design. The
design was based on the RT Blade developed by South African
farmer Mr Rossouw, who scaled down the concept of bentleg
sub-soilers (also known as the Paratyne, Paraplow, and Paratill
sub-soilers, registered trademarks of Howard Rotovator
Company) aiming to minimise draft force and surface soil
disturbance (Pidgeon, 1983). Solhjou et al., (2014) found that
by offsetting the shank away from the main upheaval of soil,
a bentleg opener shape combined with a chamfered face has
the potential to virtually cancel any lateral soil throw and
maintain 100% furrow backfill. These results were only based
on one speed (8.2 km h1) and for one soil type e a remoulded
sandy loam soil.
This study aimed to assess in field conditions the characteristics of a range of openers for use in high speed no-till
seeding systems, quantifying their ability to minimise lateral
soil throw and maintain an even furrow backfill at speeds up
to 16 km h1.

2.

Methodology

2.1.

Site

The experiment was undertaken in a compact silty-loam soil
(USDA classification 7% sand, 80% silt, 13% clay) at Roseworthy, South Australia (34 310 02.600 S, 138 400 31.200 E) in
September 2014, reflecting a dry sowing condition. Early dry
sowing is a technique commonly used by Australian farmers
to improve crop establishment and manage timeliness of
sowing in their seeding program. The field had previously
been planted with lentils using a no-till knife point seeder in
May 2014. The trial area was sprayed with a non-selective
systemic herbicide (Glyphosate 480 g L1 applied at
720 g ha1) two weeks before conducting the trial. A factorial
design was used to investigate effects of speed (3 levels) and
opener geometries (5 types) on tillage forces and soil disturbance parameters. Four blocks were arranged in a randomised complete block design to account for field variability
(see Fig. 2) with one of each treatment per block. The each
trial plot was 2.2 m wide (as dictated by implement width)
and 20 m in length, with one treatment run per 20 m length.
Each replicating block had residue removed over a 2 m wide
transect to minimise interference of residue when collecting
soil disturbance parameters. The position of the 2 m transect
was allocated randomly for each block. The residue was
removed by mowing low and carefully cleaning the area with
a rake.
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Table 1 summarises key soil properties sampled during
testing at 3 depth layers, including bulk density (acquired by
soil core method) and moisture content (measured by ovendrying method).

Fig. 2 e Trial site plan highlighting four blocks (A, B, C and
D), buffer zones and transects cleared of residue.

Table 1 e Soil properties during field testing.
Depth
layer
(mm)

Mean soil moisture content
Mean soil bulk
(n ¼ 3), dry basis (w/w, %), density (n ¼ 3), dry
±s.e.
basis (kgm3), ±s.e.

0e50
50e100
100e150

6.6 ± 0.9
10.3 ± 2.1
17.4 ± 1.0

1182 ± 58
1542 ± 23
1697 ± 11

2.2.

Tools

Five geometries (see Table 2) were tested at three forward
speeds (8, 12 and 16 km h1) making a total of 15 treatment
combinations. The geometries were selected based on low soil
throw design features (bentleg shape and chamfered edge)
highlighted in previous research (i.e. T3eT5), with two control
blunt geometries (zero lateral offset) to represent the standard
range of rake angles, on openers commonly used by farmers
(i.e. T1, T2). Both bentleg openers (T4 and T5) had a 45 side
bend, a 45 rake angle on their leading foot, 90 rakes on their
vertical shank and a single sided chamfer (17 included angle)
facing the inside of the bend (See Figs. 3 and 4). The range of
openers were constructed from 16 mm thick structural steel
(Bisplate® 80) as; the bentleg opener does not exist commercially, and to support evaluation of design factors with least
amount of bias. For example, all opener designs were able to
be fit onto a common shank and thus reduce any effect of the
shank width on soil throw.
Targeted operation depth was 120 mm for all treatments.
The working depth in the field situation was controlled by the
use of an experimental rig featuring walking beam axles
minimising the impact of ground undulations on actual
operating depth changes. Actual depth positioning was calibrated on a hard floor and validated in situ from multiple
measurements. Each opener was designed to fit exactly at the

Table 2 e Tool geometry details.

Rake angle
Shank
Leading edge
Isometric views

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

90
Straight
Blunt

53
Straight
Blunt

90
Straight
Double-sided Chamfer

45 on foot
Offset 45 mm
Single-sided Chamfer

45 on foot
Offset 95 mm
Single Sided-Chamfer

Fig. 3 e Cross-sectional details of the evaluated narrow point openers.
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Fig. 4 e Details of Bentleg opener geometries: T4: 45 mm offset (left), T5: 95 mm offset (right).

Fig. 5 e University of South Australia's field testing rig (left), incorporating a 3D force measurement frame (right).
same depth locations, thus removing setting up errors between openers. This approach allowed the most accurate
force and furrow outcome comparisons between openers at
equal depth, and was preferred over individual depth control
systems in order not to interfere with force measurements.

2.3.

Measurement of soil disturbance parameters

The furrow profiles were assessed over a 1 m length using a
laser scanning device (SICK LMS400). Two scans were taken
following testing, one of the ‘as tilled’ soil surface, and one of
the furrow boundary after the careful excavation of loosened
soil. The scan data were then used to produce representative
average cross-sections of the furrow and accurate estimates
of the parameters displayed in Fig. 1.

2.4.

Measurement of forces

The soil reaction forces acting on single openers were
measured using the University of South Australia's 3D

measurement frame (Fig. 5). The 3D measurement frame
comprised independent trolleys guided by roller bearings that
isolate the draft, vertical and side forces. S-shape force transducers with a load ratings of 8.90, 4.45 and 4.45 kN were used to
measure forces in the horizontal, vertical and sideways directions, respectively. The load cells (resistance strain gauge
sensor elements) were connected to a microprocessor
controlled strain amplifier (NI DAQ Card e 6062E) that fed

Table 3 e Comparison of mean (n ¼ 12) failure boundary
parameters averaged over all operating speeds.
T1
Loosened furrow area
(A1þA2) (mm2)
Furrow width (mm)
Depth to slotting (mm)

T2

T3

T4

T5

10,315b 15,992c 8328a 14,948c 14,270c
286a
78b

379d
100c

296ab 347cd
56a
99c

330bc
98c

Note: Means followed by the same letter in the same row are not
significantly different at the 5% risk level by the Duncan Multiple
Range Test.
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Table 4 e Furrow Symmetry comparison with mean
(n ¼ 12) left and right cross-sectional area parameters
averaged over all operating speeds.

T4
T5

Area LHS
(mm)

Area RHS
(mm)

Asymmetry factor (RHS/
LHS)

7926
7645

7021
6637

0.88*
0.86**

Note: Asymmetry factors followed by * and ** indicate significant
difference in left and right side furrow cross-sectional areas at a 5%
and 1% risk level, respectively.

Table 5 e Statistical output from two way ANOVA
(opener, speed) for various soil disturbance and reaction
force parameters (F(df1, df2) statistic) in randomised blocks.
Parameter
Lateral soil throw
Spill over distance
Furrow backfill
Dip
Ridge
Draft force
Downward vertical force

Opener

Speed

Opener  speed

45.57***
(4, 40)
32.16***
(4, 40)
24.54***
(4, 40)
29.30***
(4, 40)
11.64***
(4, 40)
69.37***
(4, 34)
332.54***
(4, 34)

20.70***
(2, 40)
20.00***
(2, 40)
14.25***
(2, 40)
20.66***
(2, 40)
6.50**
(2, 40)
8.33**
(2, 34)
ns

2.89*(8, 40)
ns
4.25***
(8, 40)
2.94*(8, 40)
2.94*(8, 40)
ns
ns

Subscript numbers indicate degrees of freedom for F value;
df1 ¼ numerator, df2 ¼ denominator, ns ¼ non-significant.
***p < 0.001.
**p < 0.01.
*p < 0.05.

voltage data at a frequency of 100 Hz to a laptop computer for
data logging using LabVIEW v7 software. The force traces were
recorded over the 20 m plot length and used to produce average
force data. Each tool was brought to speed and engaged in soil
approximately 5 m prior to start of the 20 m experimental plot
length to ensure stable loading at the start of sampling. Side
force results were small and inconsistent and are not reported
here.

3.

Results

The effect of opener geometry on selected furrow failure
boundary parameters are shown in Table 3. For these particular parameters, speed had no significant effect, hence data for
all speeds were averaged. Table 4 shows left and right loosened
furrow areas for the asymmetrical furrow profiles (T4 and T5).
The effects of speed on furrow surface profile parameters and
tillage forces were found significant (see Table 5) and are displayed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. The furrow profiles
highlighting the failure boundaries and surface soil profiles for
each opener at 8 and 16 km h1 are shown in Fig. 8.

3.1.

Effect of rake angle

All blunt face, straight shank openers created a symmetrical
furrow profile with similar failure boundaries to those predicted by narrow point theory (Godwin & O'Dogherty, 2007)
and loose soil ridges from laterally thrown soil on each side of
a central dip (Figure 8A and B).

The 53 rake angle opener (T2) loosened the largest furrow
cross-sectional area (defined as the sum of A1þA2, see Fig. 1)
with a mean value of 15,992 mm2 and achieved the largest
furrow width with a mean value of 379 mm, see Table 3. The
90 rake angle opener (T1) loosened a smaller furrow crosssectional area relative to the lower raked T2. These results
followed expected trends from previous soil bin studies
(Solhjou et al., 2012) and past literature (Payne & Tanner, 1959)
whereby lower rake angles create a larger furrow crosssectional area and wider furrow.
The depth to slotting was defined in this study by the
average depth to the narrowing failure boundary where the xcoordinate values on the scanned furrow profiles contract to
8 and þ8 mm for the common opener width of 16 mm. This
parameter is likely to be a close indicator of the tool critical
depth (Godwin & Spoor, 1977) at which the soil failure transitions from an upward and sideways loosening to a sideways
only compaction failure. The steeper rake angle resulted in a
significant narrowing down of the furrow at depth towards a
pure slotting action (Table 3). Soil smearing, defined as a thin
compacted soil layer resulting from high sliding pressure
against a tool surface (Ashworth et al., 2010) was observed in
furrows with a narrow trench as an obvious sign of the tool
operating below critical depth (see Fig. 9). A smeared layer is
undesirable as it can impede gas and water movement,
restrict or funnel root development and increase draft requirements (Baker et al., 2006; Hendrick & Gill, 1974). A
shallow depth to slotting correlated well with a reduction in
furrow loosened area across the range of opener types and
speeds (Fig. 10). This indicates the furrow loosening capacity
among a set of alternative openers is maximised when narrow
slotting at depth is avoided, and can become a useful visual
check easily performed in the field.
The compact soil conditions of dry sowing resulted in significant lateral soil throw and ridge height values, relative to
the previous studies conducted in a remolded sandy loam soil
of Solhjou et al. (2013, 2012, 2014). At 8 km h1 T1 had the
lowest backfill (94.2%) and largest lateral soil throw reach
(405 mm) of all openers. Increasing the rake angle from 53 to
90 at 8 km h1 speed reduced the lateral soil throw by 34%.
Increasing speed from 8 to 12 km h1 significantly increased
lateral soil throw of the vertical straight opener T1 (Fig. 6A),
while T2 was least affected. This sensitivity to speed was
lower than that reported in the previous studies of Desbiolles
and Saunders (2006). This can possibly be explained by the
already high lateral soil throw measured at 8 km h1 in these
dry soil conditions.
Both T1 and T2 openers had a significant reduction in furrow
backfill as speed increased to 12 and 16 km h1, reaching as low
as 92.6% and 76.5% for T1 and T2, respectively (Fig. 6D). This
effect at the higher speed was matched by a significant
decrease in ridge value, therefore indicating a redistribution
mostly of furrow tilth over the existing soil throw zone.
Figure 11 shows a negative correlation between lateral soil
throw and dip value. The dip value (Fig. 6E) is a useful measure
(relating to backfill) because it can be measured directly in the
field and is not a truncated parameter. Positive dip values
indicate an over filled furrow, while negative dip values show
reduced availability of soil tilth within the furrow for subsequent seed and fertiliser placement in a no-till seeding
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Fig. 6 e Effect of speed and opener geometry on various soil disturbance parameters. Fig. 6C error bars represent standard
error of the mean (n ¼ 4).

context. T2 operated with high lateral soil throw and highly
negative dip values particularly so as speed increased. T1
operated with a near zero dip value (surface reference level) at
8 km h1 when lateral soil throw was low, but began to empty
the furrow displaying a more negative dip as speed increased.
This is a limiting factor with all straight shank openers, as
furrow backfill is relying on soil flow around the shank.
T1 had high draft requirements ranging from 893 to 910 N
(see Fig. 7A) and a highly upwards vertical force resisting
penetration (333 to 402 N, see Fig. 7B). In contrast the 53
rake angle opener (T2) had a significantly lower draft requirements (582e630 N) and benefited from a small positive
downward vertical force (62e89 N), assisting penetration.

Draft force increased with speed, and most significantly with
the 53 rake angle opener T2. Greater speed tended to increase
the downward vertical force values and improve penetration
capacity although the effect was not significant. These results
agreed well with previous research confirming a significant
reduction of draft with lower rake angle openers, and a
neutral vertical reaction rake angle at approximately
65e70 (Godwin & O'Dogherty, 2007).

3.2.

Effect of a chamfered leading face

The addition of a double sided chamfer (T3) to the 90 straight
opener (T1) significantly reduced the loosened furrow cross
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Fig. 7 e Effect of speed and opener geometry on reaction forces.

sectional area (19%). The smaller furrow size included a
greater extent of slotting action at depth, occurring on average
22 mm shallower than with the blunt face equivalent opener.
Two likely causes can explain this, namely:
i. The chamfered face facilitated lateral movement of soil
better than the natural soil wedge normally associated
with a blunt face tool (Willatt & Willis, 1965), and therefore
favouring lateral soil failure at depth, and;
ii. The bevelled leading faces applied stresses in a diverging
fashion and behaved as two adjacent tines of half width,
with a larger associated depth/width ratio leading to a
shallower critical depth. Despite loosening a significantly
lower furrow cross sectional area from a shallower depth
to slotting, T3 achieved a similar furrow width to T1, suggesting the chamfered face also affected the extent of
crescent failure. This suggests that if both T1 and T3
operated above their critical depth, the loosened area of the
chamfered face opener would be greater than under its
blunt face equivalent, as reported in previous studies
(Solhjou et al., 2013).
At 8 km h1 T3 had low lateral soil throw (39%) e virtually
cancelling furrow spill-over at 8 km h1 (Fig. 6C) and maximise
furrow backfill (Fig. 6D). An increase in speed to 16 km h1 saw
the ridge height reduce (Fig. 6F) and the lateral soil throw increase but only reaching similar values to the blunt face
equivalent opener operating at 8 km h1 (Fig. 6A). However,
the reduced loosened area may have contributed to this
reduction in lateral soil throw. T3 was also able to maintain
near 100% backfill from 8 to 16 km h1 (Fig. 6D).
Adding the chamfer to the face of a vertical opener increase its vertical force (by 169e200 N, see Fig. 7B) improving
its penetration capacity. No significant impact on draft force
of a double sided chamfer added to the straight vertical
opener (see Fig. 7A) could be highlighted. This dry soil
response was unexpected from previous leading face geometry studies (Sharifat, 1999) who found a significant reduction
in energy is obtained with leading face chamfers under moist
soil-bin conditions. This difference may be explained by the

moisture at depth and compact field operating conditions in
this study generating a significantly shallower depth to slotting with the chamfered opener, inducing a penalty over the
expected benefits of a chamfered face. Furthermore, a significant correlation was found between the depth to slotting
and draft force (see Fig. 12), as demonstrated in previous
studies on critical depth (Godwin & Spoor, 1977).
The benefits of a chamfered leading face in controlling soil
throw may be offset in practice by problems such as increasing
residue hairpinning on a narrow edge and an unsustainable
chamfer shape in highly abrasive wear environments.

3.3.

Effect of offset bentleg openers

The 45 and 95 mm offset bentleg openers (T4 and T5) loosened
a comparable furrow size and width to that of the 53 straight
opener (T2) (Table 3). This can be attributed to the dominating
action of the low rake angle (45 ) leading foot portion of the
bentleg openers in generating soil failure. The furrow failure
boundaries for both bentleg openers were asymmetrical
(Table 4), with its single chamfer matching side of the furrow
loosening an area significantly larger, e.g. left hand side in
Fig. 8, as seen in the direction of travel. The asymmetric nature of the bentleg furrows indicates that the side leg proportion is also contributing to the soil failure. This is likely due
to the side leg in conjunction with its single sided chamfer
directing soil stresses to that one side of the furrow. The effect
was maximised with T5 which has a longer side leg, resulting
in slightly more asymmetrical furrow than T4 (see Table 4).
Both bentleg openers at 8 km h1 were able to re-fill the
furrow after opening, minimise lateral soil throw and hence
result in a near zero spill-over out of the furrow (Figure 6B and
C). The 45 mm offset T4 showed a much greater sensitivity to
speed with lateral soil throw and furrow spill-over increasing
by 20e23 mm per km h1 (Fig. 6A). Despite a predominately
single sided lateral soil throw from the chamfer effect, T4
developed similar lateral soil throw levels (406 mm) to T2 at
16 km h1 and a reduction in furrow backfill to 85% (Fig. 6D).
This is explained by the impact of the single-sided chamfer on
the vertical shank engaged in the soil which is emphasised at
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Fig. 8 e Furrow Profiles for the 5 openers showing failure boundaries and effect of speed range on surface profiles (note:
profiles as viewed from the rear).

greater speed. Conversely, the 95 mm offset bentleg (T5) was
able to maintain a low lateral soil throw characteristics even
at 16 km h1, which remained close to half that of T2. T5 was
also able to maintain very low spill-over values and near 100%

furrow backfill even at 16 km h1. It was able to maintain these
low disturbance characteristics due to the large offset disengaging the vertical shank from the furrow, limiting its interactions with loosened soil.
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Fig. 9 e eTop views showing failure boundaries of 90 opener T1 (left) and 53 opener T2 (right) highlighting narrow trench
associated with operating below critical depth. Evidence of smearing was found over the narrow trench walls for T2 (right).
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Fig. 10 e Correlation between furrow cross-sectional area and observed depth to slotting (r ¼ 0.89).
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The bentleg openers displayed significantly lower draft
requirements relative to the other openers (427e601 N, see
Fig. 7A) and a small positive downward vertical force (þ69 to
þ152 N, see Fig. 7B). This was achieved due to the bentleg
opener's low rake angle (45 ) of the leading foot. The draft of
the bentleg openers (T4 and T5) was significantly lower than
that of the 53 rake angle straight opener (T2). This is a result
of the combined effect of its slightly lower foot rake angle, the
single sided chamfer and no apparent penalty from the side
leg despite the asymmetric failure boundaries. The reduction
in draft was expected due to well documented benefits of
bentleg sub-soilers shanks on draft forces (Raper, 2005).

4.

The results of this field experiment highlight the issues of
high soil disturbance characteristics of straight shank
openers, and the ability of bentleg opener designs to significantly reduce draft requirements, minimise soil disturbance,
improve penetration ability and provide an attractive solution
for greater operating speeds with narrow point opener seeding
systems, in no-till contexts.
Further research is required to optimise the design parameters of the bentleg opener for different no-till seeding
applications, such as: high crop residue contexts, shallow soils,
stony soils, sticky soil conditions, and with integrating seed
and fertiliser banding solutions. There is also a need to validate
potential agronomic benefits in a field situation, including the
impact of low soil disturbance on weed seed germination and
on crop establishment in marginal moisture situations.

Conclusions

The effects of three operating speeds (8, 12 and 16 km h1) on
soil disturbance and tillage forces were evaluated for a range
of straight and bentleg no-till furrow openers, operating at
120 mm depth. The field conditions were a dry, compact surface soil, with significant moisture at depth, thus simulating a
potential early dry sowing operation.
The 90 rake angle opener resulted in lower lateral soil
throw values and maintained better furrow backfill than the
53 rake angle opener. However, the 90 rake angle had
increased draft, reduced penetration and decreased the depth
to slotting, likely resulting in less favourable furrow conditions for plant growth. The addition of a double sided chamfer
to a vertical opener significantly reduced furrow size at depth
and effectively decreased lateral soil throw at the lower
speeds but losing this advantage at 16 km h1.
Two bentleg opener designs with 45 and 95 mm offset
distances were able to reduce lateral soil throw at 8 km h1
relative to the straight shank openers. The smaller 45 mm
offset bentleg showed a greater sensitivity to speed with
lateral soil throw reaching a value similar to straight shank
openers at 16 km h1. The 95 mm offset opener was able to
maintain high furrow backfill and low soil throw at 16 km h1,
virtually cancelling soil spill-over out of the furrow. The 45
rake angle of its leading foot enabled operation with minimal
slotting, low draft and good penetration.
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1.

Introduction

Narrow openers (also known as hoe openers) are widely used
in Australian no-tillage farming systems to open a slot and
place fertiliser and seeds in the soil. However, they can create
a large amount of soil disturbance. Excessive soil disturbance
limits practical operating speed, reduces seed placement

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: James.Barr@unisa.edu.au (J.B. Barr).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystemseng.2018.04.013
1537-5110/© 2018 IAgrE. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

accuracy, stimulates weed seed germination, increases
seedbed moisture loss, and can cause pre-emergent herbicide
contaminated soil to be thrown onto adjacent seed rows
(Baker et al., 2006; Barr, Desbiolles, & Fielke, 2016; Chauhan,
Gill, & Preston, 2006; Desbiolles & Saunders, 2006). It is
therefore advantageous to optimise narrow opener design to
better control soil disturbance and hence improve the performance of no-tillage seeding.

2
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Nomenclature
A1
A2
dc
Er
f
i
L
m
M
N
ni
Pti
S
S##
r
VP
W
D

Backfilled furrow area
Dip Area
Critical depth (mm)
Relative average error (%)
Forward rupture distance, (mm)
Original depth layer
Length of voidage grid bin (mm)
Forward rupture Distance Ratio
Experimental measured value
Total number of tracers found in seed zone
Number of tracers from depth layer i
Proportion of tracers in a seed zone originating
from original depth layer i
DEM simulated value
Percent soil cover index
Radius of DEM particles, (mm)
Total volume of particles whose centroids are
located within the grid cell
Voidage grid bin square cell width (¼ height)
(mm)
Voidage ratio

Soil disturbance can be defined as the loosening (a reduction in bulk density), movement (a change in position along
three dimensional directions) and mixing (a relative exchange
of positions, particularly in the vertical direction) of soil
caused by an opener passing through soil. The key soil
disturbance parameters for opener design optimisation
include:
a) the soil failure mechanisms and in particular the critical
depth at which they change from a crescent failure zone
with three dimensional (forward, lateral and vertical)
soil movement, to a two dimensional (forward and
lateral) soil movement (Godwin & Spoor, 1977);
b) the resulting furrow profiles (Solhjou, Fielke, &
Desbiolles, 2012); lateral soil throw (Desbiolles &
Saunders, 2006; Hasimu & Chen, 2014); and,
c) vertical soil layer mixing (Sharifat, 1999).
The associated draught and vertical force requirements are
also important for energy efficiency and penetration ability
(Barr et al., 2016; Hasimu & Chen, 2014).
In terms of experimentation, each measured performance
parameter is resource intensive and this limits the number of
opener designs, operational settings and soil conditions for
which an opener can be optimised. Computer-based modelling, as in many engineering applications, has the potential to
reduce the resources required to thoroughly test, evaluate and
optimise opener design.
Modelling soil tool interaction has been attempted by
empirical, analytical, continuum and dis-continuum methods
of analysis, but each has their limitation. Empirical models
formalise relationships observed within specific data sets,
with limited predictive capabilities outside their contexts.
Analytical models are often based on classical soil mechanics
theories to quantify mechanistic relationships, providing a

useful basis for the prediction of draught and vertical forces.
However, their use is limited to simple design parameters
such as opener depth, width, rake angle and they are unable to
predict the flow of loosened soil as an outcome of furrow
loosening. Continuum method of analysis such as finite
element analysis (FEA) (Aluko, 2008; Armin, Szyszkowski, &
Fotouhi, 2016; Fielke, 1999; Raper & Erbach, 1990; Tagar et al.,
2015) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (S. Karmakar,
Ashrafizadeh, & Kushwaha, 2009; S Karmakar & Kushwaha,
2006)have been used to analyse more complex geometries
and accurately model soil failure patterns and forces. However, continuum methods do not account for soil layer mixing,
flow of soil particles or the cracks formed by the tillage process
(Plouffe, Lague, Tessier, Richard, & McLaughlin, 1999) and they
can fail to compute large deformations and displacements.
The discrete element method (DEM) is a discrete method of
analysis that can overcome the shortcomings of the methods
described above. DEM calculates the interactions between a
series of discrete particles which are governed by contact
models. The potential of DEM for modelling soil tool interactions has been demonstrated and utilised over the last
two decades. However, most research has centred around
simulating the resultant forces acting on the tool (Bravo,
 rez, Gonzalez Cueto, & Ramon, 2014; JianQun
Tijskens, Sua
et al., 2009; Obermayr, Dressler, Vrettos, & Eberhard, 2011;
€ uwel, 2014; Ucgul, Fielke,
Obermayr, Vrettos, Eberhard, & Da
& Saunders, 2014b), and less on soil disturbance
characteristics.
Recent studies have looked at soil disturbance characteristics. Ucgul et al. (2014b) qualitatively compared sandy-loam
soil forces acting on sweeps and the resulting soil failures with
various DEM contact models, achieving the best fit with the
elasticeplastic hysteretic spring contact. Obermayr et al.
(2011) predicted a similar soil wedge (15% relative error)
ahead of a wider cutting tool to that expected from calculations using the Coulomb theory. Ucgul, Fielke, and Saunders
(2014a) initially underpredicted the lateral soil throw with
various sweep geometries due to large 10 mm radius particle
sizes, but they were able to improve results by reducing the
particle size to 1.5 mm radius within the 20 mm thick surface
layer. Murray (2016) used 2.5 mm radius DEM particles to
simulate the operation of a hoe opener. Lateral soil throw was
assessed using a cross sectional profile and measuring to the
edge of the bulk soil throw section. Outlier DEM particles
thrown further than this width were omitted from the lateral
soil throw measurement, resulting in a 14% relative error between the DEM simulation and field measurements. Ucgul,
Saunders, and Fielke (2017) predicted trends for top soil
burial with a mouldboard plough (relative error of 14%), the
major source of error was reported to be from larger than
actual DEM particles (2e5 mm radius) affecting soil flow at the
cutting edge. Cross sectional scalar velocity and displacement
profiles have been used to define failure boundaries profiles in
DEM for 80 mm wide sweeps (Chen, Munkholm, & Nyord,
2013) and a range of hoe openers (Murray, 2016). However,
scalar velocity and displacement profiles assume particle
movement results in soil loosening, when in reality particle
movement can act to loosen or compact the soil profile as
highlighted in Barr, Desbiolles, and Fielke (2017). Considering
only the positive vertical velocity, or displacement
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component, can improve differentiation between particles
acting to compact or loosen the soil. However, in order to
quantify loosened area velocity and displacement profiles
require a threshold value to be arbitrarily defined. For instance
Murray (2016) defined disturbed particles as having a resultant
displacement magnitude lower than 5 mm as a basis to define
the undisturbed furrow boundary from the loosened zone.
This threshold value above zero is a necessary consequence of
the large particle size used and requires subjective assessment in the DEM context, as being somewhat remote from
physical meaning. Additionally, analysis of cross sectional
velocity and displacement profiles differs fundamentally from
standard measurements used in soil bin and field evaluations.
Common testing methodology used in soil bin studies have
identified a boundary between compact and loosened soil and
integrate the cross section (often using laser scanning technology) to account for variation along the furrow.
The aims of this study was to (1) develop and optimise new
furrow disturbance evaluation methods for DEM simulation
following common soil bin evaluation methodology, (2) evaluate the modelling accuracy of DEM simulations relative to
previous soil bin studies, (3) evaluate the ability of the model
to predict furrow disturbance trends with small changes in
opener geometry.
Rake angle was selected as a fundamental tool feature with
well-documented effects on soil disturbance and tillage
forces. Its impacts were simulated in DEM simulations and
compared to analytical data from literature on soil failure
(Godwin & Spoor, 1977), tillage forces (Godwin & O'Dogherty,
2007), furrow profiles and soil layer mixing (Solhjou et al.,
2012).

2.

Methodology

2.1.

Literature sourced soil bin experiments

The effect of narrow opener rake angle on soil disturbance
was investigated by Solhjou et al. (2012). Their experiments
were performed using a sandy loam soil (59% sand, 26% silt,
15% clay) in the University of South Australia's indoor seed
placement test rig. The 2 m long soil bin was prepared with an
11% moisture content (dry basis) and 1370 kg m3 soil bulk
density (dry basis). In the study, four simple narrow openers
with a blunt face extending beyond the soil surface set at rake
angles of 35 , 53 , 72 and 90 , were tested at a 2.3 m s1 speed
and a 120 mm operating depth.
In their study, the method of quantifying furrow profiles
involved scanning a 500 mm length of the resultant top surface
profile after tillage using a laser soil profile meter (Sick LMS 4001000 model, SICK Vertriebs-GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany). The
loosened soil was then carefully excavated and a scan of the
furrow failure boundary was also taken. Various parameters
were used to quantify the furrow profiles (Fig. 1a) namely;
loosened furrow cross-sectional area (zone A1þA2), maximum
lateral soil throw reach, furrow ridge height, furrow dip area
(Zone A2), furrow width and furrow backfill (Zone A1).
Soil movement was measured by placing 10 mm3 PVC
cubic tracers in a reference grid pattern (forming the pattern
shown in Fig. 1b) within the soil profile and measuring

3

positional change after tillage using a 3D digitiser frame. This
allowed forward, lateral and vertical movement to be determined. In order to assess the degree of vertical layer mixing,
three seed zones were referenced to represent zones of
shallow placement for small seeds such as canola, intermediate placement for medium size seeds such as wheat, and
deep placement for larger seeds such as field peas (Fig. 1c). The
proportions of tracers found from each layer in a seed zone
(Pti) was calculated via Eq. (1):
Pti ¼

ni
N

(1)

where ni is the number of tracers from layer i found in a seed
zone containing N tracers.

2.2.

DEM contact model

DEM simulations were carried out on the work of Solhjou et al.
(2012) using EDEM™ 2.7 software operating on a DELL Precision T7610 with an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2687W v2 @3.40 GHz
and 128 GB GB RAM computer. The simulations were run using
a linear cohesion model integrated into a hysteretic spring
contact model, as suggested by Ucgul, Fielke, Saunders (2015)
for cohesive-frictional soil types. The equations for the hysteretic spring contact model can be found in EDEM (2011).

2.3.

DEM parameters and calibration

DEM parameters were determined by calibrating the simulated angle of repose to the one measured experimentally,
using the trial and error method as recommended by Ucgul
et al. (2014a). To achieve this, the angle of repose experimental measurement procedure was carried out with the
same sandy loam soil used in soil bin experiments by Solhjou
et al. (2012). The soil was first oven dried for 24 h at 105  C.
Water was then added to the dried soil and allowed to
homogenise so as to achieve a 10.7% moisture content (dry
basis) as used in soil bin experiments. The prepared soil
sample was packed into a pipe (of length 580 mm and inner
diameter 150 mm) to a density of 1.37 kg m3 also matching
that of the soil bin. The pipe was pulled upward at a constant
speed of 500 mm s1, a stable pile was formed from the
released soil, and the angle of repose was measured (Fig. 2).
The test was repeated three times and the average angle of
repose was computed as 28.4 with a standard deviation of
0.34 . The experimental methodology was replicated in EDEM
2017 using the parameters given in Table 1, varying the coefficient of rolling friction and cohesive energy density until the
simulated angle of repose reached a close match of 28.5 . The
angle of repose was measured after a simulation time of 8 s to
ensure all the particles had come to rest. The best matching
values for the coefficient of rolling friction and cohesive energy density between particles were found to be 0.28 and
20,000 J m3 respectively.

2.4.

DEM virtual soil bin

A soil bin was simulated using a random distribution of particles with 2e3 mm radius. This particle size was selected to be
the smallest possible and allowing a reasonable simulation
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Fig. 1 e Measuring furrow profiles and soil layer mixing in soil bin experiments. (a) Furrow profile parameters. (b) PVC tracer
grid pattern before tillage. (c) Seed zone definitions relative to the dip lowest point.

Fig. 2 e Angle of repose calibration for sandy loam soil. (a) Image taken from laboratory experiment. (b) DEM simulated
experiment.

Table 1 e DEM parameters used in the simulations.
Property
Density of sand particles (kg m3)
Density of steel (kg m3)
Shear modulus of sand (MPa)
Shear modulus of steel (MPa)
Poisson's ratio of sand
Poisson's ratio of steel
Yield strength of the sand (MPa)
Coefficient of friction of sand-steel
Coefficient of friction of sandesand
Coefficient of restitution of sandesand
Coefficient of rolling friction of sand-steel
Damping factor
Stiffness factor
Adhesion
Integration time step (s)

Value

Sources

2600
7865
1.9  107
7.9  104
0.3
0.3
0.588
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.05
0.05
0.95
0
3.9  106

Huser and Kvernvold (1998)
Hudson Tool Steel (2016)
(Academia, 2015)
Hudson Tool Steel (2016)
Asaf, Rubinstein, and Shmulevich (2007)
Budynas and Nisbett (2012)
Ucgul et al. (2014b)
Ucgul et al. (2017)
Ucgul et al. (2017)
Wang, Wang, Yang, Zhang, and Lancaster (2008)
Ucgul et al. (2017)
EDEM (2011)
EDEM (2011)
Reported by Solhjou et al. (2012)
Selected

time (approximately 125 h). A random particle distribution was
used to aid soil packing and to create (as close as possible) an
isotropic and homogenous soil profile. Spherical particles were
used in the simulations due their computational simplicity.
The particles where generated in the bin and then compressed
to the desired bulk density to match the physical soil bin bulk
density (1.37 kg m3). The target bulk density was achieved by
compressing particles with a virtual place. The virtual plane
was lowered to just below the targeted soil bin depth (1 mm) to
account for particles expanding as the virtual plane was raised.
The virtual soil bin was constructed with dimensions
2000  400  140 mm to minimise edge conditions and particle
count (see Fig. 3). The length of the virtual soil bin included three
sections; 1000 mm to ensure soil throw reached equilibrium
conditions; a 700 mm data collection length to integrate results

along so as to account for variation caused by intermittent flow
of soil on the tool (apparent in both soil bin and DEM simulation
results); and a 300 mm length to eliminate any end effects as the
tool left the bin. The width and depth of soil bin were set to
400 mm and 140 mm respectively so as to minimise the effect of
the soil bin boundary on DEM particle movement and therefore
simulated soil failure. Shallow 100 mm wide catch trays were
added to each side of the main bin in the data collection region
to encompass all laterally thrown particles.

2.5.

DEM soil disturbance evaluation

2.5.1.

Evaluation of velocity profiles using a velocity grid bin

A grid bin consisting of a 3-dimensional lattice used to
calculate particle properties such as volume and velocity
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Fig. 3 e Virtual soil bin used in DEM simulations highlighting data collection region. (a) Front view. (b) Top view. All
dimensions are in mm.

based on their centroid positions, was used to assess the velocity of particles relative to the opener. The velocity grid bin
was created in the data collection region, with a bin width of
16 mm (equivalent to opener width or 5 to 8 particles) to assess
the particle velocity immediately ahead of the opener, a bin
height of 120 mm (equivalent to soil surface to operating
depth), and bin length of 700 mm (equivalent to the length of
the data collection region). The bin was divided into 7.5 mm
depth increments, creating individual cell dimensions of
16  7.5  700 mm and a total of 16 cells. The average velocity
of all particles within a cell was calculated in each of the
forward, lateral, and vertical directions.

2.5.2.

Evaluation of furrow profiles using a voidage grid bin

A voidage grid bin was used to construct furrow profiles. The
voidage grid bin was created in the data collection region (see
Fig. 3) with bin length L ¼ 700 mm, and approximate bin width
x height of 400 mm  140 mm to encompass the entire potential furrow profile. The grid bin thus contained multiple
individual cells of length L (to integrate the variation along the
travel direction), where cell width (equivalent to cell height w).
The bin width and height were adjusted to the nearest multiple of w. As w represents the resolution for assessing the
furrow boundary, it was therefore varied as a parameter value
in the process of optimising accuracy. Cells were used to
display voidage parameter results. The cell voidage has similarity with soil porosity and is defined as the ‘proportion of cell
volume unoccupied by particles’. A decrease in voidage results from an increase in particle packing density. An increase
in voidage is expected from the loosening process generated
by the tool. The voidage parameter (D) was estimated as per Eq.
(2)
D ¼ ðw$w$L  VP Þ=ðw$w$LÞ

(2)

where:
VP is the total volume of all particles whose centroids are
located within the grid cell boundary.
The definition of VP in Eq. (2) provides a simplified estimate
of the true voidage value to facilitate the computational efficiency for DEM. VP considers whole particles (rather than
truncated particles in reality) within a cell based on the particle centroids being located within the cell. The excess volume of those considered particles is offset by the disregarded
volume of the particles intersecting the cell but whose

centroids lie outside the cell. This simplified method contrasts
with the true Vp calculation method consisting of the summation of all truncated particle volumes sitting exactly within
a cell. ‘Truncation errors’ thus occur in Eq. (2) from included or
excluded particle volume at the cell boundary. Such error is
expected to be near zero on average over all cells and
considered least when Vp is calculated over a ‘whole of bin’
cell size; in this case, the D value for the whole undisturbed
bin packed at the density of 1370 kg m3 was found to be 0.47
and can be considered the best estimate obtained via Eq. (2) of
the true value of undisturbed voidage.
An increase in the voidage parameter D expected under
loosening was used as the basis to determine the boundaries
of the zone of DEM particles loosened by the tillage process
and thereby to construct cross sectional furrow profiles. The
surface profile boundary was defined by an upper voidage
limit of 0.98 (approximately 40 particles per grid cell). This
value was optimised away from a theoretical value of 1.0 to
control the noise contribution of individual particles at the
boundary. The surface profile is sensitive to this threshold
value, and the same may be argued to be true for averaged
cross sectional profiles constructed from soil bin or field results. The sensitivity to the threshold value is at its greatest at
the edge of the furrow tilth, were individual particles are
thrown from the main ridge. For this reason, cross-sectional
profiles based on a voidage grid bin are not suitable for evaluating lateral soil throw and an alternative methodology was
used.
The maximum value of cell voidage found in the undisturbed soil state (before tillage) was set as an ‘undisturbed
voidage threshold’ and used to define the failure boundary
between the disturbed and undisturbed soil. However, due to
truncation errors in the grid bin, this value was found
dependent on the grid cell size w. The effect of voidage grid bin
cell size on the distribution of undisturbed and disturbed grid
cell voidage values are shown in Fig. 4. The ratio w/r (grid cell
size/nominal particle radius) over the range of 1e4 was used
to assess the effect of grid cell size on voidage distribution
relative to nominal particle size. The means of the four undisturbed w/r ratio distributions varied little (between 0.46 and
0.47) from the best estimate of the true undisturbed voidage
(0.47, see Section 2.5). As w/r decreased (i.e. narrower grid cell
size for better resolution) the spread of the cell voidage distribution however increased, particularly for the undisturbed
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Fig. 4 e Effect of grid cell size on undisturbed and disturbed cell voidage distributions for a grid bin length ¼ 700 mm.

soil. This can be attributed to the errors from applying Eq. (2)
(Section 2.5) whereby, as the grid size decreases, the impact
of a given truncation error increases due to the larger impact
at the cell level of unaccounted volumes of outside particles
overlapping within the grid cell, and excess volumes from
particles binned inside the grid cell.
For w/r  2, the distributions of disturbed and undisturbed
cell voidage values overlapped, making differentiation of the
loosened area unattainable. This overlap reduced to a minimum for w/r  3 as the undisturbed distribution spread
sharply decreased, resulting in clear differentiation between
disturbed and undisturbed voidage distributions. For a high
resolution solution a smaller grid cell size is desirable, thus w/
r ¼ 3 was selected as the best trade-off between minimising
the impact of the truncation error in the binning results, and
the need for improved resolution for constructing accurate
furrow profile boundaries over the 700 mm grid bin length.

2.5.3.

Estimating critical depth with depth to slotting

The depth to slotting was defined as the average depth at which
the furrow's crescent failure boundary narrowed to a slot. This
parameter is likely to be a close indicator of the opener's
critical depth as used in previous field studies (Barr et al.,
2016). The width of slot expected (approximately the width
of the opener) was over predicted in DEM due to the effect of
large DEM particles relative to the tool. To counter this effect,
the depth to slotting was estimated using a straight line of best
fit through the crescent failure data points in each half of the

furrow profiles (see Fig. 5). The line of best fit was extended
towards the furrow centre until intersecting the theoretical
line of the opener width at 8 mm from furrow centre. The
process was repeated on each side of the furrow and an
average value for the depth of slotting was computed.

2.5.4.

Evaluation of forward rupture ratio

The DEM predicted forward rupture distance f was measured
from the leading edge of the opener to the first particle lifted
above the soil surface using a side view similar to Fig. 7b. This f
and the depth to slotting parameter (calculated as per Section
2.5.3) enabled the calculation of the dimensionless forward
rupture distance ratio m defined as:
m ¼ f =dc

2.5.5.

(3)

Evaluation of lateral soil throw

The lateral soil throw was assessed in DEM simulations using
two parameters; the distance from the furrow centre to the
furthest thrown particle (e.g. soil throw reach); and the percentage soil cover. The concept of percentage soil cover was
adopted to help determine more accurately the limit at which
the lateral soil throw is considered to be in practice. This limit
can be difficult to determine as, moving away from the furrow
centre, there is typically a gradual transition across the blanket of thrown clods from 100% to 0% soil cover. Soil throw
reach can then be calculated for a given % soil cover (for
instance, S10 is the lateral soil throw reach at 10% soil cover),
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Fig. 5 e Constructing furrow profiles and estimating the ‘depth to slotting’ parameter using voidage grid bin results.

Fig. 6 e Comparisons of 35 and 90 rake angle narrow openers for soil movement and failure patterns (a) observed in soil bin
environment by Solhjou et al. (2012) and, (b) predicted by DEM simulations.

giving a greater understanding of the practical extent of soil
throw. An additional benefit of this method when used for
DEM analysis is reducing the influence of individually thrown
particles on soil throw results. The percentage of soil cover
was calculated following a similar methodology to that used
by Desbiolles and Saunders (2006). Laterally thrown particles
were counted in the data collection region (L ¼ 700 mm), in
10 mm wide increments from the furrow centre. Total (100%)
soil cover was defined as the maximum possible count in a 2D
hexagonal packing arrangement of spheres (i.e. a packing
density of approximately 0.74).

2.5.6.

Evaluation of soil layer mixing

Soil layer mixing was evaluated in similar 15 mm depth increments and 100 mm deep seed zone definitions (see Fig. 1) to
the PVC soil tracer method used in the soil bin study by
Solhjou et al. (2012). However, as EDEM 2.7 can manually
select and trace the movement of any DEM particle, no specific
grid of tracer particles were required. Instead, selections were
made for each 15 mm depth increment, encompassing every
DEM particle centroid located in a 200 mm wide (¼ approximate furrow width) x 700 mm long (data collection length)
slice. The result is a similar evaluation method to that used in
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Fig. 7 e Comparison of (a) narrow tine soil failure concept from traditional soil mechanics (after Godwin & Spoor, 1977). (b)
Side view of DEM predicted soil failure pattern (colour scale represents vertical velocity profile). (c) Top view of soil failure
pattern in a plane at a depth of 100 mm (colour scale represents forward velocity profile).

soil bin study by Solhjou et al. (2012) but with a much higher
sample number (n ¼ 6000e7000 tracers per depth increment in
simulations compared to n ¼ 13 in the original soil bin study).

2.5.7.

Evaluating DEM model error

Relative error (Er) was used to calculate the error in all DEM
predicted parameters, and is defined as per Eq. (4).
Er ¼ 100ðS  MÞ=M

(4)

where Er is relative average error (%), M is measured value in
soil bin studies, and S is the DEM simulated value.

3.

Results and discussion

3.1.

Prediction of soil failure

A comparison between experimental soil bin results and DEM
simulations of the soil failure and flow with 35 and 90 rake
angle narrow openers is shown in Fig. 6. The 35 rake angle

opener clearly upheaved soil, some of which travelled up the
shank until it fell off and in the furrow behind the opener. In
comparison, the steeper 90 rake opener threw soil laterally
with more direct impacts and splashing effect on particles.
The 53 and 72 rake angle openers (not shown) exhibited a
combination of both upheaving and splashing impact
components.
DEM predicted soil failure patterns were compared to the
narrow tine theory reported by Godwin and Spoor (1977), see
Fig. 7a. DEM predicted the formation of a low velocity body of
particles ahead of the tine akin to the well-known soil wedge
concept described in relevant soil-tool mechanics literature,
which is shown in the side-view at the centre of the opener by
the blue particle zone (varying from zero to very low vertical
velocity) in Fig. 7b and in-plane view at a depth of 100 mm by
the red particle zone (e.g. particles travelling ahead of the tine
with a similar velocity of 2.3 m s1 in Fig. 7c).
Knowledge of the critical depth at which soil failure
changes from a crescent type failure to a lateral failure is
important for predicting draft force and minimising furrow

Fig. 8 e Comparison of empirical values from literature with DEM predicted forward rupture distances.
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compaction. Vertical particle velocity profiles ahead of the
tool were used to evaluate the depth at which the vertical
velocity reached zero as per Godwin and Spoor's (1977) definition of critical depth. The operating depth in the simulation
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was increased to 180 mm for this analysis to ensure all rake
angle openers were operating below their critical depth. The
vertical velocity profiles ahead of the tool (Fig. 8c) showed
expected rake angle trends with the steeper 90 and 72 rake

Fig. 9 e DEM predicted (a) forward, (b) lateral (directionless) and (c) vertical up particle velocity profiles with depth at various
opener rake angles. Fig. 8c also highlights the ‘depth to slotting’ values predicted using furrow profile data (Section 2.5.3).

Fig. 10 e Comparison between measured and DEM predicted furrow profiles for various rake angles of a 16 mm wide opener.
(the uneven boundary of the DEM simulated shape is due to the associated 7.5 mm cell size resolution).
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angle openers minimising vertical velocity at depth - indicative of nearing lateral failure zone. However, the larger than
actual DEM particles tended to cause excess movement as
they were forced around the opener edge. This excess movement propagated through neighbouring particles ahead and
below the opener, resulting in an over estimated vertical velocity profile in that zone. A reduction in vertical velocity at
depth may be expected with smaller particles at the expense
of computational time.
The critical depth was more realistically estimated using
the ‘depth to slotting’ parameter defined in Section 2.5.3. Results show a depth to slotting of 145, 130, 120, and 100 mm for
the 35 , 53 , 72 and 90 rake angle openers respectively. This
agrees with soil bin experiment observations which reported a
narrowing of the furrow due to critical depth with the steeper
72 and 90 rake angle openers at an operating depth of
120 mm (Solhjou et al., 2012).
The predicted m values (see Fig. 8) show a similar inverse
relation with rake angle to previous soil-tool mechanics
studies conducted by Godwin and Spoor (1977), Payne and
Tanner (1959), and Hettiaratchi and Reece (1967). The m relationship was slightly overpredicted with values being closest
(þ8e10%) to the data set of Godwin and Spoor (1977).

The forward, lateral and vertical average velocity profiles
were also constructed using the velocity grid bin (detailed in
Section 2.5) to further explain the movement of soil around
the openers. The velocity profiles refer to the particles
immediately ahead of the tine face, considered in 7.5 mm
depth layer increments. The results (Fig. 9a) show the particle
forward velocity was maximised with steeper rake angles at
any given depth, consistent with a higher impact soil-tool
interaction at these higher rake angles. Comparatively, the
simulated lateral velocity is virtually non-existent in line with
the symmetrical shapes of the simple flat face openers and the
cell zones located ahead of, and of equal width to, the tine
face.

3.2.

Quantification and prediction of furrow profiles

Furrow profiles were constructed with constant cell size
(w ¼ 7.5 mm) and 700 mm long voidage grid bins (see Fig. 10).
The predicted failure boundaries followed a similar path to
those measured by Solhjou et al. (2012), highlighting a progressive trend for increased loosened furrow cross-sectional
area with a decreasing rake angle. The 90 opener shows a
narrowing down of the furrow in line with critical depth, while

Fig. 11 e Comparison of measured and DEM predicted key furrow profile parameters: (a) Furrow area (b) Furrow width, (c)
Dip area, (d) Furrow backfill, (e) Ridge height. For measured results, the error bars represent the standard error of the mean
(n ¼ 4). For DEM predicted results, the error bars represent discrete grid cell size (7.5 mm basic resolution).
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the 35 opener shows no sign of narrowing at depth, predicting a purely crescent failure boundary.
Figure 11 shows a comparison between measured and DEM
predicted key furrow profile parameters. DEM was able to
predict the same progressive trend of increased loosened
furrow cross-sectional area (Er ¼ 9%) with a decreasing rake
angle (Fig. 11a) as measured by Solhjou et al. (2012) The predicted failure boundaries also showed similar shape trends to
those measured in soil bin experiments. Furrow width prediction was poor (Er ¼ 26%), DEM predicting little difference
between the various rake angles (Fig. 11b). This is most likely
due to the lack of soil structure in the DEM soil bin but may
also be influenced by: the resolution of the voidage grid bin,
the larger than actual DEM particles used, or the failure of soil
at the boundary not causing a detectable change in voidage.
The measured furrow width may have also have been

Fig. 12 e Comparison of measured and DEM predicted
maximum lateral soil throw reach. The error bars
represent the standard error of the mean (n ¼ 4).
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increased in the excavation process used in the soil bin
analysis thus leading to wider measured results. The dip area
(Fig. 11c), and furrow backfill was predicted well by DEM
(Er ¼ 14%, 0.8% respectively), showing the furrow emptying
characteristics of low rake angle openers (Fig. 11d). The DEM
predicted ridge height was maximised with a lower rake angle
(Fig. 11e) following measured trends. However, DEM slightly
over predicted the measured values (Er ¼ 16%). This is due to
overall lower lateral movement of larger than actual DEM
particles, resulting in a surface profile that piled up higher
over a narrower lateral distance.

3.3.

Prediction of lateral soil throw

An evaluation of the furrow surface profiles shows the overall
lateral movement of loosened DEM particles was generally
less than was measured in the soil bin, with DEM. This is likely
an effect larger than actual soil particle sizes whose greater
mass reduces the distance travelled under the same impact
force. Similar observations have been reported in previous
DEM studies (Mohammad & Ying, 2015; Ucgul et al., 2014a). .
The maximum DEM predicted lateral soil throw reach was
similar to those reported in soil bin studies (Fig. 12) with an
average relative error of 9% across the various rake angles.
Both soil bin results and DEM predictions did not show a significant effect of rake angle on the maximum lateral soil throw
reach. DEM predictions were somewhat sporadic, which can
be attributed to an interaction between the cohesive force
applied in DEM and different opener actions of the various
rake angles. The 35 opener upheaves a large soil mass, which
travels up the shank until a force imbalance cause clods to fall
off the shank and move laterally onto the shoulder of the
furrow. There is minimal direct impact with the shank and the
thrown particles are generally bound with cohesion in subgroups of other particles. As the rake angle increases the mass
of soil being upheaved reduces, while direct impacts with the
shank increases, breaking of cohesive bonds of particle sub
groups and throwing individual particles. The 72 opener
loosened with characteristics between the high and low rake
opening actions, upheaving soil and then dispersing particles.

Fig. 13 e Predicted percent soil cover from lateral soil throw with various rake angles.
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Fig. 14 e Comparison between soil bin (adapted from Solhjou et al. (2012)) and DEM predicted soil layer mixing results with
16 mm wide opener set at various rake angles. The pie graphs show the proportion of PVC tracers (soil bin) and particle
selections (DEM) by depth present in shallow, intermediate, and deep seed zones (defined in Fig. 1).

However, due to upheaved soil body ahead
particles were generally remained bound in
more particles, increasing their mass, and
distance thrown (relative to the 90 opener).

of the tool the
groups of 3 or
decreasing the
Ultimately this

results in the maximum lateral soil throw value being sensitive to outlying particles. The effect can likely be minimised
with smaller DEM particles, or by applying a time dependent
cohesive contact law. Alternatively, the effect of these outlier
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Fig. 15 e DEM predicted draught (a) and vertical (b) tillage force relationship for a 16 mm wide opener at various rake angles.

particles can be minimised by integrating along the travel
direction and presents as a percent of soil covered with
thrown soil.
The assessment of surface soil cover by loose particles is
shown in Fig. 13. The range varies from a maximum 100% in
the furrow area and beyond, to a gradual decrease towards 0%
near the edge of the soil throw reach. The graph clearly shows
an increase in percentage soil cover with lower rake angle
openers. Threshold distance (S##) values at particular surface
cover levels (e.g. 10%, 25%, 50%, 90%) have been used in the
literature (Desbiolles & Saunders, 2006) for specific analyses.
The predicted 10% soil cover threshold distance (S10) can be
used to characterise the effective soil throw spread dictating
the minimum row spacing to achieve crop safety from preemergence herbicides applied at sowing. Here, the predicted
S10 values differed little at 165, 162.5, 152.5, and 140 mm for the
35 , 53 , 72 and 90 rake angle openers, respectively.

3.4.

Prediction of soil layer mixing

A comparison between soil bin and DEM predicted soil layer
mixing is shown in Fig. 14. It includes an analysis of particle
proportions reaching the shallow, intermediate and deep seed
zones (defined in Fig. 1). DEM was able to predict the same
mixing trends between the various opener designs, namely:
a) the tendency for all narrow point designs to clear and
throw shallow soil onto the shoulders of the furrow
b) an increased soil layer lifting and mixing effect at depth
at the lower 35 and 53 rake angles.
When analysing the DEM predicted proportions of tracers
in each seed zone (see pie-charts in Fig. 14), the deep and intermediate seed zones showed very similar distributions to
soil bin results. However, the predicted distributions in
shallow seed zone saw a consistent increased proportion of
the 30 mm depth layer particles for all openers. Analysis of the
particle flow pathways shows these 30 mm layer particles
were thrown laterally onto the inside of the furrow ridge and

flowed back in behind the tool. This movement back into the
furrow simulates the furrow backfilling process and its extent
is likely to have been accentuated by the reduction in lateral
movement reported earlier. As a result, this also caused
steeper furrow ridges and exaggerated the 30 mm depth soil
particle flow in behind the tool. In contrast, the soil bin study
by Solhjou et al. (2012) showed the 30 mm depth soil tracers
were thrown further laterally and remained on the furrow
shoulders. The soil bin experiments used cubic PVC tracers to
track the movement of soil by layer.

3.5.

Prediction of tillage forces

Figure 15 shows DEM predicted draught and vertical forces.
DEM correctly predicted an increase in draught force with rake
angle, as is consistently shown in the literature (Godwin &
Spoor, 1977; McKyes & Ali, 1977; Perumpral, 1983). The reported rate of increase of draught force with rake angle tends
to vary as a function of operating depth and soil properties
(Godwin & O'Dogherty, 2007). However, soil bin measurements by Godwin and Spoor (1977), Perumpral (1983), and
(McKyes & Ali, 1977) report approximately a twofold draught
penalty (2.08, 2.01, 1.81, respectively) when increasing the
opener rake angle from 45 to 90 which is in close agreeance
with the DEM predicted results of 2.02.
The simulations show an inverse relation between positive
down force and rake angle, highlighting the known benefits of
a low rake angle opener for both low draught requirements
and good penetration capacity. Importantly, DEM was also
able to predict a vertical force transition at 71 (see Fig. 15)
close to the 67.5 reported in the literature (Godwin & Spoor,
1977; McKyes & Ali, 1977; Perumpral, 1983).

4.

Conclusions

A new method for quantifying furrow profiles was developed
using a voidage grid bin, moving DEM evaluation methodology
closer to the techniques used in soil bin and field studies. The
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voidage grid cell size was optimised to minimise calculation
error and maximise grid resolution, the optimum was found
to follow a grid cell size (w) to particle size (r) ratio of w/r ¼ 3.
The use of the voidage grid bin method resulted in accurate
quantitative prediction of furrow parameters (and associated
trends with increasing rake angle) including forward rupture
m ratio, loosened furrow cross-sectional area, furrow dip area,
furrow backfill, depth to slotting (as an estimation of critical
depth) and furrow ridge height. The lateral soil throw was best
assessed using a threshold distance from furrow centre for a
reference soil cover %, highlighting the progressive trend for
increasing distance with lower rake angles. The model was
also able to predict the expected draught force, vertical force,
and soil layer mixing trends for various rake angles. The results highlight the potential of DEM, the hysteretic spring
contact model and the voidage grid bin method for a whole
performance optimisation of narrow point openers.
Future work by the authors will look to improve the DEM
model by including more input parameters in the calibration
process; by reducing DEM particle size; including adhesion
and by investigating new contact models.
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